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INTRODUCTION

        [ 1'1 ] Radiation Darnages in Solids ..................... 1
        [ 1•2 ] Color Centers in' Alkali Halide Crystals.......... 2

        [ 1•3 ] Out Line of This Work ........................... 7
                References .e,e•..•••••••.••.••.•-.•'.'''''''''' 11

     [ 1"1 ] Radiation Damages in Solids

     The'sharp developement of the nuclear physics thirty
years ago has given the possibility that man utilizes the
nuclear reactions as a new energy source, and has given
scope to some connected areas of the research. These
areas have now been systematized, under the aim of utiliza-
tion of atomic energy, as the " nuclear engineering ".
     This field of engineering has involved several char-
acteristic problems which must be newly solved, though it
is sure that the nuclear engineering has based on achieve-
ments of other fields of engineering and science which are
established earlier.,
     Radiation damage is one of the most iinportant sub-
jects which nuclear engineering must clarify. Nuclear
reactions, fission as well as fusion, always accompany
radiations extending from the high-energy photon to heavy
charged particles involving fission fraginents. This situa-
tion has brought forward the problem of behaviours of mate-
rials under radiations.
     Here radiation damage is defined to involve all pheno-
mena resulted by the interaction between materials and
radiations as well as the radiation-induced changes in
properties of materials, and materials are restricted to
crystalline solids.
     Let us now pay our attention to defect formation by
radiation; this is one of the main phenomena of solids under
the radiation, andthis is the origin of changes in proper-
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ties of solids.
     Foilowing three generic classes of defect formation
process can be distinguished; electronic process, elastic
                           1)collisions, and radiolysis.                              The electronic process
includes all changes in electronic states owing to absorp-
tion of radiation energy, but does no formation of defects
of crystaline lattices. Elastic collisions are the process
where atoms and ions are displaced due to momentum and
energy transfer from irradiating particles. Radiolysis
process involves creation of defects of lattices which
originates from an electronic excitation followed by a
series of reactions.
     In general, these entire range of defect formation
processes results in extremely complex radiation effects.
One of the useful approaches in understanding the mechanism
of radiatien dainages has been 't the method of analysis ",
namely the simple act of choosing to work on solids which
                                      2) 'are chemically and structuraHy simple.
     In this work on radiation damages, from this view
point, alkali halide crystal which is the typical ionic
crystal and is one of solids with most simple structure
i's adopted as a "solid!',and radiations are limited to
ionizing radiation at low ternperature. This combination and
restriction make radiolysis dominant in defect formation, and
some aspects of radiation effects relatively simple. Thus
this work concerns damages by radiolysis in a nesrly ideal
ionic crystal.

     [ 1•2 ] Color Centers in Alkali Halide Crystals

     The ionizing radiation damages in insulaters has been
studied for some 40 years. This type of study in alkali
halides has been known as color center physics, since the
radiation--induced defects in this so' lid cause optical absorp-
tion from ultra-violet( uv ) to visible light regions
which were transparent before irradiation.
     The rnain reason for which this subject has been studied
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by many workers for a long time is following; this gives
considerable insights into the interactions between electrons
( or holes ) and other electrons, phonons or nuclei in insu-
lating solids, because of applicability of a wider range of
experimental approaches and techniques and of enabling
workers to compare theory and experiment more deeply for
clearer understanding.
     The study under the aim of technological application of
color centers has also been made. Color centers are now
widly used in dosimetry and have a potentially wide applica-
tion in information storage and processing devices.3) since

such area of studies is, however, far from the aim of this
work, further descriptions on the applied research
given here.
     The research of color centers except the technolo-
gically, oriented application can be distinguished into
following categories;
     1) study on phenomena under irradiations,
         study on properties and configurations of created     2)

     3) study on defect annihilation process,
     4) study on effects of radiation-induced defects on
         bulk properties of crystals.
The first category aims now to clarify defect formation
mechanism and luminescent phenomena. The second is the
study to understand the states of localized electrons and
holes associated with, in most cases, lattice defects. The
    ,third involves the studies on the phenomena such as thermo-
lurninescence ( TL ) and thermally stimulated conductivity (
TSC ) which take place during annealing of irradiated crys-
tals. In the fourth category, the object of study is the inter-
actions of radiation-induced defects with other species ipvolved
in the host crystal.
     Brief reviews on ,the first, third and fourth categories of
research will be given later in the appropriate parts of this
thesis, to make clear the present problems in these fields, since
these three are mainly investigated in this work.
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     In the second category of color-center research, pro-
perties of excited states of defects in alkali halides have
been currently studies, though this work does not concern
these properties. On the other hand, the most properties
of the ground states and the configurations of typical
simple color centers are well understood so far. In the
following part of this 'section, these establishments are
     rsummarized in the sense that what types of defects are
created by ionizing radiati.on at low temperature.
     In Fig.1'2el are sketched some of defects which have
close correlation with this work, andafew comme.nts for
these defects will be given later.
     The first result. which should be stressed is the fact
that the FTenkel defects are created by radiolysis. The
initi'al evidence is the discovery and establishment of the
configuration of the H center based on the electron para-
magnetic resonance ( EPR ) and optical absorption measure-
ments.4-6) The H center is essentially the dihalide mo-

lecular ion located in one anion site, as illustrated in
Fig.1•2•1. This assignment strongiy indicates that the
interstitial halogen atom is produced together with its
complementary center, the F center, at least at' low tempera-
ture.
     More powerful evidence that Frenkel defects are created
by radiolysis comes from simultaneous measurement of the ex-
pansion of a crystal and its increase in lattice constant.
When Frenkel pairs'are formed, equal changes in the macro-
scopic size and the lattice constant of a crystal should
be observed. 7) Balzer et al. have demonstrated that the

percentage increase in lattice constant and macroscopic
size is the same at all temperatures up to room tempera-
ture. 8) The typical exarnple of their measurements are

shown in Fig.1•2•2. Their study thus has established that
the radiolysis in alkali halides results in the formation

of Frenkel defects. '
     Now, two types of Frenkel pairs are well known; one is
the neutral Frenkel pair consisting F and H centers mention-
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Fig.1.2.1. Schematical lattice configurations of simple defects
      in the anion sub-lattice of alkali halides with NaCl
structure. Only defects which have close correlation with this
work are sketched. An anion vacancy is abbreviated here main;y as F+
instead of the older notation of ct, based on the notation of
Sonder and Sibley.1)
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        Fig.1•2`2, Relative lattice parameter and length
                  changes Åíor alkali halides x- ray
        irradiated at room temperatUre. ( from ref.8 )

ed above, and the other is the charged Frenke] pair which
consists of an'interstitial halogen ion, the I center,
and a halogen vacancy, the F+ center.
     Theoretical lattice calculation 9' ) has suggested that

the I center is an interstitial halogen ion situated at the
center of the cube formed by four cations and four anions.
However, L-ohstUter et al. have concluded that the I center
is a cube-oriented defects, based on their experimental
results of diffuse x-ray scattering;O)The configuration of

the I center has not been clearly established so far.
     These halogen interstitial atoms and ions can be trapped
by nearest neighboring alkali impurity ions to form the HA
and IA centers.11-15) The configuration of the HA center
associated with a Na+ ion in KCI has been identified by
EbR studies.12) The configuration is also sketched in

Fig.1•2•1. The model of, the IA center has not yet been
established, as that of the I center has not.
     Another interesting and important defect, which accom-
panies no defects of lattices, is the VK center. This is
essentially the self-trapped hole in perfect crystals. The
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EPR study has established its configuration of that the
XKiil":;E,so.gs:sxg,2f.igw)o \fig'e2tE2fi2g\b2'..gg.g:.2a:lsii :Rns

                                                     !7,l8)alkali impurity ion, the VKA center, is also formed.
It is noted that the formation of a self-trapped hole must
accompany trapping an electron by some other defects, such
as impurity. ,
     The self-trapped hole does play an essentially impor-
tant role on the radiolysis in alkali halides.
                         '

     [ 1'3 ] Outline of This Work
                                       '           +
     The view point of the author on the inonizing-radiation
damages in alkali halides is followings. The defect forma-
tion due to irradiation results in the changes in electronic
and lattice states which accompany the increase of total
energy of the crystal. In other words, the defect formation
is the radiation-energy storage in the form of lattice ener-
gy. This stored energy is the fundamental cause of the
radiation-induced changes in properties of the crystal, and
thus the recovery of the changes in properties originates
from the release of stored energy due to defect annihilation.
     Based on the view point, the ionization damages can be
divided into four regions as shown in Fig.1`3•1. The re-
gion I involves defect formation process through which the
radiation-energy is stored. After some transient phenomena(
the region II ), an "excited" state is formed. Properties
of the excited state compared with those of ground state,
i.e. the state before irradiation, are called radiation
damage in a narrow sense( the region III ). By external
stirnulation, for example by heat, the stored energy is re-
leased due to defect annihilation which accompanies the
recovery of radiation-induced changes in properties ( the
region IV ).
     One of the main part of this work concerns the defect
formation mechanism. Following sequence of processes can
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be distinguished at the region I;
     1) ionization, or creation of free electrons and holes,
     2) hole relaxation and exciton formation,
     3) decay of the exciton.
Since the first and second processes are considered to take
                                         -16                                                       -12                                             sec and !Oplace within very short time, less than 10
sec, respectively, direct observations of them are not
possible at present. These processes have been treated
only theoretically and/or by speculations based on the re-
sults of post irradiation. Our detailed experimental" study
on the region 1, thus, is limited to the third process, or
the decay of created excitons.
     Two types of exciton decay take place; one is the
radiative decay and the other is the non-radiative one. !t
is generally accepted that color-center formation is taking
place through non-radiative decay of an exciton. Therefore,
properties and behaviours of excitons are one of the subjects
studied in this work.
     It is also possible to distinguish radiolysis in alkali
halides into following sequences; one is the dissociation
of an exciton, and the other is the secondary reactions of
created primary interstitials. The latter process is im-
portant to understand the color-center formation at tempera-
tures where the primary interstitials are not thermally sta-
ble; the interaction- of these interstitials with other
imperfections to form variety of complex interstitial cen-
ters is the dominant reaction at the temperatures. The
secondary reactions of created interstitials is the second
subject which is investigated here. •
     The third concerns the mechanism of release of stored
energy or defect annihilation ( the region III ). In gener-
al, stored-energy is released in two ways; in the form of
light and of heat. The former is thermoluminescence and
the latter is the release of "stored energy" in a narrow
sense. The special interest lies in thermoluminescence,
since it involves the conversion of lattice energy into
the energy of electronic excitation which results in the

-9-



emission of photons. 3'hus the mechanism of thermolumines-
cence has t.he reverse proper'ty o.f ']radiolys. is. This has
been studied for pure, or non-activated, matertals.
     As one of properties of an "excited" state( the region
IV ), radiation induced changes in mechanical property,
hardness, of alkali halides havebeen studied.
This subject is a typical one o.f studies in the fourth cate-
gory mentioned before and has been known as radiation harden-
ing. In the study of radiation hardening, the main inter-
est is the interaction of radiation induced defects with
dislocations cryst.als involve. Through the anal>rsis of the
interaction, one can know the mechanism of dislocation
dynamics in the typical ionic crystals, and furthermore,
some properties ol the defects.responsible for hardenj.ng,
     The characteristic feature in experimental approach
of this work is the application of method of INTERNiAL PER-
TURBATION due to iinpurit.ies. The fitain int.erest. here is not
the behaviours of the impurity in crystals itself, but t.he
intrinsic process of crystals wThich can be cleared through
the insight of impurity-effects in radiolytic behaviours.
For this purpose, the "ideal'' impurity is the one which
does,not, drasticaily disturb the intrins.ic processes and
reactions, but does give the effective changes in radioly-
tic phenomena which can be observed experimentally. In this
work, thus, the foreign alkali .ions are used as such anim-

punty.
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     [ 2•1 ] Samples

     Alkali halide single crystals used in this work are
the pure crystals of KBr, KCI, NaCl, and KI, and crystals
doped with alkali impurity ions and!or electron-trapping
                      -++impurities such as N02 , Ag , and Tl .
     Pure specimens were obtained from crystal blocks
purchased from Harshaw Chemical Co. Doped ones were all
grown by the Kyropoulos method in dry nitrogen atmosphere,
using powders purchased from Nakarai Cheinical Co, or
Merch Co. Assays of used KBr and KCI powders are shown in
Table 2.1.1. The NaCl powder is one with a purity of
99.990!,.

     Lithium halide powders, which usually involve crystal
water, were doped to the rnelt, after desiccation of powders
in vacuum.
     Li' impurity ions tend to aggregate. In order to
disperse tliem again, Li+-doped crystals were heated to 500 C

and rapidly cooled to room temperature, before irradiation.
     Concentration of irnpurities were determined by the
semiquantitative spectrographic analysis with Å} 10 9, error,
which was performed by Matsushita Electric Co.
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Table 2.1.1. Assays of
                this work

Solubility in water To
Free alkali To
Sulfate
Phosphate
Iodide
Heavy metals
Iron
Barium
Magnesium

Ca1cium
Arsenic
Total Nitrogen

Maximum

 KBr
.

  KC1

 pass
 pass
    o
    o

   o.
   o,
    o
   o.

 pass
    o

    o

and KCI

 test
 test
.O020-,

.OOIO-,

OO050!,

OO030-,

,OOIO-,

OO050i,

 test
.OOIO-,

eOOIe-,

99.50i,

powders used in

         '
       '

       KBr

   To pass test
         O.O070-,
         O.O0506
         O.O029,
   To pass test
        O.OO04O-,
        O.OO050x,
         o.oo2e-,
         O.oolo!,
        O.OO120-.
         O.OOIO-,
        O.OO059.
         O.oole-,

          99.80-,
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     [ 2•2 ] Cryostat

     Two different types of cryostats were used for the op-
tical absorption and emission measureTnents at low temperature
near liquid-he!ium temperature. These stainless steel
cryostats were made in Torisha Lab. under the idea of the

author. .
     One cryostat ( Cryo.I ) has the sub-tank with a needle
valve for liquid-helium supply from the main-tank and with
a heater, This structure makes it possible to keep a given
temperature of the sample holder constant in the range
from 6 K to 80 K.
     The Cryo.I has also three pairs of light paths, which
gives fairly an advantage for luminescence measurements
described later.
     The other cryostat ( Cryo.II J) is one for the optical
absorption and emission measurements below 4.2 K. Samples
can be cooled down to 1.7 K through thermal conduction,
when the liquid-helium tank is evacuated with a rotary pump.
     For the effective radiation shielding, infrared ab-
sorbing visible transmitting filters ( CSI--75 ) and quartz
plates are placed on the light paths of the radiation shield.
     Temperature was measured by Allen-Bradley carbon resis-
tor andlor Au:Fe - Chromel therinocouple.
     Another cryostat ( Cryo.III ), whose optical-arrangement
is similar to that of Cryo.I, was also used for the optical
absorption and emission measurements above 80 K.

     [ 2'3 ] Measurement and Control of Temperature

     Temperature, except below 4.2 K, was mainly measured by
Au:Fe - Chromel thermocouple, thermoelectromotive force of
which shows anexcellent linearity as a function of tempera-
ture between 4 K and 70 K, and between 90 K and 300 K. The
linearity involves the advantage in the isochronal annealing
experiments.
     Two different patterns of temperature control were

'IJr -



carried out; one is the isochronal pulse annealing where
a fixed temperature remains unchanged for a given interval,
and the other isochronal annealing where the heating rate
is kept constant.
     In the former, difference between the out put of a
thermocouple and the voltage of a •fixed value generated by
a proper circuit was d.c. amplified, and the difference
which was less than 1!100 of a fixed value of voltage was
kept unchanged by proper dropping of liquid nitrogen or
liquid helium to the sample holder. This treatment gave
the heat pulse to the sample with a sharp initial rise
and final drop and with a constant value between them.
     In the case of isochronal annealing, the heating rate
was kept constant within Å} O.05 deglmin, using a programable
temperature controller ( Shinku Riko HPC-5000VL ) with a
Au:Fe - Chromel thermocouple as the sensor.

     [ 2•4 ] Stationary Measurements of Optical Absorption
             and Emission

     Figure 2.4.1 shows the schematic diagram of the
apparatus for the luminescence measurements. Luminescence
resulted by x-ray excitation and by the excitation of a
given color centers due to optical illumination were

     Samples were excited by x ray, generated by Toshiba
x-ray tube ( AFX-61A-W ), through a KBr filter with a thick-
ness of O.2 mm, in order to prevent soft component of the
x ray from the prominent coloration.'
     Monochromatic light was obtained from the white light
of a Xe lamp ( Ushio UXL-500D in UL-501C ) and of D2 lamp
( Shimazu 33-86-3S ) through a Shimazu-Baush and Lomb
grating monochromator or appropriate optical filters
     Luminescence from a sample was detected by a HTV R-292
photomultiplier which was placed behind the exit slit of
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the grating monochromator. Photomultiplier out put vs.
wavelength was recorded by an X-Y recorder ( Yokogawa
Type 3077 ).
     The spectral sensitivity of the detector system includ-
ing the collective lens, the grating monochromator and the
photomultiplier was calibTated, using a rhodamine B quantum
counter.
     Optical absorption spectra of irradiated crystals were
measured by a Shimazu SV-50A spectrophotometer.
     For a continuous recording of the optical density at a
fixed wavelength in the isochronal annealing experiments,
a Shimazu-Bausch and Lomb grating monochromator with a
tungsten filament lamp was used as a light source and the
transmitted intensity was measured with a HTV R-207 photo-
multiplier tube. The photomultiplier out put was recorded
together with the thermoelectromotive force of a thermo-
couple by a multi-pen recorder ( Rika Denki B-361 ).

     [ 2•S ] EPR Measurement

     EPR measurements ofirradiated alkali halides were also
employed toobtain annealing behaviours of the paramagnetic
color centers. Samples with dimensions of 2 x 2 x ls mm3

ih a evacuated quartz tube were irradiated by Co-60 y ray
in liquid nitrogen.
     EPR was measured by a JEOL-JM-PE-3 from 80 to 250 K,
using a variable-temperature cabity.

     [ 2'6 ] Mechanical Test

     All the test were done in
Tensilon testing machine with
     Measurements were made at
or at a given temperature from
     The measurements at 77 K

 <100> compression using
cross head speed of O.03 cm/min.
 Iiquid-nitrogen temperature
 4.2 K to 250 K.
were performed as follows:
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After irradiation, specimens were transferred to the pre-
cooled jig of the machine which remained immersed in liquid

nitrogen under safety dim light. -
     The low-temperature test below 77 K were made using
the special jig shown in Fig.2.6.1, as following proce-

     1) Six specimens irr.adiated at 77 K were set to the
        sample holder of the jig in liquid nitrogen,
     2) next the jig was transferred, with a bath filled
        with liquid nitrogen, quickly into the inner dewar
        which was precooled by the outer dewar filled with
        liquid nitrogen,
     3) then liquid helium was poured into the inner dewar
        before the ternperature of the specimens rose up
        to 100 K.
Temperature of the specimens were measured by a Au:Co-Cu
thermocoup1e.

     [ 2•7 ] Transient Optical Absorption and Emission
             Measurements

     Figure 2.7.1 shows the experimental arrangements for
measuring the transient optical phenomena.
     The electron pulse was generated with a Febetron Model
707, operated at an energy of 2 MeV, at a peak current of
1000 A. The waveform of the electron pulse is shown in
Fig.2.7,2.
     In order to obtain electron pulses with various inten-
sities, 3 mm thick copper plates with different numbers and
sizes ofholeS were placed between the electron tube of the
Febetron 707 and the specimen. The specimen was separated
from the copper plates by 10 cm, in order to make the
electron intensity uniform at the position of the specimen.
     Typical examples of the osciloscope traces for
absorption and emission measurements are shown in Fig.2.7.3.
     In the case of luminescence measurement, emitted light
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was guided into the shielding room by the reflecting mirrors
( Ms - Mlo )• The guided light was passed through a mono-
chromator ( Shimazu GE-100 ) and detected with two photo-
multipliers ( EMI 6256 B ) placed at two exit slits adjusted
at two wavelengths. The out put signals of the two photo-
rnultipliers were recorded with two oscilloscopes ( Iwatsu
SS-112 ).
     rn the case of transient absorption rneasurement, the
light from a 'Xenon Arc Lamp ( Ushio UXL-150D ) was 'incident
on a.specimen through the reflecting mirrors ( Ml - M4 )•
The emergent light was transmitted into the shielding room
sirnilarly as the emitted light. The changes in intensity
caused by the electron pulse weredetected with photomultipli-
ers and recorded with oscilloscopes.
     By ernploying the two-channel detector system, the absor-
ption or emission changes at two wavelengths induced by a
single pulse were compared. This procedure eliminates the
possible error caused by the fluctuation of the intensity
of the electron pulses produced by the Febetron.
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[ 3•1 ]

INTRODUCTION

      Current knowledge on the relaxation and dissociation of

      an exciton in alkali halides is briefly reviewed in ,
      order to make the present problems in this field clear.

      In the first place, the electronic structure of the

      self-trapped exciton is sumarized. Then, the precur-
      sor of the Frenkel pair, the exciton state responsible
      for the color center formation is discussed, based on
      the experimental results of recent works.' Finally, we

      briefly sketch an overall plan of the contents of

      this chapter,

gl Electronic Excitation ( The Self-Trapped Exciton )

     When alkali halide crystals are subjected to ionizing
radiation, they luminesce if the temperature is low enough.
The luminescence which is apparent to have no correlation
with any impurity in a crystal, intrinsic luminescence,
                                                         1)was first observed by Van Sciver and Hofstadter(1955),
                        2)and by Teegarden(1957).
     The clear assignment of- the origin of intrinsic lumi-
nescence, however, has been first made by Kabler3) and by
Murray and Keller.4) These workers have established that

the intrinsic luminescence is due to the electron-hole
recombination in which the hole is in the form of the self-
trapped hole, the VK center.
     The lowest energy-absorption peaks in the absorption
with considerable structure in the ultraviolet absorption
region ( a typical example is shown in Fig.3.1.1 ) has been
shown to result in the creation of excitons on halogen
ions.5-7) The emission spectra due to uv light excitation

in the exciton-absorption band are closely related to the
spectra resulting from x-ray irradiation, or the recombina-
tion of an electron with a VK center. An example of emis-
sion spectra due to uv-light excitation is shown in

                            -26-
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          8)Fig.3•1.2.
     This result indicates that an exciton on a halogen ion
forms the state of an electron trapped by a VK center through
lattice relaxat.ion. .Thus the term " -self-trapped exciton " .
( STE ) is appropriate to describe the initial state of
intrinsic luminescence.9) The STE is hereafter abbreviated
           10)as ( VKe )•
     The electronic structure of ( VKe ) has been extensive-
ly studied mainly by Kabler and his cowarkers, through
experiments of iuminescence,3'7'9) magnetic circuiar di-
chroism ( McD ),ii) eiectron paramagnetic resonance
( EpR ),12) and optical absorption.13,14)

     Figure 3.1.3(a) shows schematical energy diagram for
( VKe )e The notation of the levels has been designated in
terms of the irreducible representation for Dcoh and D2h.
The x,y,z axes for D2h stands for the set shown in '
Fig.3.1.3(b). Arrows indicate the transitions within the
( VKe ), which have been observed so far.
     In most alkali halides, two emission bands are observ-
ed; one is u-polarized ( u ernission ), and the other T-
polarized ( T emission ) with the lower transition energy
than the former. It has been shown that the radiative
lifetime of u emission is the order ot lo-9 sec, whereas
that of 7 emission varies from lo'3 sec to io'6 sec.9) The

relatively longer lifetime of T emission have suggested that
the initial state of the emission is a triplet state.
     This has been confirmed by the works on EPR and
McD.ii'i2) According to the notation of Fuiier et ai.i3)

the T emission in KBr thus aTise from the electronic tran-
sition of Aisug;3z" ÅÄ Auu4p;izg, where A represents the out

most electronic configuration of the bromine mo!ecular ion,
Br2- , of (og4p)2(Tu4p)4(Tg4p)4(u.4p). The multiplicity

forbiddenness in this transition is broken by mixing due to
i:'i:•:w:g,?iP:i;•IOgrt2.ii;if,il:xi;i2.gg}l•eg.2,`,gksgi;Iiiuintg"isu,;

     Song et al. have shown from their theoretical work that
                           '
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the initial state of o emission is A2sug;lzg. correspond-

ing transition is dipole-allowed.
     The luminescence corresponding to the transition from
Alsug;IEG to Aou4p;lxg has not been observed. The mechanism

of absence of such an emission band has not been known yet.
     In this thesis, the initial states of u and T emissions
are written as ( VKe )o and ( VKe )T, respectively, and the
notation in terms of the irreducible representation shown
in Fig.3.1.3(a) is used when nescessary. .
     Transient optical absorption due to ( VKe )T has been
studied by Kabier et ai.i3'i4) A typicai exampie of their

resuls, for clolides, is Shown in Fig.3.1.4.
     They have assigned the absorption in the 3 - 4 eV range
to hole transition within the STE and that in the 1 - 3 eV
range to excitations involving the electron trapped by X2
of STE, where X stands for halogens. Based on the features
of the absorption due to electronic excitations that sharp
edge in the near infrared, and a gradual decline toward
higher energy, Kabler et al. have interpreted the absorption
in terms of Rydberg sequence converging to the conduction
band edge.
     The doublet structures are evident in salts except
Naci. in their eariier works,i3'i4) the doubiet has been

attributed to the transitions to A2pou and A2pTu from Alsu g,
respectively. More recently, Williams has cv•hown that the
doublet bands are more favored to correspond to the transi-
;gg;gEt2.rlggy i ig iil " A2pT. ; 3ng • and Ai sug } 3xG ÅÄ A3p6. ; 3x g+ ,

     It is also shown that three sub-levels of the lowest
triplet state of STE, which can be ignored in usual cases,
plays the important role in luminescence below 4.2 K.17,18)

     Thus the electronic structure of relaxed exciton,
especially of the !owest triplet state, has been under-
stood very well. The present questions of the exciton
physics in alkali halides concerns the mechanism of relaxa-
tion of the unrelaxed exciton, hot exciton, and mechanism of
the non-radiative decay involving defect formation process.
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g2 Dissociation of an Exciton ( Excitonic Mechanism of
     Color Center Formation in Alkali Halides )

     Other important -and interesting-phenomenon which is
resulted by ionizing radiation is the color-center formation
due to radiolysis. The mechanism has been studied for a
long time, and various models has been proposed so far.19-27)
     Experimental resuj.ts that uv irradiation28,29) to

alkali halides, involving two-photon absorption of laser
light,30,31) creates lattice defects, together with results

that the energ>r requi,red to form a pair of F and H centers
is 2o - loo ev,32'33) indicate that the single ionization

or the formation of an excit.on is responsible for the
radiolysis.
     The first model of exeitonic mechanism of defect forma-
tion has been proposed by pooley,22) by Hersh 23) and by
Lushchik,24) independently. The fundamental experimental

results on which the model is based is the complementary
behaviour between the color-center formation rate and the
luminescence efficiency of " emission of exciton. Fig.3.1.S
is such a result obtained by Konitzer and Hersh for KI
crystal.29) The formation rate of F and v2 center increases

above 90 K where the luminescence intensity decreases
owing to the competitive process of radiative decay and non-
radiative transition via thermal activation. The configu-
ration coordinate diagram of the lowest triplet state of
an exciton in KI is shown in Fig.3.1.6.22)

     It has also been known that the formation yield of
charged Frenkel pair is larger than that of neutral Frenkel
pair in the case of conventional x-raying to KBr and others
at low temeprature.
     pooley,22) based on these experimental results, have
                                        oproposed the following model:. Energy,( Efi +Al ) in
Fig.3.1.6, which is given to two halogen ions of ( VKe )
through non-radiative aecay makes an ion start a replace-
ment collision sequence along a <110> line, when the energy
is unequa!ly shared by two ions. Pooley mechanism thus
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involves the consequence that time constant of color-center
formation, growth time, is the same as the lifetime of
( vKe )T•
     A direct method to check the reliability of Pooley
mechanism of defect formation is to observe the growth time of
color center formation. This has been done using pulsed-
                           32)                                                     31)                            , or pulsed laser light.beam of high energy electron
     Figure 3.1.7 shows the transient absorption of KBr
induced by a single pulse, which was measured at 50 n sec
after the end of pulse at s K.32) It is evident that F and

H centers are dominant as the product. of radiolysis. This
result tends to indicate that the primary defects due to
dissociation of an exciton is the neutral Frenkel pair
consisting F and H centers, which is consistent with the
theoretical conclusion obtained by smoluchowski et al.34)
     The growth time of the F center ( as well as F+center
in KBr ) is less than 3n sec in KBr,32) and is n p sec
in Kcl,31) respectively. These are very shorter than the

lifetimes of lowest triplet states in these salts, 1.0 X
lo-4 sec in KBr and s.o x lo-3 sec in Kcl, respectively.

     These experimental results are the direct evidences
that Pooley's mode! of excitonic mechanism is not adequate
at least in KBr and KCI crystals.
     Recent works have presented another experimental evi-
dences that the exciton state responsible fcr the F-center
formation, ( VKe )F, is different from ( VKe )T as well as

     Karasawa and Hirai35) have studied the F center forma-

tion and intrinsic luminescence below 4.2 K, and have found
that these behaves independently in KBr and in KCI: The
formation yield of the radiative STE is almost constant,
whereas the yield of the F center decreases with an acti-
vation energy of a few meV with decreasing temperature.
     Another one is given in this chapter, ( Chap.[3'4] ) from
the study of impurity effects on behaviours of the exciton
in KBr. It will be shown that the formation yield of
( VKe )F is suppressed by an alkali impurity ion, whereas
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those of radiative sTE's are not affected.36)

     These result.s indicates that ( VKe )F is the different
from the states responsible for intrinsic luminescence.
     Thus experimental works after the first excitonic
rnechanism model was proposed have revealed that such a
model are not adequate in alkali halides except KI and other
crystals which color poorly at low temperature. Now the
main problem in defect formation rnechanism concerns the ex-
citon state responsible for the formation of F - H pairs,
or the dissociation process of an exciton in KBr, KCI and
others.
     Several important results on the properties of ( VKe )F
has been obtained.
     First, it has been demonstrated that the ( VKe )F is
:g.:.\l?g 2:g'gy, s:\:,(.xK,e.k.2,y,gsc•x,t2;g.2".s,:;I

They observed that the thermal annihilation of a pair of
F and H centers produces n-emissions for both Kc138) and
KBr.37) These results indicate that a stable pair of F

and H centers has an energy higher than ( VKe )T• The
details will be shown later ( Chap.[St3] ).
     Second, there are some pieces of experimental evidence
:\il. s?.l"glga,geg,'2\g. ( XE;.]g.2aZ.3'Ri;.:•.2gleX:5g02,g:Xh,:.

competitive process of ( VKe )F and the lowest triplet
state in KBr, which is thermally controlled by an activa-
tion energy of i3.7 mev. wiiiiamsi6) have recentiy shown

X2g:,!22.+(,XKft,lF,;S,ii:0221y..Egig;21,:2,g:.ex\igeg.:xgt.gggf

has pointed out that the luminescence yield of the T emis-
sion for several alkali halides is anti-correlated with the
formation yield of the F center, based on the Rabin-Click
plot40) of these quantities•

     Recently, three new excitonic mechanism models have
been proposed by Kabler,25) by Itoh and saidoh,26) and by
         27)              These models involve a higher excited stateToyozawa.
of STE as the precursor of a Frenkel pair.
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     Kabler's model is based on the current knowledge of
the STE as described in the previous section. His model
is essentially the X2 translation model of STE at point U
which iS considered te occur just below the absolute inini-
murn in the configuration space of the highest excited state
of sET.2S) The configuration coordinate diagrarns for STE,

on which his model is based, and the potential curves
describing possible defect production are shown in
Figs.3.1.8 and 3.1.9, respectively. The init.ial state of
color-center forrnation in Kabler's model has not been con-
clusively indicated.
     Toyozawa has assuTned that the A2puu;1'3zg is the

precursor of the F center.
     On the other hand, Itoh and Saidoh have assumed that
the state having an excited X2 , ng or llu, is responsible
for the F - H production, based on their recent works on
replacement colli.sion sequence of created interstitial
halogen.
     In spite of these medels, the structure of ( VKe )F
is not established exactly at present. The process of the
formation of Frenkel pairs is of great interest, since
the electron-hole recombination takes place by a non-radia-
tive process where the electronic-excitation energy is
converted to kinetic energy with a momentum of halogen in-
terstitials. The problem is the typical model of radiolysis
in radiation damages.

g3 Outline of The Work in This Chapter

     The aim of the work reported in this chapter is to
obtain fur'ther knowledge of the properties and behaviour of
an exciton from the experimental study by means of internal
perturbation method.
     We begin with the study of luminescence in KBr crystals
containing Na+ impurity ions. The origin of the supplemen-

tary emission band situated at 2.9 eV in the crystal
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is assigned to be radiative decay of the relaxed exciton
               +trapped by.a Na ion, ( VKe )Na, after identification of
the VKA(Na ) band in KBr. The effects of the iTnpurity ion
on some properties of the VK center is discussed. Quantum
efficiency of the luminescence from ( VKe )Na and its forma-
tion yield are also discussed. ' '
     Next the properties and electronic structure of the
self-trapped exciton associated with an alkali impurity ion,
( VKe )A, are extensively studied by means of pulse electron
irradiation as well as conventional x-raying.
     It is clearly shown that luminescence due to ( VKe )A,
the'TA emission,originates from the lowest triplet state '
similar to ( VKe )z. The changes in properties of ( VKe )
when it is trapped by an alkali impurity ion are discussed
in terms of perturbation due to the ion.
     After having cleared the structure of ( VKe )A, the
effects of formation of such a perturbed exciton on other
excitonic products, color-center forrnation and intrinsic
luminescence are studied. It is shown that ( VKe )A iS
formed through the selective interaction between ( VKe )F
and alkali impurity ions in KCI ahd KBr. Thus formation
of ( VKe )A results in the suppression of the F-center
formation yield, and gives no effect on formation yields
of radiative STE's, ( VKe )u and ( VKe )T. Relaxation pro-
cess of an hot exciton and the formation mechanisrn of
( VKe )A are discussed.
     After having established close correlation between
( VKe )F and ( VKe )A, temperature dependence of relaxation
rate of ( VKe )F from the hot exciton and of dissociation
probability of ( VKe )F into F - H pair are investigated
from the measurement of formation yield of ( VKe )A between
1.7 and 80 K in KBr and KCI. The dependence of these
quantities is discussed based on the experimental results,
together with results of formation yield of the F center
obtained by Karasawa and Hirai.35)
     Then the interaction between an exciton and a Li+ ion

in NaCl is studied. The different rnechansim of the inter-
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action from that in KBr and KCI is established in this salt.
'The mechanism of the interaction, which forms ( VKe )Li in
NaCl, i.s well i'mterpreted in terms of hopping motion of the
                                       40)lowest triplet state of STE, ( VKe )fi•                                            The difference
in excitonic behaviour between NaCl and KBr is'discussed in
connection with defect formation mechanism in these salts.
     Finally, based on t.he establishment in the preceding
chapters, relaxation of the hot exciton is discussed, and
it is shown that the ( VKe )F is the higher excited triplet
                                'state of an exciton,
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[ 3•2 ]

LUMINESCENCEFROM ( VKe )A IN KBr CRYSTALS

Luminescence of KBr containing foreign alkali ions has

been studied. First the interaction between self-trapped
hole and a Na+ ion is studied to make the properties of

         +the VKA(Na ) center clear. The VKA center has a u-polarized

absorption band at 3.35 eV, and decays thermally at 200 K

with an activation energy of O.63 eV. Then identifica-

tion of the origin of the 2.9-eV emission band in KBr:Na

is made based on the measurement of 1uminescence due to       '
the recornbination between an electron and the VKA center•

The 2.9 eV emission arises from the radiative decay of

( VKe )A in KBr• Discussions are made on some properties

of VKA center and of ( VKe )A•

gl Introductory Remarks

     The role of monovalent cation impurity such as Na+ or
Li+ for defect formation in alkali halides has been rnainly

investigated in terms of the secondary reactions of halogen
interstitials or their interaction with the impurity.
     Little attention has been payed on the effects of
such types of impurity on the exciton behaviour so far.
As discussed in Chap.[3•1], exciton plays the essential role
in the low-temperature luminescence in alkali halides. There-
fore, it is effective to see the change in luminescent
phenomena due to impurities, in order to know whether alkali
impurity affects the excitonic behaviour or not. Thus the
first work in this chapter concerns the luminescence in
alkali halidesJcontaining alkali-impurity ion.
                                                       '     Valbis has first observed that the alkali impurity
causes characteristic emission bands under x-ray or uv light
                                  1)                                      For example, KBr contain-excitation at low temperatures.
ing Na' ions shows the 2.9 eV-emission band together with
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singlet ( 4.42 eV ) and t.riplet ( 2.27 eV ) emissions.
Nakai et al.2) have proposed that t.he emission should have

the origin j.n the ( VKA+ e ) system, but the clear identi-
fication has not been done yet,
     As the first att.empt of the study on the relaxation
and dissociation of an exciton by means of the internal
perturbation due to impurity, the origin of the supplementary
emission band is investigated.

g2 Results and Dj.scussions

                                           '     In order to check the Nakai's model, it may be decisive
to measure directly the em.ission spect.rum caused by the
recombination of a VKA center withan electron. The VKA
center has been studied by FPR by Schoemaker in alkali
chlori.des.3) The optical p-roperty and others in KBr crys-

tals, however, have not been known yet. 'l"hen the properties
             +of the VKA(Na ) center in KBr arefirst studied.

                       +     ( 2tl ) The VKA(Na ) center in KBr

     Though it is a dominant EPR center at 80 K, the VK and/or
VKA center hardly formed by ionizing radiation. This is
because the charge neutTality in a crystal; the formation
of self-trapped holes needs electron-trapping centers.
                '. For the enhancement of the formation of VKA centers,
:g25.ig2S,.W.e,1.kd.Og2g.l\.Xe2.:,'8s,fiE`.gX:g\r,ybich are known to

     Figure 3.2.1 shows the optical absorption spectra of a
KBr:N02 before and after x-ray irradiation. One can see in
the spectrum of un-irradiated crystal a group of absorption
bands which arranges with alrnost the same energy separation
( O.07 eV ) and with small absorption coefficients. The
bands withfine-structure are clearly due to the N02 ion
added in the crystal. Details of these bands are not discuss-
ed here.
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     The main change in the spectrum dueto irradiation is
the ind'ucti.on of the broad b•and situated'at 38S nm. 'The fine-
structures of the broad band may be due to simple super-
position of bands closely connected w.ith N02 , since the
peak posit.ion and optical densit.ies of the bands due to
N02 hardly change by the .irradiation or by thermal treat-
men,ts. The group of small absorption bands is neglected
hereafter.
     The principal defect formation process with ionizing
radiation in this sample proceeds. as follows:

          Br -----s)- BrO + e
          Nb2-+ e .No22-
          BrO + Br .Br2 ( VK )•

The band at 385 nm may, theref.ore, mainly due to these radi-
ation products.
     Delbecq et al. have shown that the Br2 center has an
anisotropj.c absorpti.on 'band at 3.22 eV wjth a halfwidth of
O.73 eV, which has been assigned to the transition frorn
2z' to 2Åí".4)

  ug     In fig.3.2.2 is shown an anjsotropic absorption band
which was introduced by <110>-polarized 400 nm light. The
band is the same as that obtained by Delbecq et al. In the
figure, the difference in spectra between before and after '
warming' as irradiated sample up to 170 K is also shown. It
is evident that the spectrurn is essentially the same as the
anisotropic one. The result indicates th' at the N022-

contribute little to this absorption band region. Thus
the 385-nm band can be treated as a pure VK band below.
     Figure 3.2.3 shows the absorption spectra of KBr:N02:Na.
The peak position of the broad band at around 3 eV in as
irradiated crystal is 392 nm, and band shape is not identical
with that in KBr:N02 •
     When as-irradiated sample is warmed up to 130 K, the
peak position and the band-shape changes to be the same 'as
those in KBr:N02. The thermal treatment involves the decay
of one component of the broad band, which accompanies
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simultaneously the decrease in the optical density of the
F band and the increase in that of V4-envelope. Therefore,
the component is supposed to be due to one of interstitial
                                6)centers, such as the HAI center.
     The 385-nm band in a sdmple warmed up to 130 K after
irradiation also showed the <110>-type dichroism, and the
anisotropic absorption spectrum is essentially the same as
   bthat in KBr:NOz. This result may indicate that the 385 nm
band in a KBr:N02:Na is also t.he VK band.
     The solid line in Fi'g,3.2.3 inclicates the absorption
spectrum measured at 80 K, after warming an irradiated sample
up to 170 K. The absorption band, peaking at 370 nm,
appears. Such a band is not observed in Na+-free crystals
in which the VK band disappears almost completely when
sample was warmed up to 170 K, as shown in Fjg.3.2.1.
     For the analysis of these annealing behaviours of the
band, isochronal pulse annealing experiments were carried
out, and results are shown in Fig. 3,2.4. The glow curves
of these crystals are also shown in the figure.
        r,     In KBr:N02, the VK band decays thermally around 160 K,
which is accompanied by a strong glow peak. This g!ow peak
:gy.,?g)d"s.t:,ghg,,'.e;o:2i2a,`;X2 :g,agileg.:3t?•."2sk,8:?R.

decreases with distinct two stages; one around 160 K and
the other at 200 K. The first stage irtvolves the peak shift
of the absorption band from 385 nm to 370 nm, and the second
annealing stage corresponds to the thermal decay of the
                                                 +-•370-nm band. The glow curve of the sample with Na                                                   lmpurlty
ions has two peaks, as shown in Fig.3.2.4.
                             v     In Fig.3.2.5, the result of annealing experiments on
the EPR signal for VK and VKA(Na') centers in KBr:N02:Na
is involved. The VKA center is enhanced when the VK center
decays thermally, and it decays at about 200 K, probably
due to the thermally induced separation of Br2-  from a Na'
site. The decay temperature of the VKA center is the same
as that of 370 nm absorption band.
     One can conclude, from these experimental results, that
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                                                 +the 370-nm band in KBr:N02:Na is due to the VKA(Na ) center•
     The glow curve around 160 K has been attributed to
thermal migration and subsequent recombination of the VK
center, as mentioned above. Optical illumination at 80 K
with 400-nm light to a KBr;N02:Na irradiated at 80 K and
subsequently warmed up to 180 K resulted in the re-genera-
tion of the glow peak at 160 K, when the sample warmed
   ,again, Corresponding changes in optical absorption spectrum
are that the peak position initially situated at 370 nm,
shifted to longer-wavelength side after optical illumination
at 80 K. The peak posj-tion again recovered after the re-
generated glow peak.
     These behaviours may be due to following reactions:
The absorption of photons brings the VKA center into an
excited state, a fraction of which results in the separa-
tion of Br2-  from a Na+ ion ( VK center Te-generatibn ),

and re-appearance of the 160-K glow peak j.s originated from
the thermal decay of such optically created VK centers.
     The 370-nm band due to VKA centers shows <110>-type
dichroism at 80 K, though the optical conversion from VKA
      centers makes it difficult to obtain the accurateto v    K
aniso g',R2 .' c,g2;o- r2g.i :2.gP:;t:g:,2. E,;2g \g",g.e:tfig' .b,..,,ion

bands in the VK-band region as discussed before, the spec-
trum of thermally decayed 370-nm band may represent the
absorption spectrum of the VKA center. In Fig.3.2.2, the
spectrum is also shown, which may correspond to the transi-
            'tion from 2z" to 2z+ in the v                                center.            ug KA     The shift of the peak energy to higher-energy side and
;lfi,Rr.;agg":g,2f,Xhft,?aEX'IS:2,Og,:h.:.gsA,Yag2,g2.:,Bg.eg9 •

                             '
     ( 2•2 ) Assignment of the origin of 2.9-eV emission
             band in KBr:Na crystals

     Figure 3.2.6 showg the emission spectra of a KBr:Na
crystal excited by x ray at 6 K and at 80 K. The presence
of Na+ ions causes a supplementary emission band situated
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at 2.9 eV besides intrinsic emission bands at 4.42 and
2.3 eV. The luminescence yield of the new band is compara-
tive to those of intrinsic ones at 6 K, and it is dominant
at 80 K where intrinsic luminescence is almost quenched

     It is clear that this new emission band is closely
related to a Na+ ion from the result shown in Fig.3.2.7,

whe"re the ratio of the intensity to that of intrinsic ff-
emission band is plotted against Na+ concnetration ( CNa)•

The ratio increases linearly with increasing CNa.
     Since the j.ntensity of u-emission band hardly changes
irrespective of CNa, the result shown in Fig.3.2.7 indicates
that the intensity of the 2,9-eV emission band is in propor-
tiOn tO CNa`
     Then we identify the origin o.f the 2,9-eV emission.
     By conducting a proper treatment based on the results
obtained in preceding paragraph, we can obtain a sample
which contains VKA centers and F centers, but no VK centers.
     The broken line in Fig,3.2.8 is the emission spectrum
introduced by F-light illumination at 6 K of KBr:N02:Na,
which was previously annealed at 170 K after x-ray irradia-
tion at 80 K. It is clear, frorn Fig.3.2.4, that such a
sample does not contain VK centers.
     The emission spectrum consists of the main peak situated
at 2.9 eV, accompanied by a very weak band at 4.2S eV. In
the figure, the spectrum by the x-ray excitation of KBr:Na
at the same temperature is also shown for comparison. One
can see that tfie2.9-eV bands are essentially thesame for both.
     Thus it can be concluded that the 2.9-eV emission
originates from the ( VKA + e ), or the relaxed exciton
trapped by a nearest neighboring Na" ion. Hereafter, we abb-

reviate such anexciton as ( VKe )A.
     Further support for the assignment that the 2.9-eV
emission is caused by ( VKe )A is obtained from the following

experirnental results. ,
     In Fig.3.2.5 is shown the change of the intensity of
2.9-eV emission band which was introduced by the F-light il-
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lumination at 80 K. In this experiment, the sample
was first irradiated with x ray at 80 K, then it was anneal-
ed at a given temperature for 5.0 inin and cooled down to
80 K, and immediately the luminescence under the F-light il-
lumination was measured.
     The intensity increases between 150 and 165 K where the
VK center ( and the o emission ) diminishes, and decreases
between 190 and 220 K with therrnal decay of the VKA center•
     Since the luminescence .is measured at the same tempera-
ture, the intensity of the emi$sj.on is proportional to the
number of luminescence centers. The number of released ele-'
ctrons may be substantially identi.cal in each measurement,
since the F center is hardly bleached by F-light illumination
after thermal treatment.. Thus the main cause of the change
in the number of luminescence center j.s due to the change in
                                             +the number of hole centers, the VK or VKA(Na ) center•
                           '     The results above described lead us to the conclusion
that the 2.9-eV emission has the origin in the radiative
decay of the ( VKe )A system, or the relaxed exciton trapped
by a nearest neighborj.ng Na' ion in KBr, as propo.sed by
Nakai et al.2)

     It is interesting to note that the emission spectrum
of the ( VKe )A consists of only one dominant band, whereas
that due to ( VKe ) involves two bands,
     Polarisation experiments, which were carried out using
a KBr:N02:Na containing arranged VKA centers, have revealed
that the 2.9-eV emission is T-polarized. ( Details of the
experiment will be described in Chap.f3•3]. ) We will here-
after call, therefore, the 2.9-eV emission " TA emission ".
Detailed study on theelectronic structure of ( VKe )A will

be done later. -
     ( 2•3 ) Discussions

( a ) Effect of the Na" ion on optical property of Br2-

                                              +     As shown in previous section, the VKA(Na ) center has a
o-polarized absorption band at 3.3S eV. The peak energy is
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higher than that of the VK center by O.13 eV. First the
shift is discussed.
                           +     The association of a Na ion with a VK center may give
two types of main changes to Br2 ; one is the change in
symmetry surrounding the center, and the other is that on
inter xgcl:EE.g2gga:;eg.,R.',:g,g:?3)M:igCU2X'.::25. .., have

a smaller R than that of the VK center. Shift of the
energy levels of a X2 with changing R, though schernatic,
has been considered by Kh'nzig and woodruff.8) Their result

is shown in Fig.3.2.9(a). In the figure, E                                            indicates the
                                          venergy of o-polarized absorption at uv region. Ev increases
slightly with decreasing R. The H center is an essentially
the X2 molecule ion which is situated at one anion lattice
site. 8)

     It is reasonable to conclude that the internuclear dis-
tance of X2 in the VKA center is shorter than that in the
VK center but is longer than that in the H center.
     Ev of the H center in KBr is 3.26 eV at about 4 K and
it hardly depends on temperature. The VKA center, however,
has Ev of 3.35 eV, which is fairly higher than that of the
H center. Therefore, it may not be possible to explain the
shift of the peak position in terms of change in inter-
nuclear distance only.
     One can explain the larger blue shift of the u-polarized
absorption energy in VKA center in terms of rnixing between
og and Tu in C2v of iymmetry.
     For the VKA(Na ) center, the symmetry of the Br2- and
surroundings becomes C2v, whereas that of the VK center is
D2h'
     In Fig.3.2.9(b), the change is shown of molecular orbitals
of X2 with changing symmetry. In C2v, alg and blu orbitals
in D2h have the same representation of al. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig.3.2.9(a), the energy level•of blu( Tuin D.h )
becomes low with decreasing R• Since R of X2-  in the VKA
center is considered to lie between the distances of V                                                       and                                                     K
H centers, the levels of blu and alg may be close each other
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in the V           cente'r .        KA
    'In such a case, the orbitals with the same representa-
tion could interact each other. Therefore, two orbitals
with the representation of al may become linear combinations
between alg and blu. Such an interaction may affect energy
level of al in ''bonding'' state to make it lower. Thus it
can be expected tkat Ev, which cerresponds to the transition
between al and bl in Fig,3.2.9(b), becomes higher than that
Of X2 in D2h symmetry.
              *     The alÅÄbl transition is allowed by the optical dipole
moment of bl, which is parallel to the axis of X2 also
                                      'in C2vt

( b ) Effect of the Na' ion on thermal property of Br2-

     In order to analyse the thermal stabjlities of VK and
VKA centers, it is worth while to evaluate their activation
energies for disappearence, which can be obtained from the
glow peaks.
     It is known that the glow peak is represented by the
foiiowing simpie rate equation;9)

          I( T) = -(dn/dT) =enX exp( -E/kT ) (3.2.1)

where 1 is the TL intensity, B heating rate, n the concentra-
tion of trapped carriers, s the frequency factor, x the order
of kinetics, E the activation energy, respectively.
     The order of kinetics for either Pl or P2 in Fig.3.2.4
was found to be unity, since the TL intensity decreased ex-
ponentially at a given temperature which was kept constant.
     The activation energies were calculated using various
area methods developed for mono-moleculer processlO-15) These

methods are based on the shape of glow peak. Owing to the
different approx'imations each method involves, the evaluated
values of activation energy by these methods are not always

     In order to eliminate the possible error caused by the
fluctuation of evaluated values, following procedure was
carried out in the determination of activation energy•
     1) Glow peaks were rneasured with several different
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heating rates.
     2) Evaluation were made for these glow peaks by seven
different formula, and results were plotted against the tem-
peratures which give the peaks of glow curves.
     3) Frequency with which evaluated results appear within
the range of Å} O.02 eV of a fixed value of energy were
plotted against the fixed value of energy.
     4) The energy with largest value of frequency was
determined to be the activat.ion energy of the process.
     Fig.3.2.10 shows the plots for the Pl due to thermal
decay of the VK center in KBr:N02,
     Thus deternined activation energies for disappearance
of VK and VKA centers in KBr are iist.ed in Table 3.2.1.
                               +     It is seen that the VKA(Na ) center is thermally more
stable by about O.3 eV cornpared with the VK center. Thermal
decay of the VKA center may involve f ?11owing two processes;
one is the separation of Br2"  from Na ion and the other is
the migration of the hole which follows the recombination
                       2-                          ), The difference of O.3 eV inwith impurity ion ( N02
activation energy may have the origin in the former process,
since the latter of the VKA center may be the same as that
of the VK center.
     Higher thermal stability of the VKA center may be per-
tially due to its geornetrical structure.
     Delbecq et al. have shown that the disorientation tem-
perature of the C12 center in various chlorides increases
linearly with increasing Cl - Cl distance in the host lattice
in the salt.16) In the plot of the temperature vs. cl - cl

distance, the extrapolation of the straight line pertaining
                                                oto the plot intersects with the abscissa at 2.4 A which is
very close to the Cl - Cl distance in the free C12 .
     These results suggest that a hole jurnp for the migration
occur when the internuclear distance of the V                                              center becomes                                            K
nearly equal to the distance between X at the next neighbor
in the salt.
     R of a VK center is, in general, shorter than the dis-
tance between adjoining anions. The enlargement of the
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Table 3.2.1. Optical
VK and V

and thermal
   centersKA

 propertles
in KBr

of

 E  v( eV
  ha1fwidth

) (eV) (
  *Td
K)

   **  E
(eV)

VK 3.22a) o.73a) 163 O.34

VKA(Na') 3.35 O.91 202 O.63

*)

** )

a)

Zg.S.g2C,G\.t::g• 2,raE",Vs,),Ag S2{l• :s$.gg.g,he

rate in the isochronal pulse annealing curves.
E ( activation energy for disappearance ) was
obtained from glow peaks.
after Delbecq et al ( ref.5 )
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internuclear distance for the jump may, therefore, come
from the vibrational motion along the molecular axis, which
may be induced by thermal excitation of the molecular ion.
     The higher thernial excitation is considered to be
                         +nescessary for the VKA(Na ) than for the VK center in order
to give rise to the enlargement, since R may be shorter in
in the VKA(Na') center.

( c ) On luminescence yield of TA emission

     In Fig.3.2.7, one can see that the yield of the TA
emission is very high in comparison with the Na+ content in

a sample. Here the high luminescence yield of the emission
is discussed.
     It is believed generally that the self-trapping process
of the hole takes place within a very shgrt time to form the
VK center. Since this self-trapped hole, the VK center, can
migrate only above 150 K in KBr, as shown above, the thermal
migration of the center is not active at low ternperature such
                                                          +as 6 K. Therefore, the probability of forming the VKA(Na )
center at low temperature may be about the same as that
finding a Na" ion in KBr crystals, i.e. the impurity concent-

   .ratlon.
                         '     The ( VKe )A state, if this is formed only through the
electron-capture by created VKA centers, may also has the
similar formation probability as that of the VKA center.
     Assuming, now, that a ( VKe )Na is formed when one of
the six nearest neighboring Br' ions of a Na+ ion is excited,

TA-emission intensity, ITA, is expressed by

          ITA=nTA 6NoCNa (3.2.2)
where nTA is the quantum efficiency of the rrA emission from
the ( VKe )A, and No the number of excited Br ions by x ray
per unit time, respectively.
     In order ,to estimate the value of No, we pay our atten-
tion to the u emission of pure ( VKe ). When the relaxation
probability of the hot exciton into the A2sog;lzG is written

by 1/Ths, the intensity of the singlet emission, Iu, is re-
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presented by

          Iu"ncf(1/Th,)N. (3.2•3) .
where no is a quantum efficiency of the o emission from
( VKe )o• Then following equation is deduced;

          I.AIIo = (n.ATh,lno)6CNa` (3.2.4)
     lf it is further assumed that the hot exciton state is
the same as that of the VK center just after an excited
electron is trapped, one can obtain experimentally the value
                                                 'Of nTAThs/nu from following considerations. '
     Figure 3.2.8 shows the emission spectra of ( VKe ) in
KBr:N02 and of ( VKe )A in KBr:N02:Na generated by the F-
light illumination at 6 K. In these measurements, two sampies
were prepared to have about the same concentration of the
F center, NF, and to have only one type of trapped hole cen-
ters, VK in KBr:N02 and VKA in KBr:N02:Na, respectively.
     It was confirmed that the kineti.cs of the luminescence
by the F-light illumination is mono-molucular process, at
least for the time region not so long, for both samples.
Therefore, following equation;

          -(dNF/dt) = KIFNF = I.1(n./'rh.) (3•2•5)
                                 '
can be applicable for o ernission, where K is a constant and
IF the intensity of the F light in the present experiment,
respectively. The similar equation is also written for the
   em1ss1on.rA
   '     We'should consider the self-absorption for the emitting
light by the color centers the sample involves, for more
accurate estimation.
     In order to treat the effect, it is assumed that the
distribution of the color centers is random within the
colored layer with a thickness of xo. Then the intensity
of the F light depends on the distance, x, from the surface
aS IF(x) = IF('O)exp(-ctFx). When the emission intensity at a
distance x is written as Iu(x), the observed emission inten-
sity (Iu)obs. is given by
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          (iu)ob, = f:Odx iu(x)exp(-orox) (3.2.6)
where cto is the absorption coefficient of the sample at the
wavelength of the emitting light.
     From eqs.(3.2.5) and (3.2.6), together with similar
equations for TA emission, the next relation;

     (ITA)obs nTA ctF+ctu 1-eXP{-(ctF+ctTA)Xo}
     ( iu)obs =nu/Ths ctF"ct.A i-exp{-(ctF+ctu )xo} (3'2'7)

is obtained, since IF(O), NF and K are about the same for
both emissions.
     Substituting these values which are obtained experimen-
tally, one can find the value of nTAThs/no is about 1•5Å}O•5•
     The results shown in Fig.3.2.7, however, indicates that
the proportionality constant is about lo2 , whereas the cons-
tant obtained from eq.(3.2.4), using the value obtained
above, is at most 10.
     This contradiction indicates that the ( VKe )A state
is formable more effectively than the case we assumed above.
Another mechanism, therefore, should exist in the formation
of ( VKe )A in KBr crystals.
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[ 3•3 ]

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE RELAXED EXCITON ASSOCIATED WITH
AN ALKALI IMPULITY IN KBr

                                       '
       Several properties of ( VKe )A in KBr crystals have been

       investigated by means of optical absorption and enission

       measurements caused by x-ray excitation or pulsed

  - electron irradiation. The 2.75-eV emission band in
       KBr:Li is assigned to be due to radiative decay of

       ( VKe )Lie It is also found that both the emission band
       at 2.9 eV due to ( VKe )Na and the 2.75 eV band are Tr-

       polarized. The broadening of the'halfwidth of these
       emission bands with raising temperature is described in
       terms of strong interaction formula; H(T) = Hocothl12(

       2hvelkT )• The value of ve is 2.3 x lo12 sec-1 for

       ( VKe )Na and ( VKe )Li- The transient absorption cor-

       responding to the transitions to higher excited states

       from lowest excited states of ( VKe )A in KBr crystals

       has newly observed at 1.75 and 1.6 eV for ( VKe )Li and
       1.65 and 1.5 eV for ( VKe )Na at 80 K, respectively.

       Association of ( VKe ) with a foreign alkali ion results
       in short-esr lifetimes ( 2,5 X 10-5' sec for ( VKe )Na and

       Si2 bX,l2 ,X:• ;,f:•i g.\• S,lkis.Z;E;e,C:.ixel.l }'.g:.:.';:arka'

       quenching behaviour of decay time, especially in frequen-

       cy factor. These changes are discussed in terms of the
       perturbation to ( VKe ) of an alkali impurity ion.

      '                          '
gl Introductory Remarks

                                           '
      Existence of the relaxed exciton trapped by an alkali
impurity has been confirTned in the previous chapter. Few
discussions were made there on some properties of such a
exciton, ( VKe )A•
      In this chapter, electronic structure of ( VKe )A in
KBr crystals has been extensively studied by various experi-
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mental techniques, which involves pulsed-electron irradia-
tlon.
     Such a study eoncerns the assignment and understanding
of an excited species in alkali halides. One of the main
interests here is the changes in decay modes of an exciton
when it is associated with a nearest neighboring foreign
alkali impurity ion,
     For this purpose, KBr crystals doped with Li+ ion as
well as one doped with Na+ ions were used. This series of

of impurities will cause systematical changes in properties
of pure STE, which rnay give us better understanding of the
role of impurities on changes in excitepic behaviours.

          '
g2 Experimental Results

     Fig.3.3.lshows the x-ray excited emission spectrum of
KBr:Li( O.07 molOio ) at 6 K and at 80 K. Luminescence yield
of the entssion band at 2.75 eV is comparative order to
those of intrinsic luminescences at 6 K, and doTninant at
80 K, respectively.
     The intensity of the 2.75-eV emission band of KBr:Li
increases with increasing Li+ concentration at both 6 K and
at 80 K, similarly as the 2.90-eV emission in KBr:Na.1)

The emission band in KBr:Li is, therefore, tentatively
assigned to be due to ( VKe )Li•
     In order to obtain more information of the properties
of the initial state of the emission band from ( VKe )A,
polarization measurernent similar as that made by Kabler
for ( VKe )2) was made. VKA centers in alkali halides lie

in the (100) plane with approximate <110>--molecular axis,
as shown by Schoernaker.3) The anisotropy of the VKA center

makes it possible to measute poralization of the emission
                          +frOM ( VKe )A• The VKA(Na ) center in KBr has a o-poralized
absorption band at 3.35 eV, as shown in the preceding
chapter.
     A KBr:Na:N02 crystal x-rayed at 80 K was warmed to 180 K.
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along the <Oil> direction of the crystal by illumination of
<Oll>-polarized 370 nm light at 6 K. Successive F band
excitation results in the polarized emissions of 2.9-eV
band and also of 4.4 eV band. The latter is identical with
the u emission of ( VKe ) in its peak position and band width.
     The 4.4-eV emission was not observed when the illumina-
tion of 370 nm light was not made prior to F bleaching. It
can be, therefore, concluded that the 4.4-eV emission is
due to the recombination of an electron with the ,VK center
                                     +which is " regenerated " from VKA(Na ) centers by the exci-
tation with 370-nm light at 80 K. In this experiment, the
polarization of 2.9-eV emission can be determined with
" reference " of well-known o-polarized emission of ( VKe ).
     In Fig.3.3.2, we plot the intensities o.f the 2.9-eV and
4.4-eV bands as the analyzer is rot.ated relative to the
crystal. Angle O of polarizer orientation indicates the
<Oll> direction, or the arranged VKA-center axis. It is
clear that the 2.9-eV emission band is T-polarized. The
percent polarization calculated from the result is -36,
                                                         2)which is higher than the value of T emission of ( VKe ).
     It is reasonable, therefore, that one calls the 2.9-eV
                              +emission band in KBr:Na TA(Na ) emissiQn, in the sense that
the emissiOn is T-polarized and associated with an alkali
impurity ion. Similarly, the 2.75-eV emission is called
TA(Li') emission.

     The result that the TA emission is u-polarized suggests
that the initial state of the radiation is a triplet state.
     The pulse-electron irradiation was employed to obtain
the decay of the emission band and the transient optical
absorption due to ( VKe )A. Since the TA emissions exhibit
nearly the same intensity at 80 K as 6 K, detailed study
of the luminescence and optical absorption of ( VKe )A WaS
made at 80 K.
     A typical example of the decay at the "A(Na')-emission
                                       ,region is shown in Fig.3.3.3. The temperature is 80 K.
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The decay curve of the emission intensity at 41S nm involves
a very fast-decay component whose decay time is less than
30 n sec and a slow component with the decay tirne of 11.8
p sec.
     Figure 3.3.4 shows the time-resolved emission spectra
in KBr:Na(O.61 mo19,). OPen circle and closed one indicate
the emission intensities at90 nsec, Igo, and at 1•5p sec,
Ixs,after the pulse bombardment, respectively. The double
circle are the differences in emission intensities of the
two. The intensity at 1.5v sec after a pulse is producted
by 2, for convenience.
                         '     The curve consisted of Il.srepresents the emission
spectrum whose decay time is 11.8 p sec,.and the one of
double circles, or of the differences between Igo and Il.s
is considered to represent the spectrum of fast-decay compo-
nent. The difference in peak energies of the two emission
bands is about O.15 eV.
     The decay time of the fast component is about three
orders of magnitude shorter than that of the slow one,
whereas the initial intensity of the former is roughly one
order of magnitude larger. Therefore, the TA emission ex-
cited by conventional x-raying corresponds to the slow
component with the decay time of 11.8 y sec at 80 K.
     Similar results were obtained for KBr:Li crystals.
The decay time of the iA(Li+) emission is 13.0 v, sec at 80 K.

     Figure 3.•3.5 shows the transient optical absorption
spectra which are seert in KBr containing alkali impurity
and share the same decay times as those of TA emissions.
The peak energies of the absorption are 1.5 and 1.65 eV for
KBr:Na, and 1.6 and 1.75 eV for KBr:Li. Since the lifetime
Df the lowest triplet state of pure STE, ( VKe )T, in KBr
is iess than io'7 sec at so K,4'5) it is ciear that these

absorption peaks are not originated from pure STE.
     To obtain further confirmation of the origin of these
                        +•absorption bands, the Na                          concnetration dependence was
measured. The results are shown in Fig.3.3.6.
     The absorption coefficient of 1.5-eV absorption band
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is in proportion to Na+ concnetration as the emission in-

tensity o.f 2.9-eV band is.
     The agreement of the decay times of these absoxption
peaks with those of TA emissions and the same linear depen-
dence on impurity concentration confirm that these absorption
bands correspond to the optical transition from the TA state
to higher excited states of STE trapped by an alkali impurity
ion.

     Measurements were made on temperature dependence of the
decay time of TA emissions. Results are shown in Fig.3.3.7,
with that of " emission for comparison,5) The decay time
of TA(Na') is 2.5 X 10-5 sec at 6 K, and is quenched thermal-
::?gVil ;g.E"..Eh2,dgcftuee,gE.xggL/IXg.:g\j-Blg3.::g.,vai"e

above 60 K-.

     The temperature dependence of decay time, T, can be
represented in terms of the typical quenching pattern, i.e.
11T = 1/To + vexp(-E/kT), where 1/To is the radiative transi-
tion probability and v and E are frequency factor and acti-
vation energy for non-radiative decay via thermal activation,
respectively. The values of v and E, obtained by best fit
2.f,"29;e,d?t,g ,.2!S gfi3 :.t2Z S.eCii.a:.d,21•2i5, ?g,SO.E,;•cgy31''

     The results shown in Fig.3.3.7 indicate that radiative
lifetirne and its quenching pattern are strongly af'fected
by the alkali impurity ions with which ( VKe ) is accosiat-
ed; lifeti!ne, To, becomes short and v is reduced in the
order of ( VKe )Na and ( VKe )Li•
     The temperature-dependent broadening of the halfwidth
of the TA emission band excited by x ray has been also mea-
sured. Results are shown in Fig.3.3.8. The halfwidth of
TA(Na") or of TA(Li') at 6 K is O.49 and O.47 eV, respective-

ly. One can see that the pattern of.bradening of the half-
width with increasing tempersture is essentially the same
for both cases.
     The result can be described by the formula: H(T) =
H(o)cothl/2(hve/2kT). The solid curve in the figure is the
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calculated curve with the value of 2.3 x lo12 sec-1 for v .
                                                          e
Agreement between the calculated curve and the experimen-
tal points is good.
     The fact that the value of v is the same for both
      ) and rrA(Li ) is very contrast to the strong dependen-TA(Na
ce of the value of v on the kind of alkali impurity of
( VKe )A• The different behaviours between ve and v are
discussed in the next section.

g3 Discussions

     Results obtained lor TA states in KBr in the preceding

section can be surnmalj.zed as follows:
     1) The emission band is r-polazied.
                                ++     2' :?geifs!}:g2 2.f,"if",a,',gsg,g2.fLl.l,g::l3gs',e

                                               '     3) Transient absorption peaks corresponding to the
         transition from TA states to higher excited states
         are situated at 1,5 and 1.65 eV in KBr:Na and
         1.6 and 1.75 eV in KBr:Li, respectively,
     4) Temperature dependences of the decay times of
         TA emissions depend strongly on the alkali impurity
         ion associated STE, whereas the dependence of the
         broadening of the halfwidth is essentially the
         same for both.
The TrA state possesses similar properties as those of ( VKe
It is, therefore, evident that the initial state of the TA
emission is the lowest triplet state of the self-trapped
exciton asso6iated with an alkali impurity ion in KBr.

     The association of STE with an impurity ion results
in changes in its optical and thermal properties. Various
quantities of ( VKe )A are listed in Table 3.3.1, with the
corresponding values of ( VKe )T for comparison.
     Principal changes are followings;
     1) Lifetime becomes shorter,
                                                       '     2) the emission energy shows a remarkable blue shift

)Te
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Tabie 3•3•ie g.a:a2.xg 3g?cg,gt:?s,ic,g'gefi302fi.Og.[.Vse.lfti..C2r.EeS'

also shown for comparison. Peak energies, Eem, and half width, W, of
the emission bands, thermal activation energies for decay-time
quenching, Eq, and the peak energies of transient optical absorption,
                             . Lifetime of a state, To, and frequencyEab, are given in units of ev
                                     and for the halfwidth broadening,Sa.?t2r.g EO,5.Se;•.aY"Xll?g g;egg2i2.ga Xg6-i, ..spectiveiy.
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( vKe )Li

( vKe )

1.6 1.75 2.75 O.47 1.5
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.N.Kabler ( ref.2 ).

.Karasawa and M.Hirai ( ref.5 ).

.Timusk ( ref.13 ),

)
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         and absorption energies are almost the same and/or
         slightly red shifted, and
     3) the frequency factor for thermal quenching of decay
         time is significantly dependent on impurity.
     The Li+ ion has a smaller ionic radius, so that pertur-

bations to ( VKe ), which occurs throegh lattice d+i'sorder
                                                     The            it, may be greater for Li than for Na .surrounding
degree of changes in some properties are, in fact, in the
Order of ( VKe )Na and ( VKe )Li. For example, the lifetime
and the frequancy factor in the probability of non-radiative
decay are the case. The changes of them may be, therefore,
closely related to the lattice disorder.
     However, others, especially the differences in the peak
energies of absorption and emission, are not. These results
is supposed to indicate that the perturbation of a foreign
alkali ion nearby STE does not take place only through the
ionic disorder surrounding ( VKe ).
     Below, we shall first discuss the change in lifetirne,
next the shifts in peak energies of absorption and emission,
then temperature-dependent properties, and absence of u emis-
sion in ( VKe )A. Finally, general features of ( VKe )A
are suminalized with the comparison with those of pure ( VKe )
and of other perturbed excitons.

     ( 3•1) Changes in radiative lifetime .
     The spontaneous emission probability between non-degene-
rate states lk> and lm> is6)
          i/.k. - 4:ft2Eik (g:gf)2 .kt.,..2.

The value of Tkm has been obtained by Karasawa and Hirai5)to be

i,:O, l ,ig-sgg.C i.O,',l,Vf,]gg,.E?O;g,;g.[,\s:,)aXgg.X,XEe,kL.j,are

the effective field ratio is about the same for each, the
Tnatrix element is roughly two or four times larger for TA(Na+)
or for TA(Li'), respectively, than that of ( VKe )T•

     The initial state of TA emission, ilC>, may be linear

                                                      '
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combination between a triplet part it> and a singlet part
ls> the admixture of which mainly comes from halogen s-o
coup1ing.7)

     There may be two possibilities that make the matrix
element large; one is supplementary admixture of another
singlet state into the triplet state, and the other is the
change in the value of <slrlm> itself.
,,. ,i\sx6,gh.:,go:•:il',eog;.i2.iki:•K gs,:csg;xxgsl,,F:g.f.xse,kA

D2h fOr ( VKe )v Figure 3.3t9 shows the schematical energy
diagram of pure ( VKe ) and of ( VKe )A. The ordinate of
the figure represent the energy, though the scale is quite
arbitrary. The notation of the one-electron level has been
designated in terms of the irreducible representation for
D.h, D2h, and C2v.
     For T enission, the important singlet part is considered
:.O.BS g?e,:2e.gB.igh..::;,l2fi ;g\f6:'.9;iO\,gf.figfgg,811\.kn

level, lsug, in triplet state splits intothree sub-levels
of b        b             and b                     in D                              The first two can be mixed                         2h'    lg'         2g'                  3gl
with the levels of fi .
     For TA emission, :he singlet part, lnu,degeneracy of

which are resolved into Al and B2 in C2v, can combine with
ei•ti.x•g,iill•2igsii,i:•igt:i.!i•:ii•?nsiz•if?i.u:•iE#:di.g?•ili)1:•gi:•?:•:•gi;i•

is represented as Al for convenience, could be combined with
Al of a sub-level of the triplet statei
     The degree of admixture between Al and the sub-level
of Al is determined mainly by the energy separation of these
                                      '

     one important changes, which may take place in ( VKe )A,
is the reduction of the internuclear distance of two
halogen ions. As discussed previously, the shorter nuclear
separation results in the considerable lowering in the
g:3rgy i?xe].2i T.us.g2?S2,ge2.r.e;gPtiglg:S.?rX:bi•,a2g.k•,g\.,
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to be ciose to that of in                          . Therefore, the contribution of
                         u*a supplementary admixture of Al to the larger matrix ele-
ment may not be unplausible.
     The possible recombination of A2( Blg in D2h ) With a
sub-level of the triplet state may not be important, since
the sub-level does not contribute to the radiative transi-
 .tion.
     The possiblity that makes the matrix element itself
large may be possible, too, which may come from the change
in overlap of electron wavefunctions of two states.
     As suggested by Schoemaker,3) the VKA center has a

srnaller nuclear distance. Since the overlap of p orbitals
of Br depends on the distance, it may be expected that
the value of matrix elernent changes with changeing the
nuclear separation. Thus the mechanism may be probable,too.
     !t has not been cleared here which possibility is
important in the present case, Further investigation is
nescessary to make clear the origin of the change in life-
tlme.

     ( 3'2 ) Shift of transition energies-

     Association of ( VKe )T with a foreign alkali ion gives
a remarkable blue shift in emission energy and little changes
in the absorption due to the transitions to higher excited
states of the lowest triplet state.
     This result indicates that a nearest neighboring alkali
impurity ion mainly affect the electronic transition between
levels involving the ground state. First we disscuss the
changes in emission energies.
                                                2-     The energy level of the ground state of X2                                                   may be
repulsive potential between two halogen ions. The presence
of the nearest neoghboring cations may enhance the poten-
tial especially for smaller nuclear distance between two
halogen ions. Replacing K+ by Na' or Li" in KBr rnay

reduce the repulsive potential. The smaller nucler distance
of VKA center compared with that of the VK center is con-
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sidered to be resulted by such a reason. Thus it is not
unprobable that the level of ground state is lowered by the
substitution of a host cation with one having smaller ionic
radius.
     Douglus9) has calculated the total energy change in .
replacing a mol of K' by Na+ in KBr. It has been shown that

overlap-repulsion energy is drastically reduced by
16.0 kilocallmol, and that the total energy change is
- 10.45 kilocallmol, or is - O.45 eV.
     It is, therefore, reasonable to attribute the differ'-
ence in the emission energy of rrA emission from that of
emission in KBr, about O.5 eV, to the reduction in energy
level of the ground state.
     The line of this argument involves the larger blue
shift of TA(Li") than that of rrA(Na"). The experimental

result is not, however, the case, This contradiction
seems to indicate that the lowest triplet state is also
affected by the impurity ion, though the degree of changes
is, of course, considered to be smaller than that of the
ground state. This problem will be discussed later in this
paragraph.
     We then discuss the transitions to higher excited
levels from the lowest triplet state.
     As seen in Fig.3.3.5, the peak positions of the doublet
peaks of ( VKe )Li is about the sarne as those of ( VKe )T,
and the positions of ( VKe )Na show slightly red-shift.
The relative strength of the doublet ansorption peaks of
( VKe )Li is about the same as that of ( VKe )T, whereas
the strength of ( VKe )Na changes considerabiy.
     One can also see in Fig.3.3.5 that the doublet splitting
of ( VKe )A does not very differ from that of ( VKe )vr.
:ge,g;::',g,t,hgfi,b2g".:g.g.'?.?21,t;.S".2;l.ee?,8som,2izfig;3ZG

allcali ion nearby STE affects the electronic states of these
higher states, appreciable change in doublet splitting
could be observed, since the level of 2pTu should be per-
turbed more seriously than that of 3puu. The results in
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Fig.3.3.S, thus, appear to favor that the excited states
of ( VKe )T are less perturved than its ground state by a
foreign alkali ion.
     The behaviour seems to be reasonable; the wavefunctions
of electron in these excited states is considered to be
considerablly extensive, so that the difference in the
hole configuration between VK and VKA centers may be less
important. The changes in the absorption of ( VKe )A from
that of ( VKe )T may, therefore, originate from the change
in the initial state, the lowest excited state.
     Results shown in Fig.3.3.5 suggest that the changes
in the lowest excited state are more serious in ( VKe )Na
than in ( VKe )Li. Such a type of perturbation, if it is
true, is supposed to come not frorn the change in symmetry,
or in the distortion of surrounding lattices, but from
                            ++other mechanisms, since a Li ion, not a Na ion, should
cause larger degree of the changes.
     stonehamll) has calculated the e!ectronic state of

a relaxed exciton by Hartree-Fock calculations, and shown
that the atomic orbitals of alkali ions, especially s
orbitals, are also important in the lowest excited state.
In the present case of ( VKe )A, a metal ion of ( MX )2
compound is replaced by a ion with smaller quantum number
of the orbitals. It is, therefore, expectable that the
energy level of the lowest excited state varies, depending
on the level and on the degree of admixture of the orbital
of foreign alkali ions.
     The lowest unoccupied atomic state, 2s for Li+ and
3s for Na+ may be of most importance. The eigen values

of these orbitals in free ions have been calculated by
Hartree--Foch-Slater ( Xct ) Tnethod. The results are
shown in Table 3.3.2.
     One can see that the value does not change in the or-
der of Li+ , Na+ , and K+ , but that the value of 3s in Na+

has the lowest one. Though these values must be modified,
of course, in the crystaline field, the order in the
levels may not change. Therefore, it is not unreasonable
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Tab1e

Values

3. 3.2 (a) ;

     .are glven

Eigenvalues of
calculated by
       --.In atomlc unlt

 atondc states in free
Hartree-Fock-Slater (

,

 alkali ions
Xct ) method.

  +Li   +Na K+

ls

2s

2p

3s

3p

4s

4p

-2.

•- o.

-o.

254835

235062

161896

-38,189875

- 2.349977

- 1.341782

- O.244043

-• O,l35122

-128.992404

- 13.116703

- 10.564924

.. 1.4gooo7

- O.898269
•- o.208119

- O.123063

Table 3.3.2(b): Total energy, T.E., Hartree-Foch
                 energy, K.E., potential energy,
ene;gy. YZ, electron repulsion energy, ,VE, and
energy, VX of lowest unoecupied atomic state of
( atornic unit ).

 value, EHF, kinetlc
V , nuclear           attractlon
 exchange-correlation
 free alkali ions.

T.E. E
 HF

K.E. v vz VE vx

2s(Li") -.

3s(Na') -2.

4s( K" ) --2.

60408 -.

02824

81104

27328

-.30625

-.27159

.37025

.60082

.63913

-.60531

-.84486

-- . 84725

1.30513

4.35105

5.98962

. 77624

3.63061

5.26930

-.07643

-.12442

-,12693
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to expect that the change in energy level of the lowest
excited state is most serious not in ( VKe )Li but in

     From the data indicated in Table 3.3.1, it can be seen
that the difference in emission energy and that in absorp-
tion energy between ( VKe )Li and ( VKe )Na is about O.1 eV.
It appears that the larger blue shift in emission energy
is compensated by'the larger red shift in absorption
energy. This behaviour could be undersood, if the TA(Na+)

state is energetically higher than the TA(Li ) state                                                      by
about O.1 eV. Such a situation is supposed to be possible.
     The calculation of the electronic state of ( VKe )A
may give the answer the question why a Na" ion affects the

lowest excited state of ( VKe )•

     ( 3'3 ) Changes in quenching pattern of
             decay time
                                           '
     Measurements of temperature-dependent properties of
color centers give us informations on the interaction of an
electron with phonons. For many cases in alkali halides,
the interaction has been well interpreted in terms of strong

lnteractlon. -     In the present problems, the broadening of the half-
width of the emission band is analyzed well with the for-
mula; H(T) = Hocothl/2(hve12kT).12) This resuit indicates

that the strong interaction is also applicable to ( VKe )A.
     The value of ve obtained here is essentially the same
               12                     -1                  sec for both ( VKe )Li and ( VKe )Na•and is 2.3 X 10
This value is close to that of emission of the ct center, which
is aiso a perturbed exciton,i3) and is comparabie to that of

the frequency of LO-phonon in KBr.
     The distortions surrounding the imperfections such as
  ++   , Na and an anion vacancy are considered to be differ-Li

ent significantly. For example, the degree of the lattice
relaxation due to surrounding Li+ in KBr is about two '
times larger than that due to Na+ ion, according to the cal-
culation of Douglus,9) The similarity of the value of ve's
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fOr ( VKe )Na, ( VKe )Li and also the ct center, therefore,
indicates that the phonon mode responsible for the broaden-
ing of halfwidth of an emission band is not sensitive to
the localized displacement of ions nearby the center.
     According to the arguments of Williams and Kabler,4)

the phonon mode responsible for the broadening of the spect-
ra is breathing mode which reMects the displacements of all
ions surrounding the center ( external mode ), Such a
mode may not be very sensitive to the distortion at the
localized region.
     Ternperature dependence of decay time also gives us
information on phonon interacting with -an electron. As
shown in Fig.3.3.7, the temperature dependence can be de--
scribed adequately in terms of the competitive process of
two channels which are the radiative decay with the proba-
bility of 1/To and the non-radiative transition with the
temperature-dependent probability of vexp(-ElkT).
     !kezawa and Kojimai4) have shown that the frequency

factor v for ( VKe ) is of the order of ve. But, present
result shows that v is essentially different from ve;
v of ( VKe ) is drastically reduced when it associates with
a foreign alkali ion, and it, furthermore, depends strongly
on the kind of irnpurity ion. This behaviour of v is very
much in contrast to that of ve. The result may suggest
that the phonon mode which is responsible for the non-radia-
tive decay is not the same as that resulting in the broaden-
ing of the halfwidth.
     As discussed above, the latter might be the external
mode of vibration. There may be the different type of
                              2- 4)                                . It has been suggestedvibration, internal mode of X2
that the internuclear distance of X2 becomes shorter in
VKA centers. The thermal properties of a VKA center also
shifts from those of a VK center; the decay temperature
2f..S2;.\se.Cg".:gi.IS,:agh.9gs W\,ege.g?.;h.? g. ;s::;e:ga&is2.,.,

                                                   g c, hthat the internal mode of vibration strongly depend on the
configuration of X2 in STE. Thus the internal rnode of the
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core of STE might be responsible for the non-radiative tran-
sition of ( VKe ) and ( VKe )A•
   ' Detailed mechanism of non-radiative decay of an exciton
has not been revealed so far, and the physical meaning of
the parameters determining the quenching pattern of decay
 .time may not be very clear. The present results, the essen-
tially different behaviours of ve and v, may be interesting
and may give something for clear understanding of the mecha-
nism of non-radiative decay of an exciton.

     ( 3•4 ) The emission band with fast decay time

     One of the significant difference in properties of
( VKe )A and pure ( VKe ) in KBr is the absence of the o
eMission of ( VKe )A• In ( VKe ), the u emission takes
place at 4.40 eV, as well as T emission at 2.27 eV in KBr.2)

As clearly shown in Chap.[3.2], the ( VKe )A has only one
dominant emission band which is T-polarized, TA emission•
     It has been identified that the u emission corresponds
to the transition from A2sog; iz" to Auunp;lzg.15) such

:,sraigisl2"..3s,:i;o,glpg;fiasyeg.ie,g.xKi.'s,ub2'.2.s?e

The experimental result that the u emission of ( VKe )A iS
not observable, therefore, indicates that the population
of the initial state of such a transition is suppressed in
this system. The rnechanisrn of this suppression has not been
cleared here. It may be supposed that the mechanism has
close correlation with that through which some alkali
halides, such as KCI and NaBr, do not possess the u-emission
band.
     In ( VKe )A, the emission band whose decay time is
very fast is observed at the triplet-emission ( TA ) band
region, as shown in Fig.3.3.4. Such a band with similar
decay time is observed at 6K as well as 80 K. The decay
time less than 30 n sec may indicate that the emission is
due to the dipole-allowed transition. The peak position
of this emission band situates at about 3.0 eV which is
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close to and slightly higher than the peak energy of TA-
emission band,
     'These results suggest a possibiiity that the fast com-
ponent originates from Aisog;ixl.

     Onodera and Toyozawa have obtained the exchange energy
Qf o.26 ev for unrelaxed exciton in KBr.16) on the other
hand, Marrone et al.17) have shown that the energy for the

lowest excited state of the relaxed exciton is O.O076 eV,
based on their EPR study. The exchange energy depends,
in the first approximati.on, on the average distance between
an electron and a hole, and decreases exponentially with
increasing the distance. The wavefunction of an electron
in lowest excited state of ( VKe )A is considered to be
more close-packed than in ( VKe ), since the hole may be
more locarized due to smaller nuclear separation of X2
in ( VKe )At It may be, therefore, expected that the
value of exchange energy for ( VKe )A lj.es between values
of unrelaxed exciton and of ( VKe )t
     The value of O.17 eV, the difference in the peak ener-
gies of the fast component and of the uA emission, may not
be unplausible for the exchange energy for ( VKe )A•
     Of course, the clearer assignment of the origin of
the fast-decay emission band at 3.0 eV needs further detail-
ed study, though the above-mentioned rnodel is supposed to
be a possibility.

     ( 3'5 ) Se.".2Ea.bi.Seg;lsl. e,.s.of ( VKe )A as a

     Discussions on the decay mode of ( VKe )A, made in the
previous paragraphs in this section, have revealed the
following characteristics, comparing with that of ( VKe );
( VKe )A has larger radiative-transition probability and
has less probability of non-radiative transition, which
comes from the larger activation energy and frorn smaller
frequency factor. The ( VKe )A thus tends to deexcite
radiatively.
     This property of ( VKe )A is very contrast to that of
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another perturbed exciton, the heteronuclear exciton such
as ( CIBr + e ).
     Schematic models of these excitons are sketched in
Fig.3.3.10. The symmetry of ( VKe ) is D2h, and that of
( VKe )A as well as ( CIBr +e) becomes C2v. However,
the perturvation to ( VKe ) is along a <1!O> direction for
( CIBr + e ), whereas that is along a <110> for ( VKe )A•
     ( VKe ) possesses two decay modes, radiative decay and
non-radiative one, which involves dissociation of an exciton
or defect formation, though the relative ratio of the
probabilities of these modes depends strongly on the kind
of the salt.
     Kener and patten18) have found that ( clBr-+ e) in

KCI crystals is roughly an order of magnitude more effective
in dissociation than intrinsic ( vKe ), Maki et al.19)

have also obtained the similar result. This is considered
to be because of the asymmetric-energy pertition for the
mixed VK-center recombination due to the perturbation to a
<110> direction, halogen axis, along which replacement
collision sequence of an interstitial takes place.
     In intrinsic ( VKe ), such an asymmetric pertition of
energy could be occur, though the probability is supposed
to be smaller owing to its higher symmetry of D2h`
     In the system of ( VKe )A, however, asymmetricity along
not to <11(i> but to <110>, metal axis, is emphasized, as
shown in Fig.3.3.10. In this system, thus, the probability
of aymmetric partition of energy for effective creation
of interstitials is considered to be fairly lowered, which
may be accompanied by the higher probability of radiative
decay.
     Thus, it is expected that the formation of ( VKe )A in
alkali halides results in the decrease of color-center
formation rate at low temperature. This effect will be
studied in the next chapter.
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[ 3•4 ]

EFFEC'TS
EXCITON

OF THE ALKALI IMPURITY ON THE RELAXATION OF AN
IN KBr AND KCI

Study on defect formation and 1uminescence in KBr and

KCI crystals containing alkali impurities have been

performed by rneans of rneasurements of optical absorp-

tion and emission due to x-ray or pulse electron ir-

radiations at low ternperatures. . The most irnportant

finding is that the alkali impurity suppresses the

the colorability, enhances the emission from ( VKe )A,

but gives no effects on the intrinsic luminescence.

The suppression of the defect formatjon is shown, quan--

titatively, to be due to the forrnation of ( VKe )A•

It is proposed that the formation of ( VKe )A takes place

through the selective interaction between the exciton

state responsible for the creation of F - H pairs and

the impurity ion. A model for the relaxation of an
exciton and the origin of the selective interaction are

discussed based on results obtained in this stud>r.

gl Introductory Remarks

     One of the most important present problems in the field
of color center physics concerns the properties of the exciton
state as precursors of F - H pairs.1'3)

      In the earliest excitonic mechanism model by Pooley and
by Hersh, color centers wereconsidered to be formed from the
relaxed exciton which is also responsible for the intrinsic
iuminescence.4'5) Recent studies on defect formation have

shown, as discussed in Chap.[3•1],that the exciton state res-
ponsible for the color-center formation, ( VKe )F is a higher
excited state different from the states which result in
intrinsic luminescence. Several new excitonic mechanisms
have been proposed based on the recent understanding.1'6,7)
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     Then our attention should be focused on the relaxation
of the hot exciton, through which paticular states of the
exciton such as ( VKe )o, ( VKe )T, and ( VKe )F are formed.
Here we study the relaxation of an exciton in terms of inter-
nal perturbation due to the alkali impurity.
     In previous chapters, we have identified the origin of
the 2.9-eV emission band to be due to radiative decay of the
( VKe )A, i•e• the exciton trapped by a nearest-neighbor
alkali-impurity ion. The electronic structure and other
properties of ( VKe )A have also been studied. It has been
clearly shown that the formation efficiency of ( VKe )A iS
very high, comparing with the consequence of statistical con-
sideration. This means that ( VKe )A is formable quite effec-
tively during irradiation process which involves the relaxa-
tion of hot excitons. Another important property of ( VKe )A,
which has been revealed in Chap.[3•3], is that the perturbed
exciton tends to de-excite radiatively.
     Taking account of these interesting establishments of
preceding chapters, it may be fully expected that color-center
formation is affected when ( VKe )A is formed.
                                            ++     The role of alkali impurity such as Na or                                                 Li                                                     for defect
formation in alkali halides has been mainly investigated
in terms of the secondary reaction of halogen interstitials
or their interaction with the irnpurity. Little attention,
however, has been payed on the effects of such impurities on
the behaviour and properties of excitons so far.
     One should, at this point, reconsider the role of the
alkali impurity for defect-formation process from a more
general approach involving not only interaction process of
created interstitials, but also dissociation of an exciton.
                 '     From such a point of view, we study in this chapter
defect formation in KBr:Na and other sirnilar systems, paying
main attention to the correlation between coloration and
luminescence by x-ray or pulsed electron beam irradiations.
Results obtained here have revealed some important features
in relaxation of the hot exciton and in propertieS of ( VKe )F
in KBr and KCI crystals.
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{2 Experimental Results

     C 2•1 ) Effects of alkali impurity on x-ray induced
             colorability and luminescence

     Figure 3.4.1shows the radiation-induced absorption spectra
of KBr containing Na" ion of different concentrations. The

heights of both F and H bands decrease with increasing CNa•
In the H-band region, the shift of peak position toward
low-energy side is noticeable. The heights of F'band and of
g2fi,ga:d.ggg 52.;2•fi,l?teT,fig'kae',g."?M::2..iO:.Åí.:.g",d,gg ,...

mation of F and F'centers at LNT, suppresses the colorabili-

ty at low temperature where primary interstitials are stable.
     In order to obtain the correlation between the forma-
tion yields of F and F+centers and the luminescence inten-

sity, measurements were made of the changes of both quanti-
ties as a function of the Na+ concnetratjon. The results are

shown in Fig.3.4.2. 0ne can see that the yields of both F
and F+centers decreases linearly with increaseing CNa, though
the rates are not equal. The intensity of TA emission band
increases in proportion to CNa, within the present range of
the impurity concnetration. One could notice the following
two characteristic features; the complementary behaviour bet-
ween the decrease of colorability and the enhancement of
intensity of the TA emission band, and the constancy of the
intensities of singlet and triplet emissions irrespective of
the Na+ concnetration.

     Therefore, it is clear that the existence of the T                                                        A
emission band, i.e. the formation of ( VKe )A, plays an im'
portant role in the suppression of the colorability at 6 K.
     It has been shown in Chap.[3.3I.that ( VKe )Li is also
formed in KBr crystals containing Li. impurity ions.                                                       It is
expected that the Li+ ion gives the similar effects as those
     +of Na ions on the color center formation, since the ( VKe )Li
has similar properties as the ( VKe )Na. In Fig.3.4.3 for-
mation yield of the F center and the intensities of lumines-
cences are plotted against the Li" concentration. We see
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the similar behaviours of these quantities as those in KBr:Na
in also KBr:Li system.
     However, it should be pointed out that the changes in
these quantities per unit impurity concentration is larger
in KBr:Li than in KBr:Na.
     Figure 3.4.3 shows the results of similar experiments
carried out to the KCI:Na system. Again the similar results
were obtained. In KCI:Na, the supplementary emission band
appears at about 2.8 eV upon the x-ray excitation at 6 K.
This emission band may be due to the exciton associated with
Na+ ions.9) The emission intensity increases fonowing the
decrease of the yield of the F center with increasing Na+ con-

centration, though the relative intensity compared with that
of T emission is fairy weak.
     Thus, alkali-impurity ions in KBr and in KCI crystals
affect the radiolytic behaviours at low ternperature, to
suppress the defect formation, to enhance the intensity of
the emission band due to ( VKe )A, but to give no effects on
intrinsic u and/or T luminescences.

     ( 2•2 ) Effects of the impurities on dynamical
             process; experiments by pulse-electron
             irradiations

     In order to obtain more informations on the effects of
the impurities on color-center formation, the pulse electron
irradiation was employed. First, the dynamical recombina-
tion process of formed F and H centers at 5 K was measured.
     In Fig.3.4.5, the result of KBr:Li(O.07 mo19o) is shown
and is compared with that obtained by Kondo et al. for pure
KBr.8) one can see that both are essentially the same; most

fraction of the F center produced by a pulse decays, owing
to the dynamical recombination with the H center. This
result indicates that the dynamical recombination is hardly
affected by alkali impurity ion at S K.
     Second, the effects of Na' ions on the radiolytic

behaviours in KBr at 80 K were studied. Since the primary
interstitials, the H center and the I center, are not stable
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at this temperature, observation of the same impurity
effects as those at 6 K is possible only by the pulse radio-

     Upon the pulse electron bombardment, the transient
absorption bands due to ( VKe )Na as well as the F band was
observed. Typical examples of the results are shown in
Fig.3.4.6.
     Curve(a) inFj.g.3.4.6 shows the change in transmitting
light through the F band in a KBr:Na( O.70 molOio ). The
intensity slightly increases upto 60 vsec after the pulse
bombardment and remains almost unchanged at longer times.
Since the life time of the H center at 80 K is the order of
lo-2 sec, thermal recombiantion of the H center is not im-

portant in this time region, Curve(b) shows the change in
transmitting-light intensity at 76S nm in the same sample.
The decay time of the absorption band, calculated from the
data is 1.1 x lo'5 sec. From this decay time, it is evident

that the transient absorption band is due to ( VKe )Na( See
Chap[3.3]). The slight increase of the transmitting light,
or the decrease in optical density, upto 60 psec in Curve(a)
is due to the overlapping of the absorption band of ( VKe )Na•
     Figure 3A.7shows Na+concentration dependences of the

absorption coefficients of the F band afer 60 psec, ct6o(F),
and that of ( VKe )Na at t=O, ctm, in KBr:Na crystals. In
the figure, the dependences of intensities of o and nA emis-
sion bands excited by x ray at 80 K are also included. One
can see that ct6o(F) decreases and orm of ( VKe )Na increases
with increasing CNa. The u emission intensity, which is
reduced to 1/200 compared wuth the intensity at 6 K, remains
unchanged at 80 K, too. The effects of the Na+ impurity

ion on radiolytic phenomena in KBr at 80 K is thus essential-
ly the same as those at 6 K.

    (3•1) Secondary reactions of defects and suppression
          of colorability
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     In discussiing the suppression of defect formation in
the present case, we can consider the following sequence of
defect-formation process;7) one is the dissociation of an

exciton, and the other is the secondary reactions of created
defects. First, we shall consider several possible secon-
dary reactions which might cause the suppression.
   Ie Interaction of replacement sequence with Na+ ion

     Kondo et al.8) have shown that the primary defect cre-

ated by ionizing radiation is a pair of an F center and an
H center. Dynamic behaviours of the energetic H center in
alklai halides have been extensively studied by Saidoh, Itoh,
and their cowarkers. At temperatures as low as 6 K the ther-
mal migration of the H center is not active,10) and the

main mode of motions may be adiabatic replacement sequence.
saidoh et al.11,12) have shown that the replacement sequence
                               +\xg:a.;".;g?i\,:"k2'+a:•gfi msh.g,N2.,'?"..t2,go;:,l2.gA.fi2";g&

ence as does the I ion in KBr, which is considered to ref-
lect back the moving interstitial atom as shown by Hirai.13)
Thus the interaction of the replacement sequence with Na+

ions may not be responsible for the suppression of the F cen-
ter formation.
     Kondo et al.8) have also shown frorn their study by pulse

electron irradiation, that only 1/50 of the initial F centers
remains stable at 10 K, and they attributed the bleaching
to the recombination of a pair with short distance. As shown
in the previous section, the Li" ion hardly afftects this

dynamic recombiantion process, It may be, therefore, also
impossible to attribute the suppression of the colorability
by the Na+ ion to this transient bleaching effect.

   2. Conversion from the neutral Frenkel pair into
       charged pair

     Next, it is nescessary to consider the conversion reac-
tion of a F - H pair into an I - F"pair: Such a reaction
could exist, since the primary product is shown to be the
former, though the details of the reaction are not known.
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One possible type of such reactions may be capture of an
;i,fiEtl.?n..g]:M,,g:9,E)Ce\,tg'.2y,,ghg,",:2d2o.;.:\:..:A,:.2n,seg,du-

       center to that of the H center increases with increas-the H     A
ing CA, since the probability of finding a impurity ion
along the interstitial collision sequence increases. This
is, probably, the cause of the shift of peak position of the
H-band region shown in Fig.3.4,1.11,12)

     The conversion reaction can be a cause of the decrease
of the yield of the F center only when the HA center cap-
tures an electron rnore effectively than the H center: Effec-
tive conversion of the pair in the form of F - HA centers
might result in the further decrease of the F center corres-
ponding to the increase of cA. Saidoh and Itoh15) have
shown that the HA(Na") center cannot be converted into
IA(Na') center by capturing an electron from the F center,
although the HA(Li') center can. The I andF'bands should be

enhanced with decreasing the F-band height, if the conversion
reaction is active. Hoever, the yield of the I- and F"-center

production also decreases with increasing CNa as shown in
Fig,.3.4.1 in the case of KBr:Na system. Thus the conver-
sion reaction also cannot be the main cause of the decrease
of the yield of the F center, though the reaction might give
sorne effects in KBr:Li system.

   3. 0ptical bleaching by TA emission

     Another possibility should also be considered, which is
the optical bleaching effects by the luminescence during
irradiation.16,17) The intensity of the TA emission in-

creases with increasing CNa, and the TA emission band appre-
ciably overlaps with the H and HA absorption bands. The de-
crease of the yield of defect formation by alkali impurity
ion might be due to the reabsorption of the emission by H
and/or HA centers, which results in the excitation of the
centers and the succeeding recombiantion with F centers.
     This optical bleaching effect can be, however, also
disregarded in viewof the following experimental results:
An optical illumination with the similar band shape and in--
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tensity as that of the TA emission during or after x-ray
irradiation was made on a nominally pure KBr. The illumina-
tion caused little change in the yield of each color center.
The light even with the intensity, two orders of magnitude
larger than that of the TA emission of KBr:Na(O.61 molO-o),
bleached at most a few percent of the H and F centers pro-
duced by irradiation, and no appreciable decrease was ob-
served in the heights of F+ and I bands. On the contrary,
the suppression of the colorability by Na+ impurity corre-
lated with the considerable decrease in the yield of the F"-

center production as shown in Fig.3.4.2. Therefore, the
main origin of the suppression in the present case cannot
be ascribed to the optical bleaching by t.he TA emission.
     Thus, we can conclude that the secondary processes of
the created color centers are not responsible for the sup-
pression of the F-center formation. Above discussions to-
gether with the result that the forrnation of ( VKe )A iS
closely related to the suppression of the F center formation
focus our attention on the dissociation process of an ex-
citon, or relaxation of the hot exciton.

                                   '   ( 3•2 ) Relaxation of exciton in alkali halides
       ', containing alkali impurities

     The complementary behaviour between F center formation
yield and the TA-emission intensity shown in Figs.3.4.2, 3, and
         '4 indicate that teh formation of ( VKe )A plays an important
role in the suppression of colorability. This relationship
is, however, very qualitative, since the formation yield of
( VKe )A is measured by its ernission intensity. In order
to obtain more quantitative and decisive correlation between
the decrease of the formation yield of the F center and the
formation yield of ( VKe )A, we shall focus our attention on
the results of pulse--radiolysis experiments where the
formation yield of ( VKe )A is measured by means of optical
absorption.
     Since the lifetime of the H center for thermal recombi-
nation is not active in the time region of lo-4 sec, or6o(F)in
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Fig.3A.7 is considered to represent the total number of
surviving interstitial halogen atoms in the forms of H and
e2,gg"s:s2.a::.2,',;h:.gg":::fial,!gcg:2'2a,:g;",:.ros.eig.w21g2-

tron bombardrnent at 80 K. The ineaningful values which we
can compare each other are, however, the absorption coeffi-
cients at t=O, orM. Unfortunately, optical density of the F
band at t=O, (O.D)o, was not obtained in the present experi-
ments, since the dynamical recombiantion of the F center at
80 K was not observable by the present experimental system.
Karasawa and Hirai have measured (O.D)o in KBr between 1.8
and about 80 K, and have compared it with the optical den-
                                                      18)sity at soO sec after the pulse bombardment, (O•D)seee
The ratio of (O.D)o to (O.D)soo js about 11 at 76 K. The
value of optical density at 60 vsec after electron bombard-
ment obtained present experiment may be essentially the same
as (OtD)soo of Karasawa and Hirai..18) Therefore, it i.s

possible to estimate (O.D)o from the pTesent data with assis-
tance of the data obtained by them.
     In Fig.3.4.s, decrease in estimated value of absorption
coefficient, orm is plotted against the increase in that of
                                      +( VKe )Na in crystals with different Na concentration. The
results shown in the figure indicate that the decrease in
absorption coefficient of the F band at t=O in a given KBr:Na
crystal is about the same as the height of absorption coeffi-
cient of the ( VKe )A band in the crystal. Since the oscil-
ga.Fo.g.g:'2:gt2:i.s,f.x6a2g.(.gEe.,la.b2:S; 2xg c,::;;ggggg t.g..

centration of the F center by Na+ ions is about the same as

that of formed ( VKe )Na. This is the direct evidence that
the suppression of the F center formation is due to the
formation of ( VKe )A•
     Two types of reactions may be possible for the forma-
tion of the ( VKe )A; (i) one is the interaction between an
exciton and a impurity ion, and (ii) the other is the inter-
action of a hole with the ion followed by the subsequent
electron trapping. If the ( VKe )A is formed mainly through
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the latter reaction, the intensity of the intrinsic lumines-
cence should be also suppressed corresponding to the increase
of the uA emission intensity, since the increment of the
formation probability of the VKA center with increasing CA
may result in the decrease of the number of VK center to
form the exciton state.
     Kondo and Hiraii9) have shown that a sman amount of

Ag impurity suppresses the formation of H and F centers in
KCI at 10 K. They attributed the suppression to the trap-
ping of an electron by the impurity, which may result in the
decrease of the probability of electron-hole recombaintion
to form the exciton state. In such a case, intensity of
intrinsic luminescence should also be suppressed.
     As shown in Figs.3.4.2,3,and 4, the alkali impurity ien
gives no effect on the intrinsic luminescence, at ieast
within the present range of the impurity concnetration.
These results rule out the possibility that the formation
of the ( VKe )A would take place mainly through the inter-
action of a hole with a impurity ion. From the same reasons,
the possibility that the hot exciton itself would be trapped
by a impurity ion is also disregarded. The present results
strongly indicate that the alkali impurity ion in KBr and
KCI interacts " selectively " with the state of the exciton
which is responsible for the F-center formation.
                                                        4,5)     In the earliest excitonic-formation mechanism model.,
the same state is responsible for the defect formation and
intrinsic luminescence. These models cannot explain the
present results. According to the very recent model pro-
posed by Toyozawa,6) the adiabatic instability at the 2pz

state of the electron trapped by the VK center is respon-
sible for the F-center formation and the ls state for the
intrinsic luminescence. And the origin of the occurrence
of two channels ( defect formation and intrinsic lumines-
cence ) are whether the relaxation follows the adiabatic
potential or the transition to the ls state occurs. It
may not be possible that this model explain the result that
only the exciton state which results in the defect formation
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is affected by a alkali impurity ion.
     Karasawa and Hirai18) have measured the yield of the F

center and the intr.insic luminescence of KCI and KBr below
4 K, and found that the yield of the F center decreases with
decreasing temperature with an activation energy of a few
meV, while the intensity of intrinsic luminescence is almost
constant.. Thei.r results that the behaviours ofthe F-center
formation and of the intrinsic luminescence are independent
of each other may suggest that the exciton state responsible
for each phenomenon is essentially different.
     The results and discussj.ons above described lead us to
suggest the following model of the relaxation of an excion;
The exciton splits, with a fixed ratio which might depend
only on the salt, into differ.ent two states; one is respon-
sible for defect formation, and the other for intrinsic
luminescence, and a " turning point '' between two channels
lies just after a hot exciton is formed.
     In the light of this model, the features of the pTesent
results are well described in the following reaction: After
the splitting, ( VKe )F interacts selectively with an alkali
impurity ion to form the ( VKe )A which release energy in
terms of the TA emission.
     Here, it is worth considering the model proposed by
               7)Itoh and Saido.                   In their model, the cause of the split-
ting into two channels lies in the relaxation of the hole in
an exciton; the exciton with a VK center in a ll g state ( llg
exciton ) is responsible for the F-center formation, and
that in a Zu state ( Zu exciton ) for the intrinsic lumines-
cence, respectively. The relaxation of the hole into H g .
or Zu state is considered, presumably, to take place with
a given ratio. Since the VK center in a ll g state is ener-
getically higher than that in a Xu, the Zu exciton may be
more deeply self-trapped. Thus the perturbation of the E
                                                        g
exciton by a impurity ion may be more serious, and the "
                                                        g
exciton would be selectively attracted by the ion. This
model thus can explain the characteristic features of the
relaxation of an exciton as revealed above. In their model,
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however, one question remains unsolved. Keller and patten20)

have shown that the H center can be formed by the recombina-
tion of an electron with the VK center in KCI crystal. In
their study, the VK center must be in the state of Eu. This
result does not appear to be consistent with Itoh's model.

   ( 3'3 ) 9."dfftEI}a:l9g,P.rigCess of ( VKe )A in KBr

    .In this paragraph, we shall discuss the formation
process of ( VKe )A, i.e. the interaction between ( VKe )F
and an alkali impurity ion in some details.
     Since the impurity ion hardly affetcs the dynamical
recombaintion process of created H and F centers as shown in
previous section, the concentration of the formed F center
by present stationary irradiation, (nF)s, may be proportion-
al to that of ( VKe )F, n[VKe]F. From the complementary
behaviour of the F-center formation yield and the formation
yield of the ( VKe )A state, following equation is reason-
                                                     'ably written;

          (nF)s = APD( n[VKe]F - n[VKe]A ), (3.4.1)

where PD is the dissociation probability of ( VKe )F into
F-H pair, A is a constant, and n[VKe]A is the concentration
Of ( VKe )A, respectively.
 ' From the proportionality of n[VKe]A to the impurity
concentration, CA, and from the selective interaction bet-
ween ( VKe )F and an impurity ion, the n[VKe]A may be ex-
pressed as follows;
                             *          n[VKe]A=n[VKe]FV CA, (3.4.2)
       *where V is a parameter with a dimension of volurne, which
rnay represent the degree of exciton - impurity interaction.
Then the (nF)s is written as a function of CA in the
following form;
                                        *           (n F), = A PD n[VKe]F ( 1 - V CA ). (3.4.3)
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     One can estimate, from eq. (3.4 .3), the value of V* based

on the results shown in Figs.3.4,2,3,and 4. 0btained values
for KBr:Na, KBr:Li, and KCI;Na are listed up in Table.3.4.1•
                                  *     It is seen that the value of V depends not only the
kind of the impurity but on the salt itself: The value for
K?r:Li is about two times larger than that for KBr:Na, and
V in KCI:Na is less than a half of that in KBr:Na,
     It has been shown by Saidoh and Itoh that the HA(Li)
center can convert into IA(Li) center by capturing an elec-
tron of the F center.15) I•f such a reaction is the case
                                       *during x-ray irradiation, the value of V for KBr:Li may
involve some ambiguity. Taking account of such a situa-
                    *tion, the ratio of V for KBr:Li to that for KBr:Na is
about the same as the ratio of the missmachings of Li+ in
KBr to those of*Na+ in the salt2.1) Therefore, it may be

Elear that V involves thefactor representj.ng the proba-
bility of capturing an axciton which may mainly come from
the disorder in the lattice by an impurity ion. This factor
is hereafter represented by Z"
                                       *     Then we will compare the value of V in KCI:Na with
that in KBr:Na. The disorder of Na+ ions in KCI is about

the same as ( or rather larger than ) that in KBr crystal, as
                                           *seen in Table.3.4.1. However, the value of V in KCI:Na is
so smaller than that in KBr:Na. -This result suggests that
not only the lattice disorder by an impurity ion, but also
the properties of the exciton in a salt are important for
the exciton - impurity ion interaction studied here. The
properties may reflect the " mobility '' of the exciton in
the motion toward the impurity site to*form ( VKe )A•
Taking into account such a property, V should be represent-
ed as a product of z* and p* , the latter of which reflects the

motional property inasalt. ,                  *     The smaller V in KCI crystal may be reasonable, since
the VK center, which is the core of a exciton, in KCI is more
deeply self-trapped than in KBr.22) Though detailed mecha-

nism of the exciton - impurity interaction are not clear,
results and discussions above suggest that the exciton state
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which is responsible for the F-center formation involves
motions in its relaXation process.
     Two possible types -of motions of an exciton in alkali
halides have been considered so far; one is the hopping mo-
tion of the self-trapped exciton which is stimulated ther-
rnally,23) and the other is the coherent diffusion of an
unrelaxed exciton.24) In order to obtain more inforrnations

on the behaviours of the exciton in the present case, we
discuss here the temperature dependence of interaction vol-
      *ume, V , in KBr;Na crystals.
                                            +•     In Fig.3.4.9, replot was made of the Na                                              concentratlon
dependences of formation yields of the cQlor centers and
the ratio of the yield of rrA emission to ;hat of intTinsic•
u emission at 6 and 80 K. The value of V can be evaluated
from these plots using eq.(3.4.3).
     The value obtained froin date of the formation yield of
the F center is 50, whereas that of the F+center i.s 3S at
6K, respectively. Ritz and Kabler25) have shown that the
concentration of the produced F+centers to that of F centers
depends on the duration of the irradiation as well as others.
                                  *The Difference of the values of V 's may be due to this ef-
fect, since the x-ray dose under which the yields of the two
centers were measured are different from each other. Since
the conventional x-raying which was applied to obtain yields
of color centers in this study involves various processes
                                                         *of defect formation, it is not decisive which value of V 's
is more accurate. However, it may not be unreasonable to
                             *conclude that the value of V at 6 K in KBr:Na is the ave-
lage of these two, about 40.
     The decrease of the formation yield of the F center,
which was obtained by pulse electron irradiation at 80 K is
                                   *well described by eq.(3.4.3)with V of 35. This value is
coinside with that obtained from data of F'center at 6 K.

     On the other hand, one can estimate the temperature
                rkdependence of V also from the luminescence data involved in
Fig.3.4.9. In the figure, the intensity ratio between TA
and u emissions, ( ITA )o/( Iu )o, is the value which is based
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Fig.3.4.9. Na+-concentration dependence of the relative forrna-
            tion yields of F (o) and F' (A) centers at 6 K,
and of the F center at 80 K ( o ), and the dependence of the
ratio of ( ITrA )ol( Io )o at 6 K ( x ) and at 80 K ( e ), res-
pectively. Formation yields at 6 K were obtained from the
x-ray irradiation data ( Fig.3.4.2 ), and the yield at 80 K
from pulse-irradiation data ( Fig.3.4.7 ), respectievly.
( ITA )o as well as ( Io )o represents the emission intensity
of each emission band corrected in terms of the 1uminescence
efficiency at the temperature.
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on the emission intensities corrected in terms of temperature
dependent luminescence efficiencies. Therefore, the ratio
is supposed to represent that of concentrations of both lumi-
nescence centers.
     When the relaxation probabilities of hot excitons into
( VKe )o and ( VKe )F are written as 1/Ths and 11Thf, respec-
tively, the intensity ratio can be expressed, using eq.(3.4.2),
as follows;

          (( !I".A )).O = nn".AIT.hh,f V' " CNa (3•4•4)

where nTA and nu are the quantum efficiencies of iTA and u
emissions, respectively.
     It is clear that the ratio at 80 K is smaller than that
at 6 K. This reduction is considered to come frorn that of
11Thf: Karasawa and Hirai26) have shown that the formation

yield of ( VKe )F at 80 K is reduced to about a half of
that at 6 K in KBr.
    *Taking the decrease of n[VKe]F into account, the value
of V at 80 K becomes nearly equal to the value at 6 K. This
                *indicates that V hardly depends on temperature.
                                  *     Based upon these results for V , it can be concluded
          *that the V in KBr crystals hardly depends on the temperature
from 6 K and 80 K. This conclusion may rule out the possi-
bility that the mobility of an exciton in the exciton-impurity
interaction originates from thermally induced motion of self-
trapped exciton. It appears to favor that the motion of
( VKe )F ha's adiabatic nature.
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[ 3•5 ]

FoRiXtlATION OF ( VKe )A BETWEEN 1.7 AND 80 K IN KBr AND KCI

Behaviour of ( VKe )F between 1.7 K and 80 K have been

studied by rneans of measurement of the formation yield of

( VKe )A in KBr and KCIcrys.tals. It has been clearly shown

that the formation yield of ( VKe )F is constant below

4.2 K and decreases above 25 K, as concluded by Karasawa

and Hirai. Dissociation probability of ( VKe )F into

F-H pair is constant irresn.ective of temperature above 25 K,

and decrease below 4.2 K with decreasing temperature. Some

speculations onthe behaviour of ( VKe )F are given

gl Introductory Remarks

     In Chap.[3•3], the electronic structure and other
irnportant features of ( VKe )A has been cleared. In Chap.[3•4],
the effects of the formation of ( VKe )A on other radiolytic
behaviours has been studied. Results of these works have
led us following important conclusions; (1) ( VKe )F iS
essentially different from those states which result in
intrinsic luminescences, (2) the hot exciton splits j.nto
these different two states not complementary but with a fixed
ratio, and (3) only ( VKe )F interacts selectively with an
alkali impurity ion to form ( VKe )A, which reduces color-
ability.
     The results obtained previous chapters gtye us a
possibility that one can know, to some extent, the properties
of ( VKe )F by means of measurements of behaviours of ( VKe )A.
     So far, the properties of ( VKe )F haS' been studied

mainly by measuring colorability or the change in optical
absorption corresponding to formed F andlor H centers, nF•

It may be clear that the nF is combined with ( VKe )F
through an unknown factor which represents thedissociation
probability of ( VKe )F into F - H pair, PD. In the case
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where PD is constant irrespective of various variables on
which the changes of nF are measured, temperature, iTnpurity
concentration, and so on, nF certainly represents the
behaviours of ( VKe )F. If not so, however, nF may not be
an exact observables of ( VKe )F, though meaningful one.
     On the other hand, since ( VKe )A is correlated with
( VKe )F directly as shown in Chap.[3•4"], measurement of
formation yield of ( VKe )A is more powerful to know the be-
haviours of ( VKe )F when PD changes,
     In this chapter, based on above results and considera-
tions, temperature-dependent behaviour of ( VKe )F is studied
by means of measurement of that of ( VKe )A between 1.7 and
80 K. First, the format.ion yield of ( VKe )F above 6 K is
discussed, and is to be shown that PD is constant and nF and
( VKe )A give the same information on ( VKe )F. Next, the
results below 4.2 K are considered. It will be shown that
in this temperature region, PD decreases with decreasing
temperature, whereas the formation yield of ( VKe )F is
constant. Some speculations are given based on these results.

 2 Results and Discussions

     ( 2'1 ) The TA emission between 6 and 80 K

     Figure 3.5.1. shows the temperature dependence of the
emission intensity of the singlet and TA emissions which were
excited by x ray. The change in intensity of singlet emis-
sion is well analyzed by the function;
                                            -l          I( T ) = Io{ 1 + T.vexp( - ElkT ) }                                                     (3.5.1)

where 1/To is the radiative transition probability, and Io
the intensity at T = O, and E and v are constants, respective-
ly. The value of E obtained by best fit to the data is
O.025 eV which is essentially identical to that obtained by
Ikezawa and Kojimal)

     This behaviour of the singlet emission indicates that
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the formation yield of ( VKe )o is not temperature-dependent,
though the luminescence efficiency aepends on temperature•
     On the other hand? the intensity of the TA emission
does not show the typical quenching pattern; it decreases
gradually between 25 and 70 K, and falls off rapidly above
70 K. Recently, it has been shown that coloration suppresses
the intensity of intrinsic emissions in KI.2) The open

circles in the figure is data point which was measured buring
warming up a sample, and the dotts are ones during cooling
down the sample. If the decrease in intensity originates in
coloration, these two types of data must show the " hystere-
sis ", since the coloration is not removed by cooling down
the sample. Thus, good agreement of two types of data points
seen inFig.3.5.1 excludes thepossibility that the decrease
is due to the coloration, and shows that the gradual decrease
in intensity is an essential phenomena.
     In order to make clear the behaviour of the orA emission,
the temperature dependence of the luminescence efficiency of
( VKe )Awas stuaied by two different methods; one is the
measurement of the decay tirne of the TA emission, and the
other is measurement of the luminescence originated from the
                       +recombination of VKA(Na ) centers with electrons.
     In the measurement of recombination luminescence, the
sample which contains VKA centers and F centers but no VK
centers was prepared by similar treatments described in Chap.-
[3•2]. After the treatments, ternperature of the sample was
cooled down to 6 K, and the luminescence under F light
illumination was measured at a given temperature. It can
be concluded that the concentration of created ( VKe )A due
to recombination for each measurement may be substantially
identical in this experiment, based on following reasons:
    ( 1 ) Thermal decay of the VKA center by warming up the
          crystal up to 110 K is not active, since the decay
          temperature of the center is higher (.v200 K),
    ( 2 ) number of released electron may be essentially the
          same, since the properties of the excited F center
          does no change up to 100 K 3) and the intensity
                                    '
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          of exciting ljght is the same for each measurement,
    ( 3) the intensity of the F light is so weak that it
          hardly bleach the F and VKA centers during a series
          of the measurements.
Thus the results of recombination luminescence may represent
the luminescence efficiency of ( VKe )Ai
     The intensity of recombination luminescence is almost
constant up to 70 K, then drops sharply above 70 K. This
result can be explained in terms of two competitive process
desrcibed by eq.(3.5.1)•
     The temperature dependgnce of the decay time of TA
emission also shows the quenching pattern; the time becomes
shorter only above 70 K, whereas it remains unchanged below
the temperature. Results shown in Fig.3.5.2, therefore,
indicates that the luminescence efficiency of the ( VKe )A
follows the normal thermal quenching. Then it is elear
that gradual decrease of the intensity excited by x ray
between 25 and 70 K has the origin in the change of formation
yield of the ( VKe )A•
     Karasawa and Hirai have shown that nF inKBr decreases with
increasing temperature above 2S KI) In Fig.3.5.3, I compared

the dependences of n[VKe]Na obtained in this study with
that of nF obtained by Karasawa and Hirai. One can see that
these two quantities show the same temerature dependence.
     Karasawa and Hirai have explained the decrease of nF in
g2r!•;.+?f,lo,i2gx,i2i.rneg•21'..I: :?;;l; 2ggSg',gF,?n2.3h2,gll;'g,,..-

"i' ours are well represented following set of equations,

          nF = (1!TFF)/(1/T)
                                         -1             = [1 + (TFFITHT)exp( -E/kT )] , (3.s.2)

          nT =C+(1-nF ), (3.s.3)
Where TFF, THT and C are constants. According to their inter-
pretation, the thermally controlled competition takes place
upon the relaxation of hot exciton; 1/TFF is relaxation
:• go?:2,i'l• :I.og,?.?t.g:sg::2• .g2;? E.XK2.k,g\d.glkgE l• g:PEAg.iXEI
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with a constant probability into 3z" also exists.

     However, another interpretation of the competition
process, therefore the meaning of constants in eqs.(3.5.1)
and 2,is certainly possible, where the transition of re-
laxed ( VKe )F into 3zCl occur by thermal activation. Based

on the latter model, the formation yield of ( VKe )F is not
temperature-dependent, and the temperature-dependent nF in
eq(5.32) corresponds to PD of ( VKe )F. Therefore, only from
the measurement of nF, it may be impossible to clearly show
which of two processes, the relaxation of the hdt exciton or
the dissociation of ( VKe )F is temperature-dependent.
     However, the results obtained here may be able to deter-
mine which process is responsible for the competition. As
discussed in Chap.{3•4] formation yield of the (VKe)A is
represented as '
                             *          n[VKe]A=n[VKe]FV CA, (3.4.2)
and the interaction of ( VKe )F and an impurity ion takes
:,igC2.2.eE2•:2•.li g\e,'e,g':it2•fi,g -3,: p,al}.',:2d,\o.figl?i,x.b:gore

the case. It has also been shown that V hardly depend on
temperature. Therefore the temperature dependecne of
n[VKe]A should represent the dependence of n[VKe]F. It is evi-
dent in Fig.3.5.3 that the temperature dependence of n[VKe]A
is well described by eq.(3.5.2).Thus one can safely conclude
that the formation yield of ( VKe )F itself is temperature
dependent. And the agteement of the behaviours of
n[VKe]A and nF indicates that PD is constant above 6 K.

    ( 2'2 ) The TA emission below 4.2 K

     ( VKe )A and nF behaves with same way above 6 K, as
discussed previous section. This indicates that PD is
constant irrespective of the temperature in this resion.
Karasawa and Hirai have measured the formation yield of the
F center below 4.2 K, and found that it decreases with
decreasing temperature5) They have argued this phenomena
in terms of Toyozawa model on the F center formation,6)
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and reached the conclusion that the decrease has its origin
in the decrease of PD owing to the potential bariour at the
dissociation process. However, the evience that ( VKe )F
is constantly formed below 4.2 K is absent in their work, and
alternative possibility of the decrease of nF, i.e. the
decrease of the formation yieid of ( VKe )F itself is the
origin in the decrease in nF, survives yet. It is therefore,
very meaningful to measure the formation yield of ( VKe )A,
since it directly represents t•he yield of ( VKe )Fe
     Figs.3.5.4 and 5 show teTnperature dependence of lumines-
cence yield of "A emission in KCI and in KBr, respectively.
Figures also involves nF which is obtained by Karasawa and
Hirai. The luminescence yields of intrinsic luminescences
are almost constant, as shown by them. Results shown in
the figures indicate that the formation yield of ( VKe )A
, Or ( VKe )F, is constant below 4.2 K. Therefore, it is
evident that the decrease of nF below 4.2 K is due to the
decrease of PD, as concluded by Karasawa and Hirai.
     This behaviour of ( VKe )F is very interesting. How is
the energy of ( VKe )F exhausted at low temperature?
     It is generally acceptable that that ( VKe )F is a higher
excited state of STE. Bradford et al. have shown that timecons-
tant of the F center formation is 11 p sec in Kcl.7)

This means that ( VKe )F is coupled with phonons very poorly,
or the stokes shift of ( VKe )F is very small. Such a
greater energy gap between ( VKe )F and the ground state of
STE may make the non-radiative decay of ( VKe )F in terms of
phonon creation less probable. However, the constancy of
the luminescence yield of G or T emission in KBr as well as
in KCI below 4.2 K indicates that the energy of ( VKe )F
is not spent in terms of intrinsic luminescence.
     Recently, Lushchik et al. have observed " edge emission "
in alkali iodides at low temperaturee) Such a emission might

be correlated with the radiative decay of ( VKe )F, though
they have assigned it to be the radiative decay of mobile
one-center type excitons. The detailed study on the edge
luminescence below 4.2 K may give useful and interesting
informations on the relaxation of a exciton.
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[ 3•6 ]

             +EXCITON - Li ION INTERACTION IN NaCl CRYSTALS

Effects of Li' impurity ion on the behaviour of excitons

in NaCl crystals have been studied by means of measure-

ments of optical absorption and emission due to pulse

electron irradiation as well as conventional x-ray

irradiation. The ( VKe )Li is formed at 80 K as is

f::.}2d,.l".:BI.g": l:-5C]s,,(.Xse,k.:lgS,:.ia.,d.'3tiX.e...,.-

ly above 150 K with typical quenching pattern. The

peak energy of the emission band in 3•32 eVr The ( VKe )Li

has the similar transient absorption band at 2.14 eV
as that of 3zCl . These properties have been briefly

discussed. The forrnation of the ( VKe )Li in NaCl is

temperature dependent, and the mechanism is described

well in terms of hopping motion of the lowest triplet
state of STE. Li+ ions give no effects on formation

yield of the F center as well as luminescent phenomena
at 6 K. This essentially different behaviour of Li"

impurity ions in this salt from that in KBr has been

discussed in connection with the defect formation
rnechanism.

 1 Introductory ReTnarks

     The effects of alkali impurities on the relaxation of
an exciton in KBr and KCI crystals have been studied in the
previous chapters. Alkali irnpurity ions having srnaller ionic
radii in these salts suppress the colorability in terms of
the formation of ( VKe )A which spends the energy radiative-
ly. The intrinsic luminescence or the exciton states res-
ponsible for the radiations are not affected by the ions.
The formation of ( VKe )A takes place through the selective
interaction between ( VKe )F and the ions, and the interac-
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tion volume hardly depends on temperature.
     These crystals studied above show higher F center for-
mation ef.ficiency at low temperature, and very short time
cohstant of the F-center formation ( <lo-9 sec ).1,2 )

Therefore, these do not belong to the materials Pooley mecha-
                    3)nism was applicable.
     It has been shown that the radiolytic behaviours of the
NaCl crystal at low temperature are significantly different
frorn those of KBr and Kcl.3'4) For example, the formation

yield of the F center is very small at temperatures near
liquid helium temperature, and it increases with increasing
temperature, which is in reverse to that of KBr and Kcl.3)

These differences may suggest that the properties andlor
behaviours of excitons in NaCl are different comparing with
those in KBr and KCI.
     Thus, it is interesting and meaningful to study the
properties of an exciton in NaCl crystals with the same
method that was applied to KBr and KCI. In this chapter,
radiolytic behaviours in NaCl has been investigated in terms
of internal perturbation due to Li' impurity ion.

g2 Experimental Results

     ( 2•1 ) Luminescence and F-center formation by
             x-ray irradiation at low temperature

     The x-ray excited emission spectrurn of NaCl:Li(1.2 mo19o)
at 6 K is compared with that of pure NaCl in Fig.3.6.1. There
are no differences in the spectra within the limit of experi-
mental resolution, anq the supplementary emission bands relat-
ed to Li" ion are not observable at 6 K in this salt.
     Figure 3.6.2 shows the Li'-concentraion dependence of
the intensity of excitonic luminescence and the yield of
the F center at 6 K. At this temperature,• the yield of the
F center as well as luminescence intensity is almost con-
stant irrespective of the Li+ concentration up to 1.2 mo12•,

which is the very contrast to the results in KBr:Na and
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       5)others.
     Though the formation yield of the F center is not affect-
ed by Li" ions, absorption spectrum at the H-band region is

affected; the optical density of the H band, peaking at
3.86 eV, decreases, whereas that of another absorption band
at 3.30 eV increases with increasing Li+ concentration. This
change is supposed to be due to the formation of HA(Li+) cen-

ters.
     These results suggest that the interaction between an
exciton and the impurity ion seen in KBr or KCI does not
take place in NaCl at 6K, although the interstitial atom
interacts with impurity ions attractively,
     Figure 3.6.3 shows the x-ray excited emission spectra
of pure NaCl and of NaCl:Li(O.48 molO-o) at 80 K. Presence
of Li+ impurity results in the increase in emission intensity

at the region of T-enission band ancl in the shift of peak
position to longer wavelength side.
     In Fig.3.6.4, the intensities of emission bands are
plotted against Li' concentration. The intensity of the band
around 3.4 eV increases with increasing the impurity concent-
ration, whereas that of a-emission band does not change.
Thus the Li' ion affects the luminescence at 80 K, though

it hardly does at 6 K.
     The band at about 3.4 eV in all NaCl:Li crystals used
in this study can be resolved into two gaussians; one is the
triplet emission band at 3.4 eV and the other is the band
situated at 3.32 eV ibiith the halfwidth of O.76 eV.

     ( 2•2 ) Measurements by pulse-electron irradiation

     For clearer understanding of the Li+ effects in NaCl,

pulse electron irradiation was employed. First, in order
to prove above divisions of emission band at about 3.4 eV
meaningful, measurement was made on the time-resolved emis-
sion spectrum of NaCl:Li.
     Typical example of the decay curve of NaCl:Li above
80 K is shown in Fig.3.6.5. Pure NaCl has only one com-
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ponent whose decay time is 1.o x loH6 sec at no K in this

spectral region, whereas NaCl:Li has another one of 2.S X
lo-4 sec together with the same one of pure Nacl.
     This slow component is characteristic to Li' impurity

ion; the relative ratio of the' emission intensity at t = O
to that of fast component increases with increasing Li+ con-

centratlon.
     Figure 3.6.6 indicates the time-resolved emission spectra
of a NaCl crystal. Two peaks shareing different decay time
are clearly separable, and these band shapes are essentially
the same as those obtained by Gaussian separation of x-ray
excited spectra.
     The emission band, peaking at 3.40 eV and having the
decay tiine of 1.0 Å~ 10-6sec at 110 K, is due to the lowest

triplet state of STE, since the peak position and the decay
time are identical with those obtained by other workers.6'7)
The band at 3.32 eV with decay time of 2,S X lo-4 sec at

no K is tentatively assigned to be due to ( VKe )Li in
NaCl, based on the impurity-concentration dependence of the
                                                            '  i-- -emsslon lntenslty. '
     As discussed in Chap.[3•3], the relaxed exciton trapped
by an alkali impurity in alkali halides, possesses the char-
acteristic absorption bands corresponding to higher excited
states, the higher quenching temperature of the decay time,
and so on. In order to confirm the assignment that the 3.32
eV emission band is due to ( VKe )Li, temperature dependence
of decay time, T, and the transient optical absorption bands
                                                     ,were measured.
     Figure 3.6.7 shows the result of temperature dependence
of T, and Fig.3.6.8 indicates the transient absorption spec-
trum shareing the same decay time of the 3.32-eV emission
band at 80 K.
     The decay time of 3.32 eV-emission band quenches thermal-
ly above 150 K this temperature dependence of T is well
analysed by the well known equation; 1/T = 1/To + vexp(-E/kT)•
The best fit of pertaining data points is obtained when the
                                           10 -1values of E and v are O.22 eV and 1.5 X 10                                                   , respec-                                              sec
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tively. The obtained activation energy for thermal quench-
ing is more than two times larger, and the value of the fre-
quency factor is about two orders of magnitude samller, than
those of 3zCl in Nacl.6) These changes in E and v are very

similar to those of ( VKe )A in KBr crystals.
     Transient absorption spectrum shown in Fig.3.6.8 is
g;:i:.a',:.:.t2.:t,fig ,3i.I.wwSl o\X;l";g,Ry,i]i2',g:.:}.'I

evidence that the 3.32-eV entssion band is due to the lowest
triplet state of ( VKe )Li. The main absorption band of
( VKe )Li has the peak energy of 2.14 eV at 80 K. It is
clear that the absorption energy of ( VKe )Li in NaCl shows
the blue shift, whereas that of ( VKe )Na in KBr shows red
shift.

     ( 2'3 ) :gegofoEmation yield of ( VKe )Li from 6K

     Above results clearly show that the ( VKe )Li SySteM iS
also forrned in NaCl crystals, at least at 80 K. As mentioned
in ( 2'1 ), however, no significant changes originated from
the Li+ ion in the luminescent phenomena were observed at 6 K.

The peak energy of the emission band of ( VKe )Li in NaCl shows
slight red shift from the peak position of T-emission band,
which rnakes us difficult to clearly show that no ( VKe )Li
are formed or not at 6 K, from the spectral resolution only.
     The luminescence yield of T-emission region at 80 K is
reduced to 150-o of that at 6 K in pure crystal. On the other
hand, the reduction is suppressed and about 215 are survives
at 80 K in NaCl:Li(1.2 molO-o). Such a temperature-resistive
emission intensity may come from the formation of ( VKe )Li
in samples containing Li+ ions.

     From the results, one can expect that the contribution
Of ( VKe )Li to the emission intensity at the band region is
as much as 250!, of the luminescence yield at 6 K, if ( VKe )Li
is formed at the temperature as is formed in KBr crystals.
Therefore, the increase in ernission intensity may be fully
detectable at 6 K.
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     The constancy of the emission intensity shown in Fig.3.6.2
         'rules out the possibility that the ( VKe )Li is formed, from
the same rnechanism as that in KBr at 6 K in NaCl.
     Thus it appears that the Li'-effects on exciton behaviour

is temperature-dependent in NaCl crystals. To make the pro-
blem clear, ternperature dependence of formation yield of
( VKe )Li was measured by pulse irradiation experiments.
     In a decay curve of an emission intensity, the intensity
at t = O, (I)o, should be in proportion to the concentration
of a luminescence center populated by a pulse at any tempera-
ture. One can, therefore, estirnate the formation yield of a
center when measurements are made on (I)o•
     In Fig.3.6.9 are shown results of such measurements on
pure NaCl and a NaCl:Li( 1,2 mole-o ). Closed circles in the
figure are the intensities of T emission of a pure crystal,
S.1".lsl.g?e.fi?-2,S:X,:•22:,:h2,:2t::S.i%.Az,:•g:s;:2:,ag,tg:Gtg\-

an exciton remains unchanged irrespective of change in tempera-
ture. This result is the same as that obtained by Karasawa
and Hirai.7) However, the (IT)o.in the sample containing
Li+ ions decreases at the temperature region where T decreases

owing to thermal quenching. The open circle in Fig.3.6.9 is
the ratio ofthe intensity of ( VKe )Li, ( I"A )o to that of
igis,,sg lg 2x.igeg; t3•::•t,X2?.Esg:a:l•2: I•i21g.:l.E \sii,Lhi,U..,

                                                    'compensating the decrease of ( IT )o•
     This behaviour of ( VKe )A in NaCl is essentially differ-
ent from the temperature dependence of formation yield of
( VKe )Na in KBr discussed in Chaps.[3'4] and [3•5]. Thus a
different mechanism in exciton interaction with an alkali
impurity ion may be responsible for the formation of ( VKe )Li
in NaCl crystals.
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g3 Discussions

     ( 3•1 ) Electronic structure of ( VKe )Li in NaCl

     First the properties of ( VKe )Li are discussed. It has
been identified that the 3,32 eV emission band in NaCl:Li is
g", :. .go,:. \g,I. :gig;igg,dilc:g-2f,g.yK2.3L:fi. :2:,l. gil,s:gw,.;gd- 't

tion spectrum siiimar to that of 3zG, it is apparent that

the initial state is a triplet state. ( VKe )A in KBr has
no u-polarized emission band as shown in Chap•[3A]•The constan-
cy in the emission intensity and in the band shape of singlet
emission band in NaCl:Li crystals, as shown in Figs.3s5.3 and 4,
suggest that also ( VKe )Li in NaCl has no singiet emission
band, whereas ( VKe ) in NaCl has both.
     The quenching energy and frequency factor of ( VKe )Li
for thermal quenching of its decay time change frpm those
of 3zG with the same way as the corresponding ones of (VKe)A

in KBr do. '     However, it should be noticed that the shift of peak
energy of emission of of absorption spectrum of ( VKe )Li in
NaCl is qualitatively different from that of ( VKe )A in KBr:
The energy of emission band shows a little red shift whereas
that of absorption band shows a blue shift, which is reverse
of those shifts of ( VKe )A in KBr. Since lattice distortions
surrounding substituted Li" ion is about the same degree as
ones due to Na+ ion in KBr, according to the calculation of
Douglus,9) the different pattern of peak shifts between

( VKe )Li in NaCl and ( VKe )A in KBr may be due to other
changes which impurity ions introduce.
     Possible one concerns the change in energy levels of
lowest unoccupied orbitals of alkali ions. As discussed pre-
viously, s orbitals of alkali ions closest to a X2 plays
an important role for electronic states of an excitonl.O)Ac-

cording to the calculation with the Hartee-Fock-Slater model
                                         ++( Xct method ) calculation, both 2s of Li                                                  of                                           and                                                         have                                               3s                                                     Na
                                  T-lower eigen values than that of K , though 2s of Li has
higher one than that of 3s of Na' ( see Chap.[3•3] ). In the
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case of ( VKe )A in KBr, th2 eigen.value of a vacant s orbital
of a foreign alkali ion, Li or Na , is therefore, lower                                                        than
the value of host cation. On the other hand, the situation is
reverse in ( VKe )Li in NaCl. This difference rnay be res-
ponsible for different type of peak shifts of ( VKe )A in
the two materials. Apart from the different behaviour, it
should be emphasized that ( VKe )Li in NaCl has very similar
properties as those of ( VKe )A in KBr•

     ( 3•2 ) Mechanism of formation of ( VKe )Li. in NaCl:
            . Hopping motion of triplet exciton

     As concluaed in the previous section, the formation
:'52.ig.gg g,"S.'yi•.l: g2C},/l"?r:2•2,eS;.:;g:e,;•:O,"%:g.;2,t\e..

This increase inust be based on the different type of motion
of excitons from that in KBr and KCI crystals, since features
of exciton - impurity interactions in two types of salts are
essentially different. In KBr crystals, the formation of
( VKe )A is closely related not to 3zG, i.e. ( VKe )T but to

( VKe )F, and the formation yield of ( VKe )or is not affected
by the added impurity ion. And the interaction volume for
( Vke )Na in KBr crystals, defined in eq.(34.2), behaves as
temperature-independent. In NaCl crystals, to the contrary,
( VKe )Li appears to be formed, ternperature-dependently,
from lowest triplet state of the exciton. These results
suggest that the thermany stimulated motion of 3zG is a

main origin of the formation of ( Vke )Li in NaCl crystals.
     Such a motion, hopping motion of self-trapped exciton,
had been considered so far only theoreticallf.1) But the re-

sult obtained in this study suggests that the hopping motion
is, in fact, the case in NaCl crystals. Below, we consider
the motion rather quantitatively.
     Song has studied the motion of STE by means of small
polaron treatment of continum model.11) His result of hopp-

ing probability, WR--R' , is
          WR.R' = ( "14h2E.kT )ll2IJ12 exp'( -E./kT ), (3•6•1)
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where Ea is anactivation energy and J is the transfer energy
                                                              tfor a self-trapped exciton between two adjacent sites R and R .
     In the present case, there is no significant delay in .
the formation of ( VKe )A as seen in Fig.3.6.7,which indicates
that the formation of ( VKe )A takes place within very short
time. Then the interaction volume for ( VKe )Li may be
expressed as follows;

           **          V=A WR,.,RtZ (3.6.2) .
where Z* is a facter representing a probability capturing an
exciton of Li+ ion and A is a constant. The forrnation yield

of ( VKe )A is thus
                              *          n[VKe]Li=n[VKe].V CLi (3.6.3)
where n[ ] is a concentration of the indicated exciton state
                                                                 iat t=O. Experimenally obtained values, (I)o, are now
                                       *          ( I.A )o "(11To)nA n[VKe]ir V CLi,
          ( iTT )o = (i/To). n[VKe],,( i - v"cLi ). (3'6•4)

     Thus the (I.)ol(ITA)o should satisfy the following
relations, if the present models are relevant;
                                               x          ( IT )ol ( ruA )o " (To)TAI(To)T(11V CLi - 1)• (3•6e5)

The ratio between the radiative lifetirnes of ( VKe )Li and
( VKe )T is about unity, as shown before. In the present
range of temperatures, V'"is approximated as V"= Bexp(-EalkT ),

since the important factor in eq(361) is the exponential
term. B is also a constant. Then eq(365) becomes

          ( IT )ol( ITA )o ' 1 = (1/B)eXP( - E.lkT )• (3.6.6)

     The values corresponding to right side of eq.(3.6.6) ob-
tained from the results in Fig.3.6.9 were plotted against
reciprocal temperatures in Fig.3.6.10.'The straight line obtained
by least square fit gives an Ea of O.049 eV. In Fig•3.6.10 the
agreement between the data points and the model considered
here is good, which indicates that the formation Of ( VKe )Li
in NaCl is due to the hopping motion of the lowest triplet
state of STE. The obtained value of activation energy is
less than 115 of the minimum value obtained theoretically.
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     ( 3•3 ) Li" effects in NaCl at 6 K

     Finally let's consider the role of Li' ion on the defect

forination in NaCl crystals. As clearly shown above, the
( VKe )Li is mainly formed in terms of hopping motion of 3zCl.

E of O.049 eV makes such a motion impossible at 6 K, which
 a
:g2ig.tc2t3ÅítyKe,k•]' 2g.2:x,i-g:m2•g 2g.2,sth.2t,;e:fig b.<,gh.:...-

tal results shown in Figs.3,6.1. and 2, where not only the
emission intensity, but also the band shape of - emission from
3zG are not affected by Li' ion.

     The constancy of the formation yield of the F center ir-
respective of the Li+ concentration, shown in Fig.3.6.2, also

means that no ( VKe )Li forrnation occur at 6 K, which has
the same origin in the formation of *( VKe )A in KBr or in
KCI crystal. This is the case of V = O in eq.(3.4.3).
     Apparently, z* in V* of Li+ ion in NaCl is non-zero, as
                                       'discussed in the preseding part of this section. The factor
b*, which representing the mobility of an exciton may be zero

in NaCl at 6 K. The WR-R' in KBr crystals, if exists, may
not so different from that in NaCl, since the therrnal pro-
                                                       !2)perty of the VK center in both crystals are very close.
Therefore, the motion of ( VKe )F to form ( VKe )A in KBr
may be adiavatic.
     Above results and consideration lead us to the conclu-
sion that ( VKe )F in N gCl does no# have the motional pro-
perty as that ( VKe )F in KBr has.
     So far, some different properties of ( VKe )F in NaCl
from those in KBr or in KCI have been reported. Fig.3.6.11 is
the temperature dependences of the F-center formation yields
in alklai halidesl.4)one can see the different behaviours of

NaCl comparing to the behaviour of KBr or KCI especially at
low temperatures where the formation yield in NaCl decreases

# Recently, Kondo and Kanzaki have reported that an electron
in relaxed excited state of the F center is more strongly
coupled with LO-phonons in NaCl than that in a potacium halideg.3)

This mode of coupling contribute to the effective inass of
polaron state. Therefore, such a behaviour rnight be related
to the present results in NaCl.
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with decreasing temperature. Energy necessary for the forma-
tion of one Frenkel pair is so high in NaCl cpmparing with
                                             'that in KBr or in KCI.
     Another important difference in the properties of ( VKe )F
concerns the time constant of the F center formation. Kondo
et al. has shown that the time constant in NaCl is about
1.o x lo-6sec,4) whereas those in KBr and Kcl are less
       -9 l,2)than 10         sec..
     These different properties of ( VKe )F in NaCl, together
with the present results of exciton - impurity interaction,
suggest that the ( VKe )F in NaCl crystals is essentially
different state from that in KBr or KCI. Therefore, different
mechanism of the F center formation from that in KBr etc.
might be relevant in NaCl crystals.
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[ 3•7 ]

SPIN STATE OF THE PRECURSORS OF THE FRENKEL PAIRS

          '
      An essential property of the precursor of Frenkel
      pairs, the spin state of ( VKe )F is discussed, based
      on the establishments of the work in the preceding
      chapters. It is. clearly shown that ( VKe )F iS a

      higher excited state of triplet exciton.

gl Introductory Remarks

     Based on the results and conclusions obtained in the
preceding chapters, we here discuss some properties of the
precursor of Frenkal pairs. The question we will solve
here is that: Is ( VKe )F a triplet state or singlet one ?
     It has been shown in Chap.[3.4] that the relaxation
of an exciton, hot exciton, into a particular relaxed
state takes place with a fixed ratio which might depend on
the kind of salts. Significant differences are supposed to
exist in the relaxation channels between KBr and NaCl: Re-
sults in Chap[3•6] may indicate that the state of ( VKe )F,
which results, in KBr, in the F-center forrnation with very
short time constant, and in the formation of ( VKe )A at
6 K, is not formed in NaCl crystals. .
     Analysis of these characteris'tic features in relaxation
of an exciton leads us to believe that ( VKe )F is a higher
excited triplet state of an exciton.

g2 Rabin-Klick diagram for production yields of the
     F center, u and rr ernissions

     F-center formation yield as well as the efficiency of
intrinsic luminescence strongly depends on the kind of alkali
halides. This fact indicates that relaxation probabilities
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of the hot exciton into responsible relaxed states depend
on the unknown factQr each salt possesses. First, lut us
consider the dependence from a broader view-point.
     Rabin-Klick diagraml) is one of powerful methods with

which we can see the outline of the dependence of yields
excitonic products on kind of salts.
     Rabin and Klickl) measured the energy consuraed per F

center in various alkali halides, and introduced some sys-
tem in their data by plotting the energy against S/D, where
S is the space for the i.nterstitial along a <110> direction,
and D is thediameter ofthe halogen atoin. The results
obtained by Rabin and Klick for the F center production at
4 K are shown in Fig.3.7.1, together with recent data by
Ikezawa et al.2) and by Huges at al.3)
     On the other hand, Pooley and Ranciman4) have measured

the x-ray or electron excited luminescence in all alkali
halide crystals. Their results enable us to evaluate the
energy required per 1 photon for most intrinsj.c emissions.
Evaluation was made, taking the difference in halfwidths of
the emission bands intQ account. Results are also plotted
against SID in Fig.3.7.1.
     It should be pointed out that the production yield
of the T emission for several alkali halides is anti-
correlated with the production yield of the F center; at
smaller SID the production yield of the F center is smaller
and that of the T emission is larger.
     It should also be noticed that the yield of the a emission
depends very little on the kind of alkali halides whenever
it is observed.
     Apparently the relaxation of a hot exciton into ( VKe )o
depends little on other process, but ( VKe )T and ( VKe )F
are correlated until they finally become uncorrelated.
     Anti-correlation between the formation yields of the
F center and T emission, together with the constancy of that
of U emission, suggests that ( VKe )F is a triplet state of
an exclton.
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g3 Relaxation of an exciton in KBr and in NaCl

     Now we discuss the suggestion that ( VKe )F is a triplet
state rather quantitatively, based on the results of investi-
gations by means of internal perturbation due to impurity.
     It has been shown in Chap.[3•4] that the hot exciton
relaxes into particular states, ( VKe )u, ( VKe )T, and
( VKe )F, with a fixed probabilities. Based on this conclu-
siOn and on the results shown in Fig.3.7.1, one may consider
such a model of exciton-relaxation that is shown in Fig.3.7.2.
     Hot exciton, first, splits into two states; singlet
and triplet states with a fixed probabilities of s and t,
respectively. Singlet exciton reaches, through relaxation,
the state of ( VKe )u which de-excites in terrns of u emis-
sion. On the other hand, triplet exciton has another
" turning point " where they separate into ( VKe )T and
( VKe )F with probabilities of e and d, r.espectively. It
has been clearly shown that ( VKe )F forms ( VKe )A through
a selective interaction with alkali-impurity ions, if they
are involved in the crystal.
     Results shown in Fig.3,7.1 may indicate that the pro-
babilities of e and d strongly depend on the kind of salt.
This can be confirmed by the results obtained in Chaps.[3•4]

     As discussed in Chap.[3•6], the formation of ( VKe )F
in NaCl is quite improb.able at 6 K. }Iowever, the formation
probability of ( VKe )F, d, is supposed to be very large,in KBr
since ( VKe )A is formed with a high efficiency at 6 K.
     Figure 3.7.3 shows the emission spectra of x-ra.y ex-
cited luminescence in KBr and NaCl, under the same experimen-
tal conditions.
     One can see that the emission intensity of u-emission
in each crystal is about the same, whereas the intensity of
T-emission of KBr is very weak comparing that of NaCl.
     Since the non-radiative transition probability can be
negligiblly small at low ternperature such as 6 K, the emission
intensities of these emission band is considered to be

                           - 150 -
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in proportion to the concentration of populated these radia-
tive exciton states.
     As mentioned above, the formation probability of.
( VKe )F in NaCl is so small, that the value of d could ,
be neglected in this salt. Then tha relative ratio of emis-
sion intensities of o- and n-emission bands may give the

ratio betweensand t. •
     From the results shown in Fig.3.7.3, one can ontain
that the Value of s/t is about 1/3.
     It has been shown that KI colors poorly at low tempera-
ture,5) which suggests that d is very small also in KI. The

emission-intensity ratio between u- and "-emission bands in
KI is again about 113, from the results of Pooley et al.4)

     The formation of a hot exciton due to ionizing radia-
tion is supposed to take place in terms of recombination of
an conduction electron with a self-trapped hole. It may be,
therefore, natural that the ratio of formation probabilities
of singlet and triplet states is 1/3.
     On the other hand, T-emission intensity is weaker than
u-emission intensity in KBr, which may come frorn relatively
larger value of d in Fig.3.7,3. Then we discuss the value
of slt in KBr crystals.
     As clearly shown in Chaps.[3•4] and [3•S], ( VKe )F in
KBr forms another state of exciton, ( VKe )A, through a
selective interaction with an alkali-impurity ion. The
following relation has been established;

          n[VKe]A=n[VKe]F V" CN.•• (3.4.2)
The value of V* in KBr:Na system is about 50. If one write

the quantum efficiencies of o and TA emissions as nu and nTA,
respectively, following equation is deduced;

          I.A n.A n[VKe]A

          Iu no n[VKe]u
               .nTA n[VKelF v* cN. (3.7.1)
                 no n[VKe]u
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where ITA and Io are the intensities of vA- and u-emission
bands, respectively.
     The plot of ITA/Io vs• CNa, which has been done in
Fig.3.2.7, gives

          nn"uA :[llli]Fa V" = 140Å}10 (3'7'2)

Under a reasonable assumption that both quantum efficiencies
                                                   *are about unity, one can obtain, with the value of V ,

         n[VKe]F
                    = 2.8 (3.7.3)         n[VKe]o

     Emission-intensity ratio between T and u emissions in
KBr indicates that n[VKe].ln[VKe]u = Oe5•
     It is evident that t= e + d in Fig.3.7.2. Thus the
value of s/t in KBr is about 1/3, as similaly in NaCl and
KI.

     Above results anddiscussions lead us to believe that
( VKe )F in KBr is a triplet state, and that about 8oO-. of
triplet exciton relaxes in ( VKe )F in KBr, whereas little
does in NaCl and KI.
,,,,.gigilg.E; ?:g.b7ee,gey2?g}xtig :2.at,g xE?.l; 2g.2:.g.,

that ( VKe )F is a higher excited triplet state.
     This conclusion we have deduced here is consistent
with the recent experimental results by Karasawa and Hirai8)
and by Williams.9) The mechanism of the dependence of d

on the kind of alkali halide is the problem we must solve
in future.
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[ 4•1 ]

INTRODUCTION

Recent knowledge on the behaviour of primary inter-

stitials in alkali halides is briefly reviewed. In

the first place, the rnodes of interstitial-motions

are discussed. Next the recent results on tempera-
ture dependence of the dynamic-interstitial motion are

summalized. Then discussions are made on the inter-

action of interstitials with other imperfections.

Finally, we briefly sketch a outline. of the work

in this chapter.

gl Modes of Interstitial Motions

     The interstitial-halogen atom in which the de-exci-
tation energy of an exciton is imparted exhibits a so-called
replacement collision sequence through which the inter-
stitial separates from the original lattice site where an
F center is formed. At the end of the sequence, the H
center is formed, if the ternperature is low enough.
     Following experimental results are the evidences for
that the created interstiti'al halogens possess a mode of
motions which takes place at low temeprature where thermal-
ly induced migration of interstitials is not active:
     1) The EPR experiment indicates that the H center and
the F center are separated by about ten lattice spacings,1)
     2) and, Itoh and Saidoh2) have shown that the HA(Na")

center is formed at liquid helium temperqture with high
efficiency which need about 10 lattice distance of the
H-center displacement.
     Such a mode of motions, dynamic motion, is considered
to be an adiabatic process different in nature from thermal
migration described later,3) and may be most probablly in

the form of crowdion motion along a fixed <110> direction.
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     The structure of the replacement collision sequence
has not been cleared so far. Itoh and saidoh4) have pro-

posed that an excited state of the H cneter, n g or fiu,

is responsible for the sequence, based on their experimental
results of temperature dependence in dynamic motion of the
interstitial halogen atom.
     At higher temperature, the H center becomes mobile
owing to the thermally induced migration.
     In rnost cases, the annealing of the H center takes
place at steps. Behr et al.5) have found that the annealing

of the H center in KCI has two stages at 32 K and at 45 K.
Detailed analysis has been performed by Saidoh and Itoh6)

for the annealing behaviour of the H center in KBr. The
H center in this salt also shows distinct two annealing
stages.
     In both crystals, the first stage and the second one
are described by the first-order and the second-order
reactions, respectively.
     It has been concluded that the first annealing stage is
due to the recombination of correlated F - H pairs, and that
the second stage corresponds to the thermal migration of
the H center.
     The mechanism of the thermal migration of the H center
has not been very clearly understood. It is to be noted
that the migration of the H center must involve atomic
motion, whereas the migration of the VK center is the
motion of only the hole. The thermal migration of the H
center is considered to be a random-walk process, since the
frequency for re-orientation of the H is larger than jump
frequency for the migration.
     The migration process of the H center has been studied
theoretically by Smoluchowski et al.7) They concluded

that the likely saddle-point configuration for the migration
                                     2-                                       molecule-ion withof an H center along a <110> is an X3
its center at a face-centered position and spread out over
two nearest neighbor halogen sites of the normal lattice.
     It may be also considered that the migration of an H
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center occurs when the separation of the X2 ion of the H
center becomes large enough for one of the halogen atoms
to form a new bond with a neighboring halogen ion.3)

     Though the mechanism of motion ofinterstitial halogen
atom have not been made very clear, two different modes of
rnotioris, replacement collision sequence and thermal
migration, could be distinguished.

g2 Temperature Dependence of The Interstitial-
     Dynamic Motion

     Temperature dependence of the dynamic rnotion of
interstitial halogens is the problem of great interest:
Such a behaviour of interstitials has close correlation
with the dependence of the formation yield of Frenkel pairs
               8) -on temeprature.
     Saidoh, Itoh, and their co-workers have extensively
studied the interaction of the interstitials with other
imperfections in alkali halides.
     In their'recent studies on the dynamical motion of
interstitials, they have employed pulse-electron irradiation,
where the HA center as well as di-H center ( V4 center ) are
formed within a much shorter time than the lifetime of
thermal migration of the H center. The formation yields
of these complex centers, which are characterized in terms
of interaction volume, increase with increasing temperature
above so K.8) A typical example of their results are shown

in Fig.4.1.1.
     Saidoh et al. have attributed the temperature dependence
of the interaction volume to the temperature-dependent
change in the range of the dynamical motion of the primary
interstitials, and have pointed out that the range, L, of
the dynamic motion of the interstitial halogen rnay be ex-
pressed as
          L( T)= L. + Llexp(-Ed/kT) (4.1.1)
where Ed is an activation energy and Lo and Ll are constants.
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     One important consequence of their model is the success-
ful explanation of the temperature dependence of the Frenkel-
pair forination efficiency above 100 K.
     The dependence of this efficiency has been one of the
very interesting problem in color center formation in alkali
halides, which has been studied by many workers for a long
time.9)

     Figure 4.1.2 shows a plot of F center production effici-
ency vs. temperature in Kcl.9) It should be pointed out

that the efficiency is based on measurements of stably
produced color centers after irradiation.
     The decrease in the efficiency be!ow 50 K has been
shown to be due to the thermal migration of the H center re-
sulting inthe recornbination between the Frenkel pairs during
irradiation,10) The remarkable rise in efficiency between

liquid-nitrogen temperature and 200 K was not well under-
stood before Saidoh et al. have proposed following mpdel.
     Under the assumption that a stable Frenkel pair is
formed if the range of a dynamic sequence exceeds a critical
value, ro, Saidoh et al.8) have deduced the following

probability "rith which Frenkel 'pairs are formed;

          p= exp{ ro/ Lo + Liexp(-EdlkT) }. (4.1.2)

Figure 4.1.3 shows the comparison of the experimental
production yield with eq.(4.1.2) for KCI. Good agreement
between them is evident.
     Recently, Dienes and smoluchowskill) suggested a model

based on an analysis of the stochasticaspects of the random
walk and ascribed the increase of the interaction volume to
the increase of the frequency of-the rotational motion of
the H center.
     Another possibility of the increase has been proposed
by Townsend.12)

     It is, however, sure that the interaction of primary
interstitials with other imperfections becomes dominant at
higher temepratures where primary interstitials are not
stable. It is also acceptable that the modes of inter-
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stitial-motions are fairly complicated at such temperature
regions. This situation may result in the formation of a
variety of complex interstitial centers.

g3 rnteraction of Primary Interstitials with Other
     Imperfections

     The study on the interaction of halogen interstitials
with other imperfections such as impurities is very irnpor-
tant in order to understand the defect formation process at
higher temperatures where primary interstitials, the H and
I centers, are mobile, since the secondary reactions, aggre-
gation andlor stabilization by other imperfections become
dominant at such temperature regions.9')

     Znterstitial aggregation, or mutual interaction among
primary interstitials, has been studied by several workers
with severai methods.6'i3'i4) it has been indicated6) that

the di-H center, which has the absorption band in the V4-
envelope in KBr, is formed through the interaction between
two thermally migrating H centers. Details of aggregation
mechanism and the nature of higher aggregate-interstitial
centers are, however, far from being well understood.
     The inte'rstitial interaction with other imperfections,
especially with impurities, has been studied more extensive-
ly. In the course of such works, it has been shown that
interstitial stabilization takes place, which depends on
several factors such as nature of the interaction ( electro-
static and/or elastic ),3) size, shape and concnetration of
impurities,15'i6) temperature of the crystai,i7) and so on.

     The interstitial interaction with impurities, in gene-
ral, results in the formation of various defects of differ-
ent configurations which have several characteristics.
Furthermore, the formation of these defects is accompanied,
in most cases, with the F-and/or F+-center enhancements at

" early stage " of coloration.
     Thus the observation of these resulting phenomena may
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give us useful inforrnations on the mechanism of the inter-
action of interstitials with these impurities.
     It is well known that a monovalent cation impurity such
     + +•as Na or Li is an effective and important trap for
halogen interstitials in KBr and KCI at about 80 K.
     It has been shown that the Na" impurity enhances x-
ray coioration in KBr at so K.i5'i8) in the crystai, en-
hancement of the F- and F+- center production is accompanied

by the growth of the Vl and 5.4-eV bands, respectively, and
this has been attributed to interstitial-atom and -ion
stabilization by the impurity ion.
     Delbecq et al. have shown that the Vl band in KCI is
due to an H center stabilized at n.n. site of a Na+ ion, the
HA(Na+) center,19) and the similar model has been assumed

for the Vl band in KBr so far.
     On the other hand, the role of alkali impurity ions
with larger ionic radii than that of host cations has been
less understood so far.
     Giuliani has shown that the Rb+ ion in KBr does not
affect the production efficiency of F and F' centers at 80 K,

and has concluded that such a type of impurity ion does not
result in the interstitial stabilization.IS)

     Following two reports, however, suggest that impurity
ions with larger ionic radii affect formation rate of
coloe centers and that it can interact attractively with
the H center.
     1) Still and Poeley have shown that the forination yield
of the F center in KCI is suppressed by Rb' ions at s K.20)

     2) Dakss and Mi+ether have found that the HA cent+er
associated with a Na ion in LiF, and that this HA(Na )
center is thermally more stable than the intrinsic H
       21)center.
                                                   +     Figure 4.1.4 shows a lattice model of the HA(Na ) cen--
ter in LiF.21) The lattice configuration is different from
that of the HA(Na") center in Kcl19): In the former case,
the Na+ ion is situated at the nearest-neibor site in a

direction perpendicular to the inolecular axis of the F2-
,
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whereas, in the latter case, the Na" ion lies in the {OOI}

plane containing the H center and is in a nearest-neighbor
                                         3-position to the central nuclei of the C14 molecule ion,
as shown in Fig.1.2.1.
     As shown by peisi et ai.22'23) the H center, which is

essentially neutral to the lattice, accompanies the aniso-
tropic lattice distortion in KBr and KCI. The elastic
interaction is, thuS, considered to play an important role
in the interaction of the H center with other imperfections.
It is, therefore, supposed that the most important part of
the secondary reactions of the created interstitials
cencerns the interaction, whose nature is elastic, of the
H center and other imperfections.
     Theoretical calculation on the interaction has been
made by Dienes at ai.i4) by Bachmann and peisi,22) and by
Diner.24)

     The mechanism of the H center interaction, however, has
not been understood very clearly, in spite of current
knowledge based on theoretical and experimental works. The
clarification of this mechanism is of great importance for
full understanding of defect formation process, especially
at higher temperatures.

g4 Outline of The Work in This Chapter

     The aim of the work reported in this chapter is to
make clear the elastic-interaction mechanism of the primary
interstitials with other imperfections. The alkali-impurity
ion has been adopted as the imperfection. This type of
impurity is considered to be the best " target " with which
the H center interacts elastically, since the main effect
of such a type of impurity to the lattice is the distor-
tion around the substitutional ion.
     The main interest here is whether the different modes
of motions of primary interstitials cause any difference in
the elastic interaction between interstitials and impurities,
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or not.
     We begin with the study on interstitial centers trapped

               ++by a pair of Na ions in strongly Na -doped KBr. The new
optical absorption band due to HAA-type centers is identifi-
ed. It is shown that the effects of impurity pairs become
important in the crystal containing a few molO-o on iinpurity
ion.

     After having established the condition where impurity
pairs are negligible, the H center interaction with a Na"
ion in KBr is studied mainly in terms of Na+ cencnetration

dependence. In order to see the effects of difference in
mode of interstitial motion, both the y-ray irradiation
at 77 K and the irradiation at 6 K with subsequent thermal
annealing were employed.
     Composite structure of the Vl band induced by y-irradia-
tion at 77 K has been analyzed to indicate that two different
types of centers, HAI and HA2 centers, are Tnainly responsible
                                     ifor the absorption band. These are attributed to the
complex centers consisting of an H center and a Na+ ion

formed.during thermal migration and during dynamic motion
of interstitial atoms, respectively, based on the analysis
of the Na+ concnetration dependences of formation yields

of these centers. Proposed model is discussed in terms of
eleastic interaction of the H center with a Na+ ion.
     Then the interaction of the H center with a Rb' ion

in .KBr crystals is investigated. It is shown that the
HA(Rb') center can be formed only during thermal migration
of the H center. Association energy between an H center
and a Rb' ion is O.022eV. Formation efficiency of Frenkel
pairs at 6 K are suppressed by Rb" ions in KBr.

     These experimental results are discussed based on the
calculation of the elastic-interaction energy between the
H center and a Rb+ ion.

     The anisotropy of the elastic interaction of the H
center can well explain the experimental results obtained
here. Calculated elastic interaction energy suggests that
                                     +the lattice configuration of the HA(Rb ) center in KBr is
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the same as that of HA(Na') center in Lj.F.
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[ 4•2 ]

HALOGEN-INTERSTITIAL
IMPURITY IONS IN KBr

CENTERS TRAPPED BY A PAIR OF Na'-
CRYSTALS

A detailed analysis has been made of the thermal an.

nealing of the Vl and IA bands in strongly Na-doped

KBr crystals. Two components ( 406 and 415 nm )

exist in the Vlrband region in such crystals, and

decay thermally at 140 K and at l70 K, respectively.

The 415-nm component, which increases with decreasing

peak height of 4e6-nm one and shows a <110>-type
                  'dichroism, has been assigned to be HAA andlor HA' A

band. The 5.4-eV band shows distinctive two

thermal annealing stages at 110 and 150 K. Thermally
more stable component has been attributed to the inter-

stitial halogen ion trapped by a pair of impurity
.Ions.

gl Introductory Remarks

     Much work has been done on the interaction of inter-
stitials with monovalent cation impurities such as Na+ and
Li'.1-6) The interaction, in general, results in the for-

mation of interstitial-complex centers, or in the stabili-
zation of primary interstitials by impurity ions.
      The stabilization depends on the concentration of
impurities,i) degree of interaction,2) and temperature of
the crystal,3 so that various types of defects of different

configurations are formed, which may have characteristic
thermal stability and optical absorptions,
      Giuliani has shown that the Vl band in KBr has two
components peaking at different wavelengths and having
                                5)different thermal stability.                                    He has suggested that
these are given by two different configurations of a pair
consisting an interstitial halogen and a Na+ ion.
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     It has been shown, from EPR study, that two other H
type centers ( HAA and HA' A centers ) are formed which are
interstitial atoms stabilized by pairs of impurity ions in
           +strongly Na - doped KCI. Optical properties of such cen- .
ters, however, have not been known so far.
     It may be possible that the H center trapped by a pair
of impurity ions is responsible for the composite structure

of the Vl band in KBr. .     As the first attempt in the research of this chapter,
optical absorption study was performed on the Vl and the
5.4-eV bands in strongly Na+-dope(1 KBr crystals.

S2 Experimental Results

     In Fig.4.2.1, curve( a ) shows the optical absorption
spectrum of KBr:Na( 2.0 molOio ), y-irradiated at liquid-
nitrogen temperature, and curves( b ), ( c ), and ( d ) are
obtained after warming the irradiated sample up to 130,
149, and 178 K, respectively.
     Few V4 and V(306) bands were formed, probably owing
to interstitial trapping by Na" impurities.

,.+ ,::e, XA,b?-:g.'.g?l•:2•.IS,:S,g8Sgts96yiS2.lge,fi2.e:.::l,oE,

406 nm and appears to show distinctive three annealing
stages.
     For further analysis of annealing behaviour, detailed
isochronal pulse annealing experiments were carried out,
and the results are shown in Fig.4.2.2.
     The annealing curves of the Vl band, measured as a
change in optical density at 406 nm, is made up of three
stages: In the first stage ( below 120 K ), a small frac-
tion of the band decays, about a half of the band decays.
with a shift of the peak position from 406 to 415 nm
between 120 and 160 K ( second stage ), and the band
disappears below 200 K, leaving the peak position of 415 nm
unchanged ( third stage ).
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     In KBr:Na( 2.0 mole-, ), the decrement of the Vl band
in the first stage is comparable with that in the second
stage. On the other hand, in KBr:Na( O.6 molO-o ), the 406-nm
band decays mainly in the stage around 140 K ( curve (a) in

Fig.4.2.2 ). '     In Fig.4.2.3, the comparison was made on the shape of
the Vl bands in two samples which were warnied up to 120 K
and measured at 80 K. It can be seen that the shape is
the same for each crystal.
     Figure 4.2.4 shows the results of dichroic bleaching
experiment for the 415-nm band with polarized light at 80 K.
It is clear that the absorption band is caused by the
transition which arise from a center with symmetry axis
along <110> direction. The anisotropic-absorption spectrum
caused by the polarized light is shown in Fig.4.2.3 (
curve (b) ).
     Figure 4.2.5 shows the results of i.sochronal pulse
annealing experiments for the absorption band situated at
about 5.4 eV. This band, which is enhanced by Na" impurity

as shown in the inset of the figure, decays thermally in
two stages. The first stage is seen for each sample,
whereas the second one can be seen in the samples having
larger impurity concentration. It is also evident that
the fraction decayed at the second stage increases with
increasing Na' concnetration. The shift of the peak posi-

tion during thermal annealing was hardly observed.
     The annealing curve of ct band in KBr:Na(2.0 molO-o) was
also measured. It was found that the annealing curve has
similar two stages as those of 5.4-eV band.

g3 Discussions

     ( 3•1 ) The Vl band and HAA-type centers

     The annealing behaviour of the Vl band in strongly Na'-
doped KBr is rather complicated, though it can be divided
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into three stages, as shown in Fig,4.2.2.
     The first stage may not be due to electron release from
F ot other otraps, but may be to therrnal decay of the cen-
ter repsonsible for this band: The former mechanism should
result in the growth of F centers and in the decrease of
not only the Vl center but of other interstitial-atom cen-
ters such as V4 center. As seen in Fig.4.2.2, this stage
is, however, is accompanied by F-center decay and V4-center
growth.
     This stage is, therefore, considered to be due to the
thermal decay of an interstitial centers consisting of an
H center and Na+ ions. The center responsible for this

first annealing stage will be discussed in the next chapter,
and further descriptions are not given here.
     The peak shiftof the Vl band in the second stage is
characteristic of strongly doped specimens, and such a
type of peak shift was not. observed in samples with lower
doping concentration(<O.6 molei,).
     In principle, the annealing behaviour at the second
stage in strongly doped specimans may be due to
     a) the growth of 415-nm band with the decay of 406-nm
        band, or
     b) coexistence of 406-nrn and 415-nm bands in as-ir-
        radiated sample, which decay thermally in second
        and third stages, respectively.
Hypothesis (b), however, can be ruled out from following
experimental results:
     1) Vl.bands in two samples, containing 2.0 and O.6
rn o l O-o o f        Na ions resrjecti.vely,which were warmed up to 120 K
after irradiation,have the same shape, as shown in Fig.4.2.3.
              tIf 415-nm component exists in the sample, the band shapes
in two specimens should' be different frQm each other, since
the contents of this component in two samples are not the
same;
     2) the decaying spectrum in the second stage of KBr:Na(
2.0 mo!O-o ) did not remain the same in shape, which means
that thermally-induced changes of the absorption spectrum
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in the Vl band region are not solely the decrease of 406-nm
band at this stage.
     Therefore, it can be concluded that 415-nm band grows
with the decrease of 406-nrn component in the second stage
around 140 K, and that the former decays thermally in the

third stage. .
     Thus the annealing curve of the Vl band may be resolved
into two components; one is a decaying component due to
thermal decay of 406-nm band and the other a growing one
( represented by curve (c) in Fig.4.2.2 ) due to the growth
of 415-nm band.
     The 406-nm band in KBr:Na crystals is considered to be
     +HA(Na ) band, since the peak position and the thermal stabili-
                                  +ty agree with the results for Vl(Na ) band obtained by
Saidoh and Itoh.6)

     When an HA center decays thermally, an interstitial
atom is ejected into a "normal' interstitial site. Such
ejected atoms may result in the recombination with F centers
to restore the perfect lattice and in the recombination with
other defects to convert them into thermally more-stable
form, for example the V4 center.
     In KBr:Na(O.6 molO!o), a major fraction of the growth of
V4 band and that of the decrease of F band occur simulta-
neously with the decrease of HA band in the second stage (
120 - 150 K ). On the other hand, changes of both V4 and F
bands in the second stage are less than those in the third
stage in KBr:Na( 2.0 molO-o ). This behaviour can be explain-
ed in terms of interstitial trapping by impurity-pairs.
     Since the Na" concentration in KBr:Na( 2.0 molO-e ) is so

high, that the considerable amount of impurity pairs is
supposed to be formed. The pair is the rnore effective trap-
per for interstitials than a single impurity ion.1) In
                                                 'such a case, it is expected that the growth of V4 band and
the decrease of F band will be suppressed owing to the
effective trapping of interstitials by impurity pairs, and
that a new absorption band corresponsing to the HAA type
centers will be appear during the HA-decay process ( the
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second stage ).
     Following considerations lead us to believe that 415-nm
band is due to an interstitial atom trapped by a Na'-impurity

palr:
     1) This band is closely related to an interstitial
halogen atom, in view of the facts that this band grows when
the HA center decays thermally and that the thermal decay
of this 415 nm band is accompanied by the growth of V4 band
and the decrease of the F band,
     2) This band is characteristic of strongly Na+-doped

specimens, so that the band is considered to be related to
iinpurity complex. In the range of 2,O molO!o of impurity
concentration, rnost probable and dominant impurity complex
is the pair.
     3) The peak position of 415 nm may not be unreasonable
for HAA type centers, since to a first approximation the
interstitial atom-type defects, such as H, HA and HAA cen-
ters,belongto the same chemical species, and hence would
be expected to possess absorption bands situated at rough-
ly the same wavelength. In KBr crystals, the H center has
a a-polarized absorption at 380 nm which corresponds to the
transition from og to ou;7) In the case of HA centers, H

center perturbed by a Na impurity ion,                                       the                                           corresponding
absorption may be at 406 nm, whereas the Br2 in the HAA-
type centers is supposed to be more perturbed 1) and hence

would have absorption at a lightly longer wavelength.
     4) This band shows <110> dichroism at 80 K. This
anisotropic spectrum is shown in Fig.4.2.3. This results
agrees with that from EPR observation of HAA centers in
KCI:Na.1)

     ( 3•2 ) The 5.4-eV Band and IAA-type centers

     As shown in Fig.4.2.5, the 5.4-eV absorption band in
           +            -doped KBr has supplementary annealing stagestrongly Na
at 150 K.
     In general, F+ centers deca)r at different temperatures

in the range 100 - 300 K, when irradiation was made at 80 K.
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Most likely, much of the low-temperature annealing of the F+

center is due either to electron release by F or other
traps or to interstitiai-vacancy recombination.8)
     F+ centers in KBr are enhanced by Na+ impurity ion

owing to the interstitial ion, Bri , stabilization by the
impurity, which results in the formation of the IA center
responsible for the 5.4-eV absorption band.
     In a crystal containing norninally 1 rno19o of NaBr, F+

centers almost completely decay thermally in two distinct
stages as the sample is warmed at 190 K.2) Giuliani has

concluded that in these two stages the mobile entities are
the interstitials.
     The first annealing stage around 110 K is concluded
to be due to the thermal decay of the IA center, since the
stage can be seen in crystals where impurity pairs are
negligible.
     The second annealing stage is also due to the decrease
of absorption band situated at 5.4 eV. Similarity of peak
position of the band as those of I and !A bands and the
simultaneous decrease of the ct band indicate that the band,
which decay around 150 K, is due to the interstitial bromine
ion.

     The ion is considered to be associated with higher
aggregate of Na+ ions, since the crystals where the formation

of impurity pairs are negligiblly small do not have the
annealing stage at 150 K. Most probable aggregete may be
a palr.
     Thus one can conclude that the absorption band responsi-
ble for the second annealing stage is due to the IM-type
centers.
     Na impurities give a large thermal stability for Bri
as well as interstitial atom. On the other hand, optical
absorption of Bri is hardly affected by nearest neighboring
Na+ ions. This means that the electronic levels of I cen-
ters are perturbed little by the lattice distortion Na+ ion

should cause which gives the significant thermal stability
for an interstitial halogen ion.
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[ 4•3 ]

                                                                    +THE INTERACTION OF THE INTERSTITIAL BROMINE ATOM WITH A Na
ION DURING DEFECT-FORMATION PROCESS IN KBr CRYSTALS

                                        '                                '                                                           '                                                        o       The interaction of interstitial bromine atom ( Bri                                                          ) with
       a Na+ impurity ion during defect-formation process has been

       studied in KBr crystals through the systematical analysis

       of the composite structure of the Vl band and the formation
       yield of the F center in terms of the Na+ concentration (

       CNa ) dependence• The formation yield of the F center at
        80 K, as a function of CNa, reaches a maximum at about O.12

       molO-o of CNa and decreases gradually for higher CNa. This

       behaviour of the F center has been shown to have close cor-
       relation with the composite structure of the Vl band. Three

       different centers, HAI, HA2, and V(410) centers, are respon-

        sible for the Vl band. Optical and therrnal properties of
                                               +•        these centers have been cleared. The Na                                                -concentratlon
        dependence of the forrnation yield of the complex center con-
        sisting of an H center and a Na+ ion which is formed through

        the interaction of replacement sequence of BriO with a Na+

        ion, ( HA )d cgnter, is descrived by n[(HA)d] = A{1-exp(

        -VdCNa) }1(1-V CNa)• On the other hand, that of the complex

        center formed through the interaction of the thermally nigrat-
                             +        ing H center with a Na ion, ( HA )t center, is expresses by
       n[(HA)t] = KCNaeXP( 'VtCNa)• The formation yields of the
        HAI and HA2 centers show similar CNa dependences as those

        Of ( HA )t and ( HA )d centers, respectively. Thus the
        different modes of motions of Br.O result in the formation
                                       i
        of the complex centers with different properties, through
        the interaction with a Na+ ion in KBr. Mechanism of the

        interaction of Br.O with different mode of motion with a Na+
                        i
        ion is discussed in terrns of the elastic interaction between

        them.
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gl Introductory Remarks

     Behaviour and properties of interstitial halogens could '
be investigated in terms of their interaction with proper
" targets " which are doped in pure crystals.
     The alkali impurity is supposed to be the best one of
such targets, since the main effect the impurity gives to the
crystal is considered to bethe latticedistortion around it.
0n the other hand, the H center, the primary interstitial
halogen, is neutral to the lattice, and accompanies the
                                1) ,significant lattice distortion.                                    rhus we can know the pro-
perties of the interstitial atorn, in elastic nature, through
its interaction with alkali impurity.
     It is well known now that Na+ as well as Li+ is an effec-

tive and important trapper for halogen interstitials at about
80 K. When one supposes that the interaction between an H
center and a Na+ ion at 80 K is so simple process that i.t re-

sults in the formation of only one type of the complex center,
following consequence may be expected that the formation yield
of the F center, which is determined mainly by the number of
trapped H centers by the impurity, increases monotonically,
even if not linearly, with increasing Na+ concentration, CNa•

This idea is, however, not the case at least in KBr crystals:
the yield of the F center at 80 K depends, in subtle way,
on CNa,2) and the Vl band, which is mainly due to the products
of the H center-alkali impurity interaction?-S)has the compos-

ite structure.6,7) '
     It has been shown, in the preceding chapter, that the
formation of HAA-type centers results in the composite proper-
ty of the Vl band in KBr which has significantly higher doping
concentration of Na+ ions. The structure, however, does exist

in the sample where iTnpurity pairs are negligible, as have
been shown by Giuliani6) and by the author,7) which suggests
that the interaction of the H center with a Na' ion in KBr is

somewhat complicated process.
     However, the origin of the composite structure is
far from being well understood so far. The study on this
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problem is, therefore, significantly important for the
clarification on the interaction of interstitial bromines
with Na+ ions.

     In this chapter, the mechanism of the interactions,
which form the complex center consisting an interstitial
atom and a Na+ ion and result in the " enhancement r' of the

F-center production, is studied through the systematical
analysis of these resulting phenomena in terrns of Na+-

concentration dependence.

 2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

     ( 2•1 ) Formation yield of the F center in
             KBr:Na crystals
     FigA.3.1 shows the Na" concentration dependences of

x-ray induced formation yields of the F and ct cneters in
KBr:Na crystals under a fixed dose of x rays at 80 K. One
can see that the yield of the ct center increases monotoni-
cally with increasing CNa. Therefore, the generally used
term, enhancement, j.s adequate to call the dependence of the
yield in the case of ct centers. But the formation yield of
the F center depends in subtle way on CNa; it reaches a
maximum at about O.12 molOio of CNa and then decreases
gradually. This result suggests that the interstitial atoirt
interacts with irnpurity ion through some complicated mecha-
 .msm.
     In Fig.4.3.2 formation yields of ct and F centers
which were produced by x-ray irradiation at 6 K, and the
fractions of thern, which rernains in the crystals warmed up
to sO K after irradiation at 6 K, were plotted against CNa
of the samples. The decreases in formation yields of both
centers due to x raying at 6 K with increasing CNa have
been discussed in Chap.[3A].The rests of these centers after
warning up samples show, respectively, similar dependences
as those of the formation yields of the centers by x raying
at 80K shown inFig.4.3.1, though the fo' rmulas describing the
Na+ concentration dependences are not exactly the same.
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were made at6K. •
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     The decrease in the yield of the F center at 6 K accom-
panies the decrease in the total number of formed intersti-
tial halogen atoms. In the present experiments, the absorp-
tion band of the V4-envelope, mainly due to di-H centers
w'as hardly observed in all samples. Therefore, m2st BriO
type defects are in the form of H and HA centers. Fig.4.3.3
shows absorption spectra at the H-band region of pure KBr
and of a KBr:Na(O.50 molO-o). The band shape in pure KBr is
well described by a gaussian with a peak energy of 3.24 eV
and the halfwidth of O.47 eV. These values are essentially
                                                    8)the same as those of the H band obtained previously.'
The absorption spectrum of a KBr:Na is considered to be
              'cornposed of bands due to H and HA centers. If one divides
it into two gaussians, one of which is the H band, the best
fit with data points can be obtained when another one has
a peak energy of 3.06 eV and the halfwidth of O.50 eV, as
shown inFigA.3.3.The new band of a gaussian in shape can be
assigned to be the HA band.
     Such division of the absorption bands at about 3 eV in
other KBr:Na crystals are applicable, which makes it possi-
ble to obtain the formation efficiencies of the HA center at
                           +6K. Fig.4.3.4 shows the Na concentration dependence of the
formation yield of the HA center relative to that of total
number of BriO-type ocenters in KBr:Na system at 6 K. The
total number of Bri -type centers were evaluated here by
adding the heights of resolved H and HA bands, taking into
account the differences in theiroscillator strengths and
halfwidths. 8) It was confirmed that the evaluated number

is in proportion to the height of the F bands in all samples
used here. It is seen in Fig.4.3.4 that formation efficien-
cy of the HA center increases monotonically with increasing
CNa• The solid line in the figure is the calculated curve of

* The notation of " HA " means in this chapter the center
consisting an H center and a Na+ ion. This does not involve

any model of the configuration of the center.
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a saturating-exponential function. Details of the function
is discussed later.

     ( 2•2 ) Composite structure of the Vl band

     Figure 4.3.5 and 6 show the absorption spectra induced
                                                          +by y-ray irradiation at 77 K in sarnples with different Na
g.o:g.e2gsa,t:2;s.,o2fi.ce2 E2fi.g:gtgws'ggg.g' ]l,s\g,xg,b:2.s,is

increasing CNa, and i.i) the peak position and shape of the
Vl band are different for each sample.
                                                band more     In order to make the behavitours of the V                                              1
clear, we showed in Fig.4.3.7 changes of the peak position
                 *and " asymmetry " both of which can well characterize the
behaviour of the Vl band in the present case. The peak
position shifts frorn 417 to 406 nm, and asymmetry increases
to approach unity, or become more symmetric, with increasing
CNa• The results indicate that the Vl band in as-irradiat-
ed samples has a composite structure, and that the structure
depends on the Na+ concnetration.

     It is, therefore, important for the full understanding
of the composite structure of the Vl band to clarify 1)
what components compose this band, and 2) how these depend
on the Na+ concnetration.

                                             '                                      '   1. Separation of the components of the Vl band

     We separate the cornponents, rnaking use of the differ-
ences in the thermal stabilities of them. Fig.4.3.8(a) shows
the isochronal pulse annealing curves of the Vl band
measured at 410 nm in samp!es with different Na+ contents,

and ( b ) of the figure indicates the changes of the peak
position during thermal annealing. All measurements were
made at 80 K, and the peak heights of the Vl bands before

*) Asymmetry is defined here as ( Eh-Em )1( Em-El ) fOr a
    Vl band, where Em is the photon energy which gives the
maximum peak height, and Eh and El are energies correspond-
ing to a half maxima at higher and lower energy side of Em.
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annealing are normalized to unity, for comparison.
     The Vl band in each sample decays thermally through
three annealing stages. In the first stage ( 80 - 110'K ),
the peak position shifts to short-wavelength side to 406 nm,
while the position shifts to sl lghtly longer wavelength side•
to 410 nm in the secQnd stage around 140 K. The third
stage corresponds to the decrease of the band with the
peak position of 410 nm unchanged. The results show that
the Vl band is composed of three different centers, a ?d that
the relative yields of three centers depend on the Na ''
concentratlon..
     It was found that these annealing stages of the V                                                       1
band are accompanied with the simultaneous decrease of the
F center and with the growth of other V centers, as seen in
Figs.4.3.5 and 6. It. is, therefore, clear that these centers
consist of interstitial bromine atoms.
     The centers responsible for stage 1, 2, and 3 are tenta-
tively called the HAI, HA2, and V(410) centers, respectively.
     In order to know the optical absorption spectra of '
these centers, the difference of spectra between before and
after an annealing stage was examined. Results are shown in
Fig.4.3.9. Curves(a) and (b) in the figure show the
spectra for stage 1 and 2, respectively. The spectrum for
stage 2, the HA2 band, is well represented by a Gaussian with
a peak energy of 3.05 eV and the halfwidth of O.51 eV. It
can be concluded that the HA2 center has an absorption band
at 3.05 eV. It was confirmed that the V(410) center has an
absorption band situated at 3.02 eV with a halfwidth of O.43
eV. However, the spectrum for stage 1 due to the HAI
center is complicated. The open circles, triangles, and -
crosses of curve (a) in Fig.4.3.9 indicate changes in absorp-
tion spectra of the Vl band in KBr:Na(O.09 mo19o), which were
caused by warming the irradiated sample up to 107 K, by F
light and by 420-nm light illunination at 80 K, respectively.
It is evident that these are the same each other.
     In the F-light bleaching experiment, a small fraction
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of the Vl band decreases rapidly, and very gradually after
that. The rapid bleached component has the broad absorption
band situated at about 385 nm, which was assigned to be the
VK band. The difference in spectra shown inFigA.3.9 is based
on the data in the latter gradual bleaching stage, so this
spectrum Tnay not involve the band which cornes from the VK
center.
     This band is not symmetric, whi.ch inay mean that the
spectrum is superposed by several components. This spectrum
can be resolved into two gaussians peaking at 3.28 and
2.93 eV, as shown in FigA.3.9(dotted lines). These may be
                                           *caused by the transitions in the same center.
     Above results lead us to believe that the Vl band in
KBr:Na crystals has four bands due to three different
centers except the VK center.
   ( 2 ) Na+ concnetration dependecne of formation
         yields of HAI and HA2 centers

     During the irradiation-induced growth of the Vl band
in a given sample, peak position and the shape of the band
remains unchanged, which means that formation efficiencies
of above mentioned three centers does not depend on dose.
The efficiencies, however, depend on the Na+ concentration

for a fixed dose asseen in Fig.4.3.8. Theheight of each
stage of the annealing curve of the Vl band was plotted
to the Na+ concnetration in Fig.4.3.10.

     The yield of the HA2 center increases monotonically
with increasing CNa. On the other hand, that of the HAI
center changes in complicated way, namely, it increases
to the maximum value at about O.1 mole-o, and decreases at
higher Na+ concentration. The origins of the Na' concent-

*) Giuliani has attrubuted in the paper 6)where he has

    first pointed out the composite structure of the Vl band
the decayed band around 100 K to the complex of 423 nm band
and the VK band. His conclusion may, however, not be correct
in the author's opinion. It is proposed that the decayed
band is doublet consisting of 3.28 and 2.93 eV components.
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ration dependences of the formation yields of these centers
are discussed in later.
     It is clear that the V(410) center is a complementary
defect to the F center, because the decay of the center is
accompanied with the simultaneous decrease of the F center.
However, in contrast to the HAI and HA2 centers, the yield
of this center does not seem to depend on the irnpurity
concnetration. It is also sure that the band is not seen
in irradiated pure KBr.
     Figure.4.3.11shows results of dichroic bleaching
experiments of the V(410) bands at 80 K. The result shows
that this band has a <100> symmetry axis. This symmetry
is similar to those of di-H centers. 5)

     The origin of the 410-nm absorption band was not
cleared here. Further statements on the V(410) center will
not be given hereafter.

 3 DISCUSSIONS
     ( 3•1 ) Rgactigns of BriO during thermal
             mlgratlon

     The production rate of the F center at 80 K depends in
subtle way on CNa as seen inFigA.3.1. What causes such a
behaviour of the F center with respect tO CNa ?
     The forrnation of F-aggregate centers as well as of the
impurity associated F centers (FA centers)iOlnay affect

possibly the number of formed " pure " F centers. These,
however, are disregarded for the present irradiation condi-
tion from following reasons,
     i) The F-aggregation is active only in near room tem-
         perature regions.11)

     ii) The M band becomes appreciable in KBr at 77 K only
         in the case where the concentration of the formed
         F center amount as one order of magnitude higher
         as that in this study.8)

     iii)In fact, no absorption bands were observed in infra-
         red region, and the peak position and the shape of
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         the F band does not differ for all sarnples.
Therefore, it is concluded that the behaviour of the forma-
tion yield of the F center shown in Fig43.l has the origin in
the formation of its complementary centers.
     It should be noticed here that the concentration of
the F center in a sample which was x-rayed at 6 K and was
warmed up to 80 K shows sinilar Na+ conc`entration depen-

dence as that of formation yield of F centers due to x-ray
irradiation at 80 K. This result suggests that the reac-
tions of H centers during thermal annealing of an irradiated
sample play an important role for the behaviour of the
formation yield of the F center.
     In order to ana!yze the reactions during thermal
annealing, it is convenient to divide F centers formed at
6 K into two groups of FH and FHA; these constitutes Fren-
kel pairs with H and HA centers, respectively. Then the
concentration of the initial F center, n[F], is written as

          n[ F]=p[ FH ]+ n[ FHA ]• (4.3.1)
     The value of n[FHA] is not considered to change by
warming an irradiated crystal up to about 80 K, since the
HA center is thermally stable up to above 100 K.
     The concentration of the F center at 80 K, therefore,
becomes the sum of n[FHA] and the fraction of n[FH] which
survives at 80 K; the latter is hereafter represented as
n[FHs]'
     It has been known that the H center therma11y migrates
in the lattices above the decay temperature (tv 40 K ) and
results in the recombination with F centers to restore the
perfect lattice or in the association with imperfections to
forrn more stable defects. In the present case, it is not
unreasonable to think that the imperfections are Na+ ions

and the H center itself. Therefore, the defects which are
formed by the reactions of thermally migrating H centers
are the V4 center ( di-H center ) and the HA center.
     In this chapter, the center consisting of a pair of
                     +the H center and a Na ion formed by the reactions of ther-
                                      '
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mally migrating H centers is represent.ed by ( HA )t, whereas
that formed through the interaction of replacement collision
sequence of BriO with a Na+ ion is rel)resented by ( HA )d,

respectively.
     Then n[FHs] can be expressed as follows;

          n[ FH, ] ='{ Pf(HA) + Pf(V4) } n[ FH ]

                   = n[ V4 ]+ n[(HA)t] (4.3.2)

where Pf(HA) and Pf(V4) are the probabilities of the H
centers to form (HA)t and V4 centers during the thermal mig-
ration process, respectively.
     Since the formation efficiency of the (HA)d center at
6 K has been known, one can evaluate nfFHA], n[FH] and
n[FHs], based on the results shown in Figs.4.3.2 and 4. The
Na' concentration dependence of n[V4] can be also obtained
experimentally from measureing the increment of the peak
height of the V4 band after warming a sample up to 80 K.
The (HA)t center is hardly formed by thermal annealing in
a pure KBr crystal,so thatn[FHs] may be equal to n[V4] in
the crystal. The value of n[(HA)t] can be obtained by sub-
tracting n[V4] from n[FHs] in a given sample.
     Thus obtained n[(HA)t] and n[V4] as well as n[FHs] are
shown in Fig.4.3.12. It is seen that the formation rate
of the HA center forrned by thermal annealing of the H center
increases with increasing CNa to about O•2 mol06 of CNa,
and then decreases to higher CNa's. The function well
describing the Na' concnetration dependence of the forma-

tion rate of the ( HA )t center is following;

          n[(HA)t] = K CN. exp( -vtCN. ) (4.3.3)

as shown in Fig.4.3.13, where K and vt are constants. The
straight line pertaining to data points gives a value of
Vt of 460 vo ( vo is the volume of an ion-pair ).
     On the other hand, the formation efficiency of the
( HA )d center increases monotonically with increasing CNa, as
shown inFig.4.3.4. Here the dependence of the formation
yield of the ( HA )d center on Na' concentration is discuss-
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ed. As mentioned before, the solid curve in Fig.4.3.4 ren, re-
sents the following function;

          n[(HA)d]/ n[H]+n[(HA)d]=B{1-exp(-vdCN.)} (4.3.4)

with the values of 200 vo andO.62 for vd and B, respective-
ly. On the other hand, it is evident that from Fig.4.3.2 n[F]
is represented, as a function of CNa, bY
                            *          n[ F]" F.( 1-V CN.) (4.3.5)
                            *where F is a constant and V is the interaction volume
       o
defined inChap.[3.4].Thus the formation yield of the ( HA )d
center by the x-raying at 6 K can be written as
                             *•          n[(HA)d] = A( 1 - V CN.)( 1 - eXP(-VdCN.))(4.3.6)

     Above results and considerations lead us to the conclu-
sion that the forrnation yields of the ( HA )t center and
the ( HA )d center are expressed as functions of CNa by eqs.
(4.3.3) and C4.3.6), respectively. Physical meaning of
these functions are discussed in the last paragraph, and
here it is stressed that the difference in the rnotion of
the BriO results in the formation of the center consisting
of an H center and a Na" ion whose formation yields depend

on CNa in different ways.

     ( 3'2 ) The HAI and HA2 centers in KBr:Na

     It is revealed, from results described in (2•2), that
irradiation at 80 K introduce at least two types of the
centers apparently consisting of H centers and Na+ ions,

the HAI and HA2 centers.
     So far, configurations of three centers consisting of
interstitial halogen atoms and monovalent cation impurities
have been established. These are called HA, HAA, and HA' A
centers. Detailed EPR studies have been done by Schoemaker
et ai. on such complex centers.3'i2'i3) In their studies,

it has been shown that the HA(Na), HAA(Na), and HA,A(Na)
centers in KCI decay thermally at 110, 140 and 158 K, respec-
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tively. These temperatures are respectively close to the
values of decay temperatures of HAI, HA2 and V(410) centers
in the present specimens. But following considerations
rule out the possibility that these centers are the HA, HAA,
and HAtA centers in KBr:Na crystals.
     1) Thermal stability of interstitial halogen atom is
considered to be determined mainly by the bonding nature
of an atom and by the elastic conditions of lattices includ-
ing that. These dominating factors may depend on the salt:
According to K' a' nzig and woodruff}3) the H center in Kdl

decays thermally at 42 - 60 K, whereas the center in KBr
at 20 - 40 K. Therefore, an assignment of a center from
the similarity in thermal stability only may not be applica-
ble to a center in the different salt.

     2) The HAA and HA, A centers, both of which are inter-
stitial atom centers stabilized by impurity dimers, should
become experimentally observable only for relatively higher
doping conc.entration. schoemakerJL2)has pointed out the

probability of having impurity pairs is negligibly small
for low doping concentrations(•vO.1 wtOio ), Even though the
difference in distribution coefficients'of Na+ ions in KCI
and KBr is taken into account,14) the formation probability

of impurity pairs may be disregarded in the present sepeci-
mens.
     3) Ta?imura et al. 7) have studied the Vl band in

             doped KBr( 2 molO!o) which should contain reason-strongly         Na
able concentration of impurity pairs. In such a crystal,
the absorption band at 415 nm has been assigned to be due
to HAA center in KBr. This HAA band was not observed in
the present specimens. Furthermore, annealing behaviour of
the Vl band in strongly doped samples is different from .
those in samples used in this work. These results indicate
other centers except HAA-type centers are responsible for
the Vl bands in the present samples.
     Thus other models should be considered for the H                                                       and                                                    Al
HA2 centers.
     In order to make clear the origin of the HAI and HA2
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centers, let our attention focus on the Na+ concentration

dependences of the formation yieldof these centers.
     In Fig.4.3.10, one can see that the dependence of the
yield of the HAI center is similar to that of ( HA )t center
shown in Fig.4.3.12. In fact, the dependence of the HAI center
can bedescribed by eq.(4.3,3),as shown in Fig.4.3.14, though
the value of vt is not the saine as that of ( HA )t centers.
     On the other hand, the dependence of the HA2 center is
similar to that of ( HA )d centers. The formation yield of
the HA2 center can be represented R>r eq.(4.3.6): The solidcurve
in .Fig.4.3.1 , where n[HA2]/(1 - V CNa) is plotted against
Na concentration, represents the calculated curve of eq.(4.3.6)
with values indicated in the figure. The good agreement
between the curve and data points is evident. Thus the
formation yields of the HAI and HA2 center have the same
forrnu].a describing the Na+ concentration dependence as

those of ( HA )t and ( HA )d centers, respectively.
     It should be also stressed here that the absorption
band of the HA2 center is essentially the same as that of
the ( HA )d center.
                                                       and     These results allow one to conclude that the H                                                    AI
the HA2 center, produced by the irradiation at 77 K, are
the complex centers consisting of an H center and a Na"

ions formed by the reaction of thermally migrating H centers
and by that of replacement collision sequence of BriO,

respectively.

     ( 3'3 ) gPeEmf}g.s:.i:BaR.:3e;..Rg BriO trapped

     In discussing the interstitial interaction with im-
perfections, one of the important factors may be the associ-
ation energy of the interstitials with irnperfections. One
of the powerful methods to estimate the factor is consider-
                                                         15)ed to be thermally stimulated luminescence measurements.
In order to discuss the association energies of the HAI and
HA2 centers, the activation energies for disappearance were
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evaluated from the glow peaks.
     Glow curves of KBr:Na crystals irradiated by y ray at
77 K were measured. It has been confirmed that the therrnal
decay of the HAI and HA2 centers accompany glow peaks at
102 K and 14S K, respectively (see Chap•[5•2]). The order
of the kinetics of these glow peaks were confirmed to be
unity for both cases, since the intensities of glow peaks
decreased exponentially at constant temperatures. .
     The evaluated activation energies using several area
methods16-20) are listed inTable 4,3.1, together with vari-

ous parameters for these centers.
     So far, the results for the thermal stability of the
L'.\k.;.e?te5.l',:: :X5 fiEI;g:i2i,h:X3.bge2,i2\.OGt:,d.bZ.21;:fai

                          *tion energy in Harshaw KBr to be O.23 eV from thermally
stimulated conductivity( TSC ) measurements. In their
study, the TSC peak at 115 K was attributed to the thermal
decay of the Vl center. Saidoh and Itoh 5) have studied

the annealing behaviour of the Vl band in KBr:Na, and
found that the maximum decay rate of the band occurs around
145 K with the activation energy of O.30 eV. On the other
hand, ueta22) has obtained the value of o.2s Å} O.02 eV

for the Vl center in " pure " KBr using pulse electron
irradiation. One of the interesting facts in his study is
that the Vl center in a O.3 9o Na-doped KBr has a longer
life time such as 26 vsec in contrast with 1.3 vsec in a
" pure " crystal, though this was not discussed in detail
there.
     From experiniental results obtained by the above men-
tioned several authors, together with the present results,
one could see that the Vl center is thermally rnore stable
in the sample with considerable Na' doping concentration

than in slightly doped ( or nominally pure ) ones. This

*) It is supposed the the sarnple of ''pure" KBr used in their
   study contained slight amount of Na+ impurity, since the

purity of the older crystals is not so good.
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Table 4.3.1. Several
ponsible

properties
 for the Vl

of three
 band in

centers
KBr:Na.

res-

   decay
temperature"
   (K)

trap
  (

depth'*

eV )

 peak
energy
( eV )

halfwidth

 (ev)
dichroism
 at 80 K

H AI 102 O.23 Å} O.02

2

3

.92

.28

O.45

O.30

H A2 140 O. 27 t O. 03 3.05 O.52

V(410) 170 O.3 3.02 O.43 <100>

 ") This is defined here as
    the maxirnurn decay rate
    curve.
det ) The value was obtained
    described in Chap.[3•2]

 the temperature which gives
in isochronal pulse annealing

by the sirnilar procedure as
'
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may be attributed to the existence of two components in Vl
band, the HAI and HA2 centers: The HAI center with lower
thermal stability is dominant in slightly doped KBr crys-
tals, whereas the HA2 center is dominant in considerably
doped ones.
     There are some differences between the annealing
behaviours of the H center and HA centers. The H center
decays at distinct two stages in KBr: the first stage is
due to the recombination of a correlated F - H pair, whereas
the second stage is due to the free migration of an H
:, 2\t. sg)• gh.i::.ig,:c.\o:g.a21e2,giag2e..gg?W5':,,O{,ghfi,g4.g. fi25.

can convert into the V4 centers as well as recornbine with
the F center during their thermal decay in the same stage.
This indicates that thermal decay of both HAI and HA2
centers results directly in the free migration of BriO,,

The thermal decay of these complex cent.ers may involve
following+two processes; one is the separation of a BriO
froin a Na - ion site and the other is the migration                                                   of
freed BriO. The difference of O,04 eV in activation energy
of two centers may have the origin in the former process.
The fact that the HA2 center has higher thermal stability
indicates that the association energy of a BriO with a Na+

ion in the HA2 center is larger than in the HAI center.

     ( 3•4 ) Discussions on interaction parameters

     Above results and discussions have revealed that the
the different rnodes of motions of interstitial bromine
atorns results in the forrnation of the H                                        centers with                                      A
different configurations: The replacement colli$ion se-
quence of BriO interacts with a Na+ ion to form the HA2, or

( HA )d, center and thermally migrating H centers result
in the formation of the HAI, or ( HA )t, center through
the interaction with a Na- ion, respectively.

     The formation yield of the HA2 center depends on the
Na" concentration with the function of eq.(4.3.6). The inter-
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                               *pretation of the term of (1 - V CNa ) in the equation has
been given inChap.[3.4].The problem is now the physical mean-
ings of the term of ( 1 - exp(-vdCNa)) in eq.(4.3.6). This
factor represents the formation efficiency of the ( HA )d
center as shown in Fig.4.3.4.
                                             o..,..EI3.I;Pl2:8M,g2t,;Oll:;i2".,Sfig.ge2g.e.:,f.?',l24gas,?efi2.

been proposed that the path-length of the sequence, L, can
be expressed as

          L( T)= L. ' LleXP( - EdlkT ) (4elel)
where Ed is an activation energy and Lo and Ll are con-
stants. It has also been pointed out that the collision
sequence is likely to be one-dimensional along a <110> di-
rection.25) The formation process of the ( HA )d center

thus concerns the interaction of a " test particle " moving
one-dimenionally with " target particles ( Na' ions ) "

in the lattice.
     This process is considered to be essentially the same
as a simple problem of analytical thermodynamics,26) where

the probability, w(x), that a test particle will travel a
distance x without collisions with targets is given by

          w( x)= expC -Nox) (4 .. 3.7)
where N is the concentration of a target particle and u is
the collision cross section of a target with a test parti-
cle. If u is considered to be a capture cross section, the
probablility that a test particle is captured by targets
is then ( 1 - w( x ) ).
     Application of these formulas to the interaction of
replacement sequence with Na+ ions may not be unreasonable.

Then N, o, and x may correspond to the concentration of
Na+ ions, CNa, interaction cross section of a Na+ ion with
     o      , and the pass length of the replacement sequence,a Br.
    i
respectively. Thus the term of ( 1 - exp('VdCNa)) in eq•-
(4.3.6) is deduced, when vd = uL.

     The value of vd at 80 K is about two times larger
than that at 6 K, which indicates that the collision sequence
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is tend to be easily trapped by a Na" ion at higher tempera-

ture. This increase in formation yield of the HA center
with increasiirig temperature has been discussed by several
authors, and has been attributed to some different mecha-
nisms.24,27,28)

     It is also considered that the increase has close
correlation of the temperature dependecne of the formation
yield of the Frenkel pairs;24) the yield increases with
increasing temperature above loo K.12) Two models based on

experimental studies has been proposed to explain the in-
                                                    24)crease of the F center formation yj.eld. Itoh et al.
have attributed the increase to the thermally induced in-
crease of path-length of the collision sequence which has
temperature dependence of a formula shown in eq.(4.1.1). On
the other ahnd, sonder29) have proposed a modei where the

efficiency of putting interstitial atoms into the lattice
sites increases owing to the thermally j.nduced increase in
escape probability of XiO from the F center,

     Present results and analysis for the formatioh yield
of the ( HA )d center clearly show that the path-length, L,
is in fact temperature-dependent and increases with in-
creasing temperature, since the the interaction cross
section, a, is considered to hardly depend on temperature.
Therefore, the present results support the Itoh's model
for the temperature dependence of the formation yield of
the F center.
                                           27,28)     However, other models on this phenomena                                                  may be
applicable at present. It is interesting to note that
present data of vd at 80 K is rather smaller than that of
corresponding parameter obtained by Saidoh et al. by means
of pulse radiolysis technique,24) though the value at 6 K

is essentially the same. The results rnay give some hints
for clearer understanding of the behaviour of the tem-
perature dependence of the replacernent collision sequence
of Br.O.
     1
     The formation yield of the HAI center, or ( HA )t
center depends on CNa obeying eq.(4,3.3). The value of vt
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for the HAI center produced by irradiation at 80 K, vt(80),
is again larger than that, vt(6), of the ( HA )t center
formed by therinal annealing after irradiation at 6 K.
The difference between vt(80) and vt(6) is about the same
as the difference between vd(80) and vd(6). This suggests
that the vt involves thermally induced increase in vd.
The differences between vd and vt at 6 and 80 K are about
the same each other,
     Taking into account these results, .fon ation-probabili-
ty of the ( HA )t cetner, defined ineq.(4.3.2) should have
following form;
                                       *          Pf(HA) = D CNaeXP(-VaCNa)/(1-V CNa), (4;3•8)

where D and va are constants, and it is expected that va =

     Since n{H] and n[(HA)t] have been obtained experi-
mentally for the irradiated sarnples at 6 K, Pf(HA) can be
obtained, based on the results shown in Figs.4.3.2 and 12.
.'  In Fig.4.3.16, CNa dependence of Pf(HA) of the form of
eq.(4.3.8) was examined. It is seen from the figure that eq.-
(4.3.8) is adequate to represent the dependence of Pf(HA)•
The straight line in the figure gives a value of va of 300,
which is very close to the difference between vt and vd,
as expected.
     The reason why Pf(HA) is expresses by eq.(4.3.8) was not
cleared here. The complicated dependence of Pf(HA) On CNa
may suggest that the interaction of thermally migrating H
               +centers with Na ions to form ( HA )t center is a compli-
cated process.

     ( 3•4 ) gi,?s,gls.lnxssggtg?"fi.21.X,C:g•:fi,rRT.W+l•gR.

     The most important result obtained in this study may
be that the different types of motions of BriO result in
the center consisting of an H center and a Na+ ion with

different configurations.
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     The nature of the interaction of the H center with
an imperfections is considered to be elastic interaction,
since the H center is essentially the neutral atorn.
     Dick30) has calculated the distortions introduced by
Na" impurities in KBr. His results suggest that the 24
elementary cubes surrounding the unit cell with a Na" ion

at its center could provide interstitial positions more
stable than the normal ones. Therefore, more than one types
of the H center stabilized by a Na' ion could be forrned,

though only one configuration of the HA center has been
established in KCI:Na crystals so far.
     shuey and Beyeler31) have obtained formulas by which

the elestic interaction energy can be evaluated. Bachmann
and peisl 1) have obtained the double force tensor of the

H center in KBr, which describe the elastic interaction
of defects. The tensor of a Na" ion in KBr has obtained
               32)by Saidoh, too.
     Based on these results, the interaction energy of an
H center with a Na+ ion was calculated here. The results

indicates that the interaction of the H center with an ion
along <110> direction is attractive, whereas that along
<OOI> is repulsive, respectively.
     The main difference in the two types of motions of the
H center, replacement collision sequence and thermal migra-
tion, may be that the former is an one-dimentional motion
along a <110> direction, whereas the latter is a randorn-
walk process with change its orientation. Therefore, in
the interaction of collision sequence with a Na+ ion only

one mode of interaction along a <110> direction may be
relevant. On the contrary, both modes of interactions
may become important in the case of thermally migrating
H centers.
     From these results and discussions, together with the
result of Dick, it may not be impossible that the different
modes of motions on the interstitial halogen atom result
in the formations of the HA centers with different configu-
rations through the elastic interactions with a Na+ ion.
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[ 4•4 ]

THE H CENTER INTERACTION
AND THERMAL ANNEALING IN

          +            ION DURINGWITH A Rb
KBr:Rb CRYSTALS

!RRADIATION

      The role of Rb+ ion on defect formation process has been

      studied in KBr crystals. The impurity ion suppresses

      the colorability by x-ray irradiation at 6 K. The H
      center trapped by a Rb+ ion is formed only during

                                               +      theimtal migration of the H center. The HA(Rb ) center

      has an absorption band at 3,16 eV and decays thermally

      at 55 K, obeying the second order rate equation with an

      activation energy of O.102 Å} O.O05 eV. The elastic
      interaction energy between the H center and a Rb+ ion

      has been calculated. Based on these calculated results,
      the interaction of the H center with a Rb+ ion during

      dynamical motion and thern}al migration has been discuss-

      ed to clear the origin of the suppression of colorability
                                        +      at 6 K and the formation of the HA(Rb ) center.

gl Introductory Remarks

     In this chapter, the role of the alkali impurity ion
which has larger ionic radius than that of host cation on
defect formation process is studied.
     The secondary reactions of primary interstitials creat-
ed by dissociation of an exciton is important to understand
the defect formation mechanism at temperatures where the
primary interstitials are not stable thermally: The inter-
actions of these interstitials with other imperfections to
form variety of complex interstitial centers are the doni-
                                      1)nant reactions at the temperatures.
                            '     Two different modes of motions of interstitial halogen
atom, X:., can be distinguished; one is the replacement col"
lision sequence, which is the dynamical motions along a
given <110> durection, and the other is the thermal migra-
tion of the H center which is considered to be a random
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walk process.2) It has not been clear so far, whether the

difference in modes of motions of the X9 results in some
                                      i
differences in the interaction of it with other imperfec-
 .tlons, or not.
     Many works have been made on the role of the alkali
impurities which have srnaller ionic radius than that of
host cation on the defect formation process, or on the inter-
action of these impurities with H and I centers.3-7) !t is

now well known that these impurities stabilizes H and I
centers to form HA and IA centers, which in most cases
results in the enhancement of F and ct center production
at about so K.4)

     However, little works has been done on the role of
                                               lthe alkali impurity ions with larger ionic radii than those
of host cations. The reason of this situation is that
such a type of impurity is considered to give little effects
on defect formation process. Giuliani has shown that the
Rb' ion in KBr does not affect the production efficiency
of F and F+centers and that the ion does not cause any
Vl- and I- type bands at 80 K.4) Following two reports, how-

ever, suggest that thi•s type of impurity affects formation
rate of color centers and that it can interaet attractively
with the H center. Still and Pooley have shown that the
formation yield of the F center in KCI is suppressed by Rb'
ion at s K.8) Dakss and Mieher have found that the HA cen-

                        ++ter associated with a Na ion in LiF, and                                                   HA(Na                                              this                                         that                                                         )
center is thermally more stable than the H center.9)

     Thus the knowledge of such types of irnpurity on defect
formation has been limited and it has not been known well.
In order to make clear the role of alkali impurity which
has larger ionic radius than that of host cations on the
defect formation, or on the interaction with the H center,
the colorability at 6 K and the annealing behaviours of F
and H centers were studied in KBr:Rb system in this chapter.
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g2 Experimental Results

     In order to see the effects of Rb' ion on the defect

formation at 6 K, the forrnation yields of co•lor centers by
                                                         +x-ray irradiation were first obtained as a function of Rb
concnetration. Fi' g.4.4.1 shows the results for F and H
centers. The formation yield of pure KBr crystals is norma-
lized to unity. It is seen that the yields decreases line-
arly with increasing Rb' concnetration. It was observed

that the peak heights of I and ct bands are also decreased
and no supplementary absorption bands were observed in all
KBr:Rb crystals used here.
     The x-ray excited emission spectrum were also measured.
The emission band corresponding to nA emission band which
is seen in the case of KBr containing Na+ or Li+ was not

observed. The ernission intensity of intrinsic o- or r-
emission band is constant irrespective of Rb+ concnetration.

This result suggest that. the supprefsi'on of the colorability
by Rb" ion in KBr has different origin from that in KBr:Na -

type system.
     Fig.4.4.2shows the annealing curve of F bands in pure
KBr and in a KBr:Rb( 1.0 molOio ). For comparison, the decre-
ments of the F band after warming irradiated sample up to
70 K with a constant heating rate of 2.4 deg/min are norma-
lized to unity for both samples. It is clear that the
annealing behaviour of the F band is strongly affected by
Rb" ion; the main annealing stages in pure KBr are first

and second atages at 29 and at 41 K, respectively, whereas
that in a KBr:Rb is the third stages( 47-65 K ) which is
scarcely observed in pure KBr.
     The results indicate that the thermal decay of inter-
stitial bromine atom centers to annihilate F centers through
recombination takes place mainly at 47 - 65 K instead of
below SO K in KBr containing Rb' ions.

     In order to know the origin of the third annealing
stage of the F center in KBr:Rb crystals, the measurements
were made on the change induced by warming up the irradiated
crystal in absorption spectrum at the H band region. In
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In Fig.4.4.3, the shapes of the absorption bands induced
by x-ray irradiation at 6 K in pure KBr( open ciTcle ) and
in a KBr:Rb( cross ) are compared. No differences were
observed. The shape of the band can be well represented by
a Gaussian whose peak energy and a halfwidth are 3.25 and
O.47 eV, respectively. These values of parameters are
essentially the same as obtained previously.10) This

result suggests that no other components are involved in
the H-band region in a KBr:Rb(1.5 mol.Oo) as well as a pure
KBr.

     The broken and chain lines in Fig,4.4.3, respectively show
the absorption spectruTn of a pure KBr and a KBr:Rb(1.5 mole-o)
both of which were warmed up to 40 K after x-ray irradia-
tion at 6 K and again cooled down to 6 K. The peak heights
of these bands are relative to those of initial H bands in
these crystals. Presence of Rb+ ions causes following

changes in spectrum after thermal treat.ment;
     1) the peak height of the surviving band Telative to
        that of the H band becomes higher, and
     2) the peak position as well as shape of the absorp-
        tion band varies.
The results indicate that the another H-!ike centers except
the pure H center which decays thermally at the second
stage is also responsible for the surviving absorption band
in KBr containing Rb+ ions.

     The H band after thermal treatment in pure KBr is
described by a Gaussian with peak energy and halfwidth of
3.24 and O.56 eV, respectively. These values slightly
change from those of the spectrum in as irradiated crystal.
Assuming that the one component is the same in shape as
this H band, the surviving absorption band of the KBr:Rb(
1.5 molOio ) can be divided into two Gaussians as shown in Fig•-
4.4.4. The new component has the peak energy and halfwidth
of 3.16 and O.47 eV, respectively. This band is tentative-
ly called the HA(Rb") band.

     Such a division was applicable for the absorption bands
after the similar thermal treatments in all KBr:Rb crystals
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used in this study. The ratio of thus obtained peak heights
of the HA(Rb') band to thQse of the i?itia!ly formed H bands, .

                                       band                         of the HA(Rb )                                            by                                               thermal              efficiency    formationthe
treatment, is plotted against the Rb' content in Fig.4.4.5. 0ne
can see that the ratio increases with increasing Rb+ con-

centration. Therefore, it is clear that the absorption band
peaking at 3.16 eV is related to Rb+ i,mpurity ions.

     In the figure, the ratio of the decrements of the F
center` by warming an irradiated crystal at 6 K iip to 40 K

to the initial F center concentration, the annihilation
efficiency of the F center, is also plotted. The ratio de-
creases with increasing Rb+ concnetration. The complemen-
tary behaviour of the formation efficiency of the HA(Rb")

band to that of the annihilation efficiency of the F center
indicates that the 3.16-eV absorption band is closely relat-
ed with H center.
     It is evident froin results shown in Fig.4.4.5 that the H
center which should recombine with F centers to annihilate
them in pure KBr when samples were warmed up to 40 K,
servives in the forrn of thermally more stable defects which
is responsible for the 3.16 eV absorption band in KBr con-
taining Rb+ ions.

 3 DISCUSSIONS
     We can deduce the conclusion, based on the results
obtained above, that the 3.16 eV absorption band is due to
the HA(Rb') center, or the H center trapped by a Rb" ion in

KBr.
     The results that the shape of absorption band at the
H band region in a KBr:Rb crystal irradiated by x ray at
                                                          +6 K is the same as that in pure KBr suggests that the HA(Rb )
center is not formed during irradiation at 6 K, and that
the center is formed only in the thermal annealing process
of irradiated crystals. First, the mechanism of formation
of the HA(Rb+) center is discussed in terms of elastic inter-
action between the H center and a Rb+ ion.
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                                      +     ( 3•1 ) The formation of the HA(Rb ) center

                                 '
                                              '     The main mpde of motions of the interstitial halogen
atom during irradiation at 6 K is considered to be the
                                         2)dynamical replacement collision sequence.                                             Since the
range of the collision sequence may not be very large, only
a small percentages of the interstitials will interact with
other imperfections. Saidoh and Itoh have shown that the
interaction of replacement collision sequence and a Na+ ion

in KBr at about 10 K takes place within the characteristic
interaction volume of 150 vo, where vo is the ion-pair
volume. 5) They have concluded that the interaction volume

is the product of average range of replacement sequence, L,
and the area of the interaction, S. Since .,the interaction
between the collision sequence and a Na+ ion is the elastic
in nature, 6) the value of s may reflect mainly the distor-

                         'tion around the impurity. The degree of the distortion of
nearest neighboring ions around a Rb' ion in KBr is about
a half of that around a Na" ion, though the sign of the
distortion is reverse.11) Therefore, it is not unplausible
that the value of S for Rb+ ions is about a half of that
for Na+ ions.

     As a consequence of this conclusion, it can be deduced
that about 50 O-o of created Br: with dynamical motions are
in the " interaction volume " in the KBr crystals containing
1.0 mol O-o of Rb' ions.,

     If the interaction of the replacement collision sequ-
ence and Rb+ ions is attractive, the considerable amount of
the HA(Rb') center should be formed, which should result in

the appreciable change in absorption spectrum in the H band
region. Results shown inFig.4.4.3 that no changes were
observable in shape of the H band, therefore, indicate that
the HA(Rb") center cannot be formed through the interaction
of replacement sequence and a Rb+ ion at 6 K, though the .

sequence is considered to have enough chances to encounter a
  +-Rb ion.
     Above results and considerations lead us to conclude
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that the attractive interaction between interstitial bromine
and a Rb+ ion in KBr to form the HA(Rb") center takes place

only in the thermal-migration process of the H center.
     In order to understand this interesting result, .dis-
cussions are made below in terms of e!astic interaction of
the H center with a Rb+ ion. '
     Shuey and Beyeler have obtained the interaction formula
which makes it possible to calculate the elastic interaction
energy between two defects with the double force tensor, p.12)

The tensor of the H center in KBr has been obtained by
Bachmann and peisl, has the fonowing form;13)

                7.9 -O.7 O
          p= -o.7 7.g o xlo'12 erg. (4•4•1)
                 O O -4.4
According to spherical-harmonic representation of Schuey
and Beyeler, this Cartesian tensor of the H center is
represented by following three components with non-zero
values, Ps, Po, and P2s•
     The tensor of Rb+ ion which is substituted for Na' ion

is isotropic, which allow to represent the tensor only by

the scalor, Ps• '     Then the equations to calculate the interaction
energy between the H center and a Rb+ ion along [OOI] and

[110] orientations of the line of the centers become

          E[ooi].,ig P4Ht llllb(4Cii-4;i32'i3C44 ' 3.n+21i2+4c44)'

          E[iio]= -' -li- (E[ooi] )+ ,zi2is'i Il:b ' (4•4•2)

                    . (13cll-13c12+37c44 .. S '),
                            3Ks . 3cll+2C12+4C44

where cn, c12 and c44 are elastic constants, R is the dis-
tance between two centers. The constants, K3 and Ks are
abbreviations of following functions o'f elastic constants;
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     K 3 = 2I!s:- [ ( 4 7 c l l + 1 6 c 1 2 + 7 4 c 4 4 ) ( 3 C l l - C 1 2 + C 4 4 )

           - l;8L ( 3 c l l + 4 c 1 2 + c 4 4 ) 2 ] ,

     Ks=,•iT[lig(g2llii!.iiIii2i14,i(ili"Ci2"5C44)

     The problem now concerns the value of double force
tensor of a Rb+ ion in KBr. It has been shown that the

lattice constant changes linearly as a function of the con-
centeration in K - Rb system.14) Therefore, the change in
lattice constant due to 1 mol of Rb+ ions in KBr, Aala, is

given by

          Aa.4.sxlo-2, (4•4•3)          a
Since Ps of the Rb" and Aala are combined with following

relation;

          !tr..(g)-3 :s li gV, (4•4•4)
where G and v are shear modulus and Poisson ratio of the
bulk crystal,15) ps can be calculated to be

                        -13                            erg. (4'4'5)          P = 2.44 X 10           s
     Three types of orientations of the line of the centers
can be resolved in the case of interaction between the H
center and a Rb" ion, asseen inFig.4.4.6. Substituting values
of pgb, pg,.and p2e into eq.(4•4•2), one can obtain

following interaction energies for paticular directions;
        'E<ool> = - O•022 1 r3 ev,

          E<11o> =- + O.O082/r3 eV, (4•4.6)
          E <I To> " ' O•O14 1 r3 ev,

where r = R/(a/2).
     These results indicate that the interaction of the H
center with a Rb+ ion along [110] direction is repulsive,

and that along [OOI] is fairly attractive.
     Based on the results of anisotropic property of the
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interaction, the experj.mental results that the HA(Rb+) center

is formed only in the thermal migration process of the H
center can be explained as follows.
     In the interaction of the interstitial bromine atom in
                                           +•the form of replacement sequence with a Rb ion, the main
mode of interactions should take place along a given <110>
direction, since the motion of the interstitial atom is
considered to be restricted to one dimentional along the
<llO> direction. !n such a case, the interaction is always
repulsive. Therefore, approach of t.he crowdion toward a
Rb+ ion may be interrupted by the repulsive force, and it

                       ++cannot arrive at a Rb -ion site to form the HA(Rb ) center.
On the other hand, the thermal migration of the H center is
considered to be sequence of random walk, In this mode of
motion, the interaction along <OOI> direction may become
also aveilable. Since the <OOI> mode of the interaction is
fairly attractive as shown before, the HA(Rb') center could

be formed during the thermal migration of the H center.
     Thus, one can conclude that the anisotropic property
in the elastic interaction between the H center and a Rb+
ion plays the essential role in the formation of the HA(Rb")
center in KBr.

     ( 3•2 ) The association energy of the H center
             with a Rb" ion and the configuration of
             the HA(Rb") center in KBr

     Here the thermal stability of the HA(Rb+) center, or
the association energy of the H center with a Rb+ ion is
discussed.
     The isochronal annealing curve of the F center shown in
Fig.4.4.2makes it possible to determine the activation
energy for the disappearance of the interstitial centers,
assuming a simple rate equation;

          - ( [ll/ÅÄ ) - nX ( l} ) exp( - ElkT ), ' (4'4'7)

where n is the concentration of the interstitial centers,
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x the order of reaction, s the frequency factor, B the
heating rate, and T the temperature, respectively. The
energies for the first and second annealing stages in pure
KBr have been obtained by Saidoh and Itoh to be O.06 and
o.l2 ev, respectively16)They have attributed these energies

to the energy for recombination between correlated F - H
pair and to the thermal-migration energy of the H center,
respectively.
     The similar analysis was made for the stages in pure
KBr, based on the present data. It was confirmed that the
order of reaction for the first stage or the second stage
is first or second order, as concluded by Saidoh and Itoh.
The values of activation energies,are, however, O.042 and
O.085 Å} O.O05 eV for the first and second stages, respec-
tively. These are somewhat less than those obtained by
Saidoh and Itoh. The value for the second stage is,
however, the same as that of migration energy of the H
center obtained by ueta,i7) within the expetimentai error.
     FigA.4.7 shows the plot of (-dn/dT)/nX v.s. 1/T, for
the third stage of a KBr:Rb(1.0 molO-o). One can see that
the third stage corresponds to the second order reaction,
similarly as the second stage of pure KBr. The activation
energy obtained from the result is O.102 eV.
     The difference between activation energies for second
stage and for third stage, O.O17 eV, may give the associa-
tion energy of the H center with a Rb+ ion.
     The interaction energy between the H center and a Rb+

ion can be calculated by the elastic theory described
above. The most favorable configuration in the one where
the connection line between the defects is along <OOI>
and where the molecular axis of the H center is parallel
to <110>, and a Rb+ ion is situated at the nearest neighbor

site of Br2 of the H center. In this case, since R= a12,
the interaction energy becomes O.022 eV, which is roughly
equal to that obtained experimentally.
     It should be noted that this configuration of the
HA(Rb') center, which is most favorable, is the same
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                                        +as that of HA center associated with a Na ion in LiF which
has been found by Dakss and Mieher.9)shown in Fig.4.1.4.

     From above results and discussions, one can conclude
that the alkali impurity ion which has larger ionic radius
than that of host cation can stabilize the H center, and
                         ---ions with smaller ionic radius do, though the configurations
of the complex centers are considered to be different from
each other.

     ( 3•3 ) Suppression of colorability by Rb" ions
             at 6K

     As seen inFig.4.4.1,the formation yield of the F center
as well as the H center is suppressed by Rb+ impurity ions.

The mechanism of the suppression in this case may be differ-
ent from that in KBr containing alkali impurity with smaller
ionic radius( or higher first ionization potentia! ) than
that of the host cation. In the latter, the selective
interaction of the impurity ion with the exciton of the
state responsible for the F - H pair formation to form
[y\K2s)SilS..;l]gdMgll]e:ll:\IIIiosf) the suppression of coiorabiii-

     However, as mentioned above, no supplernentary
emission bands were observed in KBr:Rb crystals upon the
x-ray excitation at 6 K, which may indicate that the exciton
trapped by a Rb" ion is not forrnable.

     Possible mechanism of the suppression of colorability
by Rb' ion is the interruption of the ion to the replace-

ment collision sequence, which has been considered in KCI:Rb
and in KBr:I systems.8,19) i
     Still and Pooley have attributed the decrease in F cen-
ter formation efficiency in KBr:Rb at 5 K to the kinetic
energy loss of replacement collision sequence of interstitial
halogen ions owing to the deflection of the direction at
        - - e -the ' K - Rb lens '. It has now been cleared that the col-
lision sequence of atom is important in KBr and KCI crys-
tals.20) Therefore, some reconsideration may be needed for
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the availability of their model at present.
     Here another inechanism is proposed; it is based on the
repulsive elastic interaction between the dynamic crowdion
and a Rb ion discussed above.
     In KBr;Rb crystals, it appears that a force is acting
on the H center to prevent it from separating from the
initial position where an F center is. formed. In Fig.4.4.2,
one can see that the first annealing stage of the F center
begins relatively lower temperature in KBr:Rb crystals than
in pure KBr. This stage is considered to be clue to the
recombination between correlated F - H pairs, whose configu-
rations may be the one where the connection line between
F and H centers is along <110> and where the molecular axis
                                     *of the H center is parallel to <]10>, The fact that the
recombi.nation of such pairs takes place at relatively low
temperature in KBr:Rb crystals may indicate that a force
is active on the H center to reflect it back more easily
to its initial position. It may not be unplausibe to
think that the force is originated from the repulsive
elastic interaction of the H cneter with a Rb" ion along
<110> direction.
     When the repulsive potential is effective, the replace-
ment collision sequence starting from its original vacancy
cannot separate enough to form stable F - H pair, which
results in the decrease in the formation yield of the F
center after x-ray irradiation at 6 K.
     We can obtain expeTimentally the interaction volume
within which a Rb' ion reflect back the replacement colli-

sion sequence to annihilate the created F - H pair. In the
process of dynamical motion of the H center along a given
<110> direction, the probability that the interstitial bro-
mine atom will travel a distance, L, without "collision"
       +with Rb ions, is considered to be given by exp( -LUCRb),
where a is the effective cross-section of Rb+ ion to

") Though this configuration is repulsive in elastic inter-
    action, another interactions, such as electric one, may
make it somewhat attractive.13)
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reflect the interstitials back. This exponential term may,
therefore, represent the formation efficiency of F and H

centers in KBr:Rb crystals. "
     Since the product of L and cr, which is the present
interaction volume, is considered to be small, the exponen-
tial term can be expanded into ( 1 - LoCRb ). The result shown
in Fig.4.4.1 indicates that such a relation is the case,
and gives the value of Lo of 15 vo•
     Saidoh and Itoh have concluded that the L is about
7x ,l2a/2 along a <no> direction.21) Then u is about
(f3a12 )2. This value of u can be interpreted as follows:

The replacement collision sequence could be reflected back
when a Rb+ ion is situated at nearest neighbor cation sites
enclosing the <110> halogen lines where the collision

sequence take place. It is sure that the component of
repulsive potential of elastic interaction, E <uo> is most
effective in such cases.
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[ 5•1 ]

INTRODUCTION

Patterns of stored-energy release are briefly discuss-

ed. Main attention is focused on the present problem
of thermolurninescence mechanisrn in pure crystals. The

term " intrinsic thermOluminescence "is newly defined,

which appropriately describes the luminescenct pheno-

mena eoncerned. An overall plan of the contents in this

part is briefly sketched.

gl Release of stored energy

     Defects produced by irradiation store a part of radia-
tion energy in the form of lattice energy in the crystals.
Radiation-induced defects in pure crystals are essentially
Frenkel defects of a variety of configurations. The energy
a given type of Frenkel pair possesses, the formation energy,
should be different each other, depending on the configura-
tions. It is also sure that the thermal stability of a pair
of particular formis not the same as that of a pair of
different configuration. Thus the re!ease of stored energy
due to the annihilation of defects takes place, in general,
at steps, when irradiated crystals are warmed to temperatures
greater than the radiation temperature.
     In the case of solids having a band gap, the annihila-
tion of defects due to recombination results in the release
of stored energy in the forms of light and of heat, corres-
ponding to the radiative and non-radiative transitions which
originate from the recombination events.
     Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 show typical examples of the
release of stored energy in alkali halide crystals. The
former is the results of measurement of ''stored energy"( in
a narrow sense ) by a differential-heat-flux calorimeter
for Kcl after reactor irradiation.1) Figure s.1.2 ( Top )
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shows the thermoluminescence glow curve of x-ray irradiated
             2)KCI crystals.
     One can see the similar behaviour fortwo forms in energy
release, which is considered to be originated from the
defect annihilation shown in the bottom of Fig.5.1.2.
     Radiolysis in alkali halides is a process of energy
conversion from electronic-excitation energy to the lattice
energy. Then special interest here concerns the thermolumi-
nescence, or the release of stored energy in the form of
luminescence, since this phenomenon involves the reverse
property to radiolysis, and is the process of energy conver-
sion from lattice energy into the electronic-excitation
energy which results in the radiation.

S2 Intrinsic thermoluminescence

     Thermoluminescence in alkali halj.des has been studied
by many workers for a long time, partly to gather informa-
tion about the reactions of the radiation-produced defects,3'4)
and partly to develop a dosimeter.5) But few works has been

performed under the aim to make the intrinsic mechanism of
thermolurninescence clear in pure materials.
     Mattern et al.6) have studied the thermoluminescence in

KCI:Tl phospher using their excellent method. Figure 5.1.3
shows a three dimensional plot of the thermoluminescence,
which was obtained by simultaneous intensity and spectral
distribution measurements. It can be seen that the most
fraction of the emission band is a broad band which peaks
              oat about 3050 A.
     This emission band, as they have shown in terms of
classical configuration-coordinate diagram ( Fig.5.1.4 ),
corresponds to the well known emission of Tl+ ion substituted

at cation site in KCI.
     The mechanism of thermoluminescence in " activated "
alkali halides is, therefore, rather simple, since the main
radiation effect is essentially the electronic process and
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the properties of thermo-luminescence center have been well
estab1ished.
     On the other hand, there is no extrinsic luminescence
center such as impurity in the case of pure materials. The
thermo-luminescence center in such a crystal, therefore,must
be formed through the intrinsic reactions which should take
place during thermal annealing of irradiated crystal.
     Thus the term " intrinsic thermoluminescence " is con-
sidered to appropriately descr.ibe the luminescent phenomena
concerned.
     So far, details of the intrinsic-thermoluminescence
mechanism have not been known at all, though many works have
been done on the luminescenct phenomena in irradiated pure
crystals. This is considered to be•mainly due to following
two reasons:
     1) Intrinsic TL has relativel>r weak intensity comparing
other luminescent phenomena, such.as x-ray excited lumines-
cence etc. and is essentially the irreversible reaction.
These facts may prevent one from experimentally studying the
rnechanism in detail.
     2) And', 'the main aim of the studies on thermoluminescence
in pure ctystals which were performed before concerned '
not the mechanism of intrinsic TL itself, but the understan-
ding of reactions of radiation-produced defects which can be
obtained from analysis of glow curves.
     Probably owing to these reasons, the important findings
we wiil obtain here had not been established, though similar
phenomena as those in this study were investigated by several
authors before.4,7,8)

     The aim of the study in this part of the present work
is to make the intrinsic TL mechanism clear. An overall
plan of the studies under the aim is briefly sketched in the
next sectlon.
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g3 Outline of the work in this chapter

     In order to understand the intrinsic-TL mechanism, we
begin with the clarification of responsible reactions for
thermoluminescent emissions. Detailed analysis of correla-
tion between glow peaks and the reactions of freed halogen
interstitial and trapped-hole centers is made for KBr crys-
tals.
     Three different types of recombination reactions are
established as the origins of glow peaks at ternperature re-
gion from 80 to 273 K. The most important reaction is the
recombination between a neutral Frenkel pair. It is also
shown that the recombination between charged Frenkel pairs
is an non-radiative process.
     Having established the radiative-recombination reactions,
thermoluminescence below 80 K is studied, where radiation-
induced defects are the most simple forms. It is shown
that the intrinsic thermo-luminescent center at low tempera-
ture is the relaxed exciton. It is also dernonstrated that
the recombination between F - H pair creates only ( VKe )nt
     Based on these results, defect annihilation process
is discussed.
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[ 5•2 ]

THERMOLUMINESCENCE AND
TRAPPED-HOLE CENTERS IN

REACTIONS OF FREED INTERSTITIAL AND
 KBr CRYSTALS BELOW 300 K

Thermoluminescence mechanism has been studied in connec-

tion with reactions of thermally freed interstitial

and trapped-hole centers in KBr crystals at temperature

region from 80 to 300 K. Annealing behaviours of

these centers are studied by means of optical absorp-

tion and EPR measurements. Glow peaks appear at tem-

peratures where the F center annihilates. The shape of

several glow peaks are the same as the first derivative
                                     +•of annealing curve of the F center. Na                                      -concentratlon
and y-ray dose dependences of glow curves are also ana-

lysed. Three different types of reeombination reactions,
Br:. + F, Br2' + F, and Bri- + Br2-, are established as

origins of glow peaks. It is shown that the recombina-

tion between a charged Frenkel pair is an non-radiative

process.

gl Introductory Remarks

      In the study of TL mechanism, it is first nescessary
to make clear what kinds of reactions are responsible for
TL emission. Even such fundamental understandings have not
been clearly obtained, especially in the case of intrinsic
thermoluminescence, though some suggestions have been
done.1,2)

     We begin with the experimental study to establish the
responsible reactions of created defects for TL in KBr
                                                           'crystals.
      Since TL is release of stored energy in the form of
luminescence, fundamental reactions are considered to be
defect annihilation during thermal annealing. It is gene-
rally accepted that the rnobile entities are mainly inter-
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stitial and trapped hole centers below room temperature.
Thus, for understanding the origin of a glow peak, it is
supposed to be significant to establish correlations between
a given glow peak and reactions of thermally freed centers
which take place at the temperature where the glow peak
appears.
     Here such correlations are studied in KBr crystals
at temperature region from 80 to 300 K. In order to observe
the reactions of fteed halogen interstitials at wider
temperature region, we kave made use of the different
thermal stability of interstitials trapped by alkali im-
                        ++purity ions, such as Na and Li .

g2 Results and Discussj.ons

     ( 2tl ) Glow peaks in KBr crystals below
             room temperature

     Figure 5.2.1 shows the change in optical density at
610 nm and glow curves measured at 500 nm during warming
irradiated samples up with a heating rate of 3.8 deg/min.
     The change in otical density does not exactly represent
the change in concentration of the F center, since the peak
position and the halfwidth of the F absorption band depend
on temperature of the crystal.3) Qualitatively, however,

it shows annealing behaviour of the F center.
     Annealing curves for two sarnples are clearly different:
The largest annealing stage occurs around 100 K in KBr:Na,
whereas the stage around 210 K is main in KBr:Li.
     Glow curves depend on the kind of impurity, too: Glow
peaks below 130 K seen in KBr:Na are negligibly weak in KBr:Li,
whereas the strongest glow peak at 215 K in KBr:Li is not
clearly separable in a KBr:Na.
     Although the correlation between the intensity of a
given glow peak and the amount of annealed F centers at the
corresponding stage is poor, we can see from the figure
that annihilation of the F center accompanies a glow peak.
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The result, therefore, suggests that the origin of a glow
peak is closely related to su :h a reaction that results in
annihÅ}lation of the F center.
     The VK center has the electron affinity which is seve-
ral orders of magnitude larger than that of interstitial
centers.5) Then in order to separate the contribution of

reactions of the V                    center on glow curves, measurements were                  K
made on the changes in glow curves by the F light( X>570 nm )
illumination after y-ray irradiation at 80 K.
     Figure 5.2.2 shows an example of such measurements. The
solid curve and the broken one in the upper part of the
figure indicate the glow curves of an as-irradiated sample
and of sample illuminated with F light after y-irradiation,
respectively. The changes in glow curves, or difference
between two curves, are shown in the bottom of the figure.
     One can see that optical illumination at 80 K removes
peaks situated at 115 and 165 K. These peaks are, hereafter,
abbreviated as P(115) and P(165), respectively. It was ob-
served for all KBr:Na crystals used in this study that the
two glow peaks, P(115) and P(165), are always affected,
though the relative ratio between intensities of reduced
                              +peaks changes depending on Na concentratibn( CNa )•
     The resu!t shown in Fig.5.2.2 suggests that the VK cen-
ter plays an important role for these glow peaks, and that
other peaks have their origin in the reactions of intersti-
tial centers.
     Figure 5.2.3 shows the glow curves of several KBr cry-
stals with different CNa. Glow curves depend strongly

*) It is known that the F center is formed by low tempera-
    ture irradiation. In the present study, however, F ab-
sorption bands are scarcely observed. The decay of the center,
release of an electron, results in the growth of the F cen-
ter.4) such a growth was not observed in annealing curves of

the F center, which involve isochronal pulse annealing one.
These results may indicate that F-  centers are hardly formed
in the present samples.
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on the impurity concentration. Main changes with increas-
ing CNa are followings;
     1) The intensity of the glow peak at 102 K, P(102),
which increases up to O.IS mol!Oo of CNa, gradually decreases
for higher concentration.
     2) The intensity of the glow peak at 145 K, P(145),
increases monotonically.
     3) The intensity of P(115) increases, whereas that of
P(165) decreases.
     The P(115) and P(l65), both of which are very sensitive
to the F light illumination at 80 K as shown in Fig.S.2.2,
appear to compete each other.
     The results in Fig.5.2.3 indicate that. Na'ions give

significant effects on the reactions of interstitial and
trapped ho!e centers responsible for TL.

     ( 2•2 ) Annealing behaviours of interstitial
             and trapped hole centers

     Since the TL emission has close correlation wjth-the
annihilation of the F center as shown in Fig.5.2.l, it is
essentially irnportant to analyse reactions which occur at
a given annealing stage of the F center. In order to see
such reactions, pulse annealing experiments were carried
out.
     In Fig.5.2.4 are shown the results of a KBr:Na(O.09
molOio ) and of a KBr:Na(O.SO mole-o).

     The IA center decays at 110 K for both samples, and there
are no differences in annealing patterns. However, the an-
nealing behaviours of the Vl band depend on th2 Na' concent-

      . In a sample containing O.09 molO-o of Na ,                                                          band                                                   theratlon                                                       Vl
decays with three stages at 100 K(stage 1), 130 K(stage 2),
and at 170 K(stage 3), respectively. The main stage of
this sample is the stage 1 where about 700io of fractions decay
thermally, accompanying the simultaneous decrease of about
40 O!o of the initial-Fcenter concentration. The Vl band in
KBr:NaCO.SO molO!o) also has three annealing stages, though
temperatures which give the maximum decay rate of annealing
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stages are not always the same as those in a KBr:Na(O.09
molO!o). The three stages are situated at 100 K, 140 K and
17S K, respectively. The largest decrement of the Vl band
( about 600-, ) in this sample occurs in the stage at 140 K,
where about 259o of the initial-F center concnetration de-

creases.
     These results shown in Fig.5.2.4 clearly show that the
annihilation of the F center below 200 K in KBr:Na crystals
is mainly due to the thermal decay and subsequent recombina-
tion ofthe centers responsible for the Vl band, and that
                                                      +annealing behaviours of the Vl bands depend on the Na con-
centrat1on.
     Isochronal pulse annealing experiments were made also
on the pure KBr and KBr:Li crystals.
     In pure KBr crystals, the V4 center decayed at 235 K
accompanying the simultaneous decrease of the F center-
concnetration and a glow peak.
     For KBr:Li crystals, it was confirmed that the HA(Li")

center and the F center decay thermally at 215 K, where the
stron gest glow peak appears. Results on annealing of V4 and
\gElllt].g?i}8ers are respective simnar as                                           previously                                                      reported

     These results that simultaneous decrease between an
interstitial center and the F center takes place at tempera-
ture where glow peaks appear suggest that the recombination
between neutral Frenkel pairs is an origin of TL emission.
Clear confirmation of this suggestion will be done later.
     The VK center in KBr has an broad absorption band at
3.22 eV. However, overlap of other absorption band in this
energy region rnakes it difficult, not possible, to study the
annealing behaviour of the VK center by means of optical
absorption study. To know annealing behaviour of the VK cen-
ter, therefore, EPR measurements were made on this center.
     In Fig.5.2.5 are shown the results of isochronal pulse
annealing experiments, by means of EPR measurements, of VK
centers in KBr crystlas.
     One can see in Fig.5.2.5 that three annealing stages

                           - 246 -
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of the VK center are distinguishable in KBr:Na crystals;
the center grows from 80 to 105 K, and annihilates at two
stages at 11S and at 160 K, respectively. The increment
and the decrement at given stages depend on the impurity
concentratlon.
     The VK center in pure KBr, on the other hand, decays
thermally only at 160 K. The center in KBr:Li showed simi-
lar annealing behaviour as that in pure KBr.
     It is evident, therefore, that changes in concentration
of the created VK center below 140 K are characteristic
     +to Na impurity ion in KBr. Origins of t'he changes in VK-
center concentration are disscussed in the later paragraph.

     ( 2•3 ) Origin of the glow peaks in KBr crystals

     Here responsible reactions for a glow peak in KBr crysh
tals are assigned. Main attention is paid on four glow
peaks, P(I02), P(115), P(145), and P(165), which show
characteristic CNa dependence, as seen in Fig.5.2.3. Both
P(115) and P(165) are very sensitive to F-light illumanition
after irradiation, whereas P(102) and P(145) are resistive,
as shown in Fig.S.2.2. Then we can devide four peaks into
two groups, based on the response for F-light illumination.
First, origins of the glow peaks of P(102) and P(145) are
discussed.

( a ) Responsible reactions for P(102) and P(145)

     Following characteristics have been cleared in preceding
paragraphs;
     1) These glow peaks are optical-resistive, which suggests
that these are originated from reactions of interstitials.
     2) In fact, the Vl band which is mainly due to intersti-
tial bromine atom, Br:., decays thermally at temperatures where
these peaks appear, as seen in Fig.5.2.4.
     3) Intensities of these glow peaks depend on the CNa•
These characteristics may indicate that glow peaks are closely
                        ..+                                  complex centers responsiblecorrelated with interstitial-Na
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for the Vl band.
     The Vl band in KBr:Na crystals has been investigate(l
in Chap.[4•.K]. It has been cleared that at least two inter-
stitial-atom centers associated with Na+ions, probably

with different configurations, are responsible for the Vl
band, though the lattice configurations of the centers have
not been established. These centers have been called tenta-
tively as HAI and HA2 centers, respectively.
     Following properties of these centers have been revealed;
     1) The HAI center has double absorption bands at 423
and 380 nm, and decays thermally at 100 K with an activation
energy of O.23 eV.
     2) The HA2 center has an absorption at 406 nm, and decays
at 140 K.
     3) Formation yields of HAI and HA2 centers depend, in
different way, on CNa; the yield of the HAI center increases
rapidly up to O.15 molO-o and decreases above O.15 molOio gradual-
ly with increasing CNa, and the yield of the HA2 center in-
                                         8)creases monotonically with increasing CNa•
     Based on these results for the HAI and HA2 centers, we
can ascribe the first annealing stage of the Vl band to the
thermal decay of the HAI center, and the stage at 140 K in
KBr:Na(O.5 milO-,) to the decay of the HA2 center, respectively.
     As seen in Fig.S;2.3, P(102) is dorninant in the crys-
tals having relatively low Na+ concentration, and the intensity

decrease with increasing CNa, similarly as the formation
yield of the HAI center•
     Thermal decay of the HAI center is accompanied with
simultaneous decrease of the F center concentration, as shown
in Fig.5.2.4, and appears to be accompanied with the glow
peak of P(102). Such correlations suggest that the origin
of this glow peak is the recornbination of the interstitial
atom with the F center, the former of which is freed from
the HAI center.
     If the suggestion is the case, fonowing relation;9)

          I( T) ct -(dF/dT) - -(dV/dT), (5.2.1)
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shou].d be satisfied, where I j.s TL .intensity of a glow peak
and (dF/dT) and (dV/dT) are the first derivative of isochro-
nal annealing curves oif the F and a given Br;-type center in
terms of temperature, respectively.
     In order to check the suggested model forthe origin of
P(102), we examined applicability of eq.(5.2.1) to the case
of P(102). To obtain the relation between annealing curve
of the F center and the glow peak with least ambiguity, we
carried out fo]lowing experirnent where both the isochronal
annealing curve of the F center and the glow curve were
simultaneously measured forthe same sample. An irradiated
crysta] was illuminated with F light before heating, in
order to prevent P(115) from overlapping with P(102).
     Figure 5.2.6 shows the result of KBr:Na(O.10 mo19o). The
solid ].ine in the figure is t.he constant-wavelengthC 500 nm )
glow curve, and closed circles indicate slope of anneali.ng
curve of the F center ( broken line in the figure ) obtained
by numerical differentiation.
     Good agreement between both quantities is evident, which
confirms the assignment of the origin of P(102) that it
originates from the recombination between a neutral Frenkel
palr.
     Similar relations have also been obtained for the V                                   +4center in pure KBr and for the HA(Li ) center in KBr:Li.
     P(145) is the main peak in the glow curve of KBr:Na(O.50
molOio), though several components are superposed at this
temperature region, as seen in Fig.S.2.3. 0ne can see in
Fig.5.2.5 that the HA2 center decays at the temperature region
accompanying simultaneous decrease of the F center. It appears
that the P(145) is due to the same mechanism as that for
P(102), though Br:. is freed from the HA2 center in this case.
     In order to establish the origin of the 140 K glow peak,
we obtain the correlation between the maximum intensity of
the glow peak vs. absorption coefficient of the H                                                   band of                                                A2
the crystals with the same CNa, instead of obtaining the
relation of eq.(5.2.1). The absorption coefficient of the
HA2 center, or the concentration of the HA2 center, was con-
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trolled by changing irradiation dose of y ray. .
     The result is shown in Fig.5.2.7. It is seen that the
intensity of P(145) is in proportion to the concentration of
        center in wider range.the H     A2
     This result strongly supports the assignment that the
P(145) is due to the thermal decay Qf the HA2 center, which
results in the recombination between neutral Frenkel pairs.
     Based on the results obtained in this paragraph, one
can safely conclude that recombination of interstitial atoms
with F centers is an origin of thermoluminescence.

( b ) Responsible reactions o'f P(11S) and P(165)

     Then origins of glow peaks of P(115) and P(165) are
discussed.
     As shown in Fig.5.2.2, these glow peaks are very sensi-
tive to F-light illumination at 80 K. Such a characteristic
suggests that theseare closely related w.ith the VK center•
In fact, the VK center annihilates at temperatures region
where these two glow peaks appear.
     It has been reported by SchoemakerlO) that the decay

temperature of the VK center in KBr is 160 K, which is very
close to the temperature-that gives maximum decay rate of
the third annealing stage of the VK center in Fig.5.2.5.
It can be, therefore, concluded that annihilation of the
VK center ut 160 K is due to thermal migraticn and successive
recombination of the VK center.
     Thus P(16S) may be•attributed to such a reactiQn of the
VK center in KBr.
     The results in Fig.5.2.5 indicate that the substantial
                 center annihilates around 110 K before itsamount of the V               K
thermal migration. This annihilation process is considered
to be responsible for P(115). It is, therefore, important
to make clear the mechanism of the annihilation of the V                                                        K
center at the second stage.
     It is not reasonable to attribute the annihilation to
thermal decay of the F center, since it is hardly formed
in the present specimens, and the formation yield of the
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F center may depend neither on the kind nor on the concent-
ration of alkali impurities. The decrement of the VK center
at the second stage depend's on the concentration of Na+'im-

purity: it increases with increasing CNa• '
     In Fig.5.2.4, it can be seen that the decay temperature
of the HAI or of the IA center is respectively close to the
ternperature of the first or the second annealing stage of
the VK center.
     The increment at the first stage increases first and
then decreases, with increasing CNa, Such a dependence on
CNa is very similar as that of formation yield of the HAI
center described above.
     One can, therefore, conclude that the increase of the
concentration of the VK center at ternperatures from 90 K
to llo K is due to the reaction of Brl freed from the HAI
center. Schoemaker have shown that the recombination between
interstitial atoms and F+ centers forrns vK centers.11)

Therefore, such a reaction may be responsible for the growth
of  th fi.y$.e:tfig,g;,Sh)e,g.igS;,gene?i.g:g,Xgai;ek,, ..,..i...ts

for irradiated KCI crystals that an interstitial ion converts
into an interstitial atom through its recombination with a
VK center about 32 K. Behr at al.13) have also suggested the

similar reaction from their optical absorption study in KCI.
     Considering such a reaction, together "'ith the result
that the IA center decays thermally at the temperature where
VK center annihilates, it may be acceptable that the recombi-
nation between VK centers and Bri , which is freed through
thermal decay of the IA center, is responsible for the
second stage of annihilation of the VK center.
     Thus it is apparent that P(115) has correlation with
both VK and IA centers.
     Thermal decay of the IA center is considered to result in
the free migration of interstitial bromine ion, Bri . Bri
may have following reactions; 1) the recombination with
 +F center to restore the perfect lattice, 2) the recombina-
tion with VK centers mentioned above, and 3) recombinations
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with another imperfections ( which is not known yet ).
     In order to know the responsible reaction for P(115),
following experiments were made. In Fi' g.5.2.8, changes in
optical absorption spectrum by the F-light illumination and
by thermal treatments for irradiated KBr:Na(O.S molO-o) are
shown.
                                      +     One can see that IA as well as F band are hardly blea-
ched by the optical illumination at 80 K, though the illumina-
tion removes P(115) almost completely, as seen in Fig.5.2.2.
                                                           +The IA band disappears with simultaneous decrease of the F
band, when the sample is warmed up to 120N  K.

     These results is supposed to indicate followings:
     1) Recombination between chraged Frenkel pairs contrib-
utes little to TL emission, which means that the recombina-
tion is an non-radiative process.
     2) Presence of the VK center is essential for P(11.5),
which indicates that the responsible reaction for P(115) is
the recombination between a Bri and the VK center.

     ( 2•3 ) Discussions

     Results and discussions made in the preceding paragraphs
revealed that recombination between neutral Frenkel pairs
involves radiative process before reestablishing perfect
lattices. The recombination is intrinsic and is the typical
reaction which takes place when an irradiated crystal at
low temperature is warmed.
     It can be concluded,therefore,that such a radiative
recombination is main source of thermoluminescence in non-
activated alkali halides, or intrinsic thermoluminescence.
     On the other hand, the recombination between a charged
Frenkel pair is confirmed to be non-radiative. This conclu-
sion is consistent with the result obtained by Fuchs and
Taylor for I center in KBr.14)

     It hasclearly shown that the interstitial bromine ion
contribute to TL emission only when it recombines with the
VK center. The recombination may result in the formation
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of Br:. which is unstable at the temperature around 110 K.
Therefore, the recombination between Bri + VK may be followed
by reactions of Br;. It is not clear either the recombina-
tion of Bri with a VK center or the reactions of created
Br:. is responsible for the emission of P(115).
     Another type of reactions has also been established as
an.originof TL ernission, which concerns the therrnal migra-
tion of the VK center taking place at around 160 K.
     The glow peak due to unknown reaction of migrating
VK center, P(165), is observed for both KBr:Na and KBr:Li,
as shown in Fig.5.2.1. 0ne can see in Fig.5.2.1, especially
for the curve of KBr:Li, that the glow peak accompanies the
annihilation of the F center.
     ueta15) has shown from his pulse experiments that the

VK center recombine with F center to reduce the concentration
of the F center. It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude
that the responsible reaction of P(165) is the recombination
of the VK center with an F center.
     Such a recombination reaction may result in the forma-
tion of an anion vacancy, whereas the recombination between
a neutral Frenkel pair restores theperfect lattice.
     Further detailed study, based mainly on the measurement
of emission spectrum of glow peaks, may be nescessary for
understanding the nature of luminescence center formed through
these recombination reactions.
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[ 5•3 ]

INTRINSIC THERMOLUMINESCENCE
MATION THROUGH THE H CENTER
TER

 AND THE RELAXED EXCITON FOR-
RECOMBINATION WITH THE F CEN-

Intrinsic therrnoluminescence has been studied in KBr,

NaCl, and KI by means of entssion-spectrum measurements

of glow peaks as well as the analysis of correlation

between therrnal decay of H and F centers and a glow

peak. The thermo-iuminescence center at the tempera-
ture region from 10 to 110 K is the relaxed exciton.

The recombination between F and H centers can create

only the exciton state of ( VKe )TT. The forrnation

energy of the neutral Frenkel pair is estimated to be

about 5.5 eV in KBr. Based on these results the mecha-                                        '
nism of defect annihilation is discussed using a proposed

schernatical two-dimensional configuration coordinate

diagrarn .

gl Introductory Remarks

     The study in the previous chapter ( Chap.[5•2] ) has
revealed that the recombination between a neutral Frenkel
pair releases itsformation energy in terms of luminescence.
This result clearly indicates that the lattice energy stored
in the form of lattice defects is converted into the
electronic-excitation energy which is responsible for the
thermoluminescence ( TL ). The mechanism which takes
place in such anenergy-conversion process is a reverse re-
action to the radiolysis where the electronic-excitation
energy is converted into the lattice energy.
     Thus the study on the mechanism of intrinsic TL is
very interesting and important in the field of radiation-
damage research in alkali halides.
     It is supposed to be natural and advantageous to study
the energy-conversion mechanism for the most ideal case
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where the form of Frenkel pairs and thermally induced reac-
tions of them are as simple as possible. Thus we study
here the intrinsic TL mainly below liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture where most of neutral Frenkel pairs consist
of H and F centers, and mobile entity is essentially the
primary interstitiais.i)

     It may be of great importance to know the properties
of thermo-luminescence centers which are formed through the
recombination events, for the clarification of the mechanism
concerned. The emission-spectrum measurements of glow
peaks are, therefore, carried out here, which had never been
performed for low-temperature g].ow peaks in pure alkali
halide crystals. The detailed analysis is also made as to
correlations between glow peaks and reactions of defects
at temperature concerned.
     Followings are the irnportant results obtained here:
     1) The thermo-luminescence center at low temperature
is the relaxed exciton which is responsible for the intrin-
sic luminescence in alkali halides, and
     2) the recombination between an F - H pair can create
only the state of ( VKe )T•
     The mechanism of defect annihilation, or of intrinsic
TL is finally discussed based on these important findings"

g2 Experimental Results
                      '                  '
     Figure 5.3.1 shows the glow curve measured at 230 nm
( the Top ) and the relative change in the F-center concent-
ration ( Bottom ) during isochronal annealing of a NaCl
crystal irradiated by x ray at 6 K. The change in the F-
center concentration was determined by means of measuring
the change in intensity of transmitting light of 450 nm
during annealing. The peak position and the halfwidth of
the F band hardly depend on temperature at least from 10 K
to 60 K. Therefore, the change in optical density at the
peak of the F band can represent that in F-center concent-
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Fi,g..5.3.1. Simultaneously measured thermoluminescence
            glow curve and the annealing curve of the
F center in NaCl x-rayed at 6 K. Top: A constant-wavelength
glow curve measured at 230 nm. Bottom: Relative F-center
concentration change during isochronal annealing, deter-
mined by the continuous recording of optical density at 450 nm
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ration. The glow curve and optical-density change were
measured for the same sample simultaneously, in order to
obtain correlations between these quantities with least
ambiguity.
     Glow peaks appears at 16, 21, and 37 K where the F cen-
ter has annealing stages, respectively.
     The similar results of a KBr crystal are shown in
Fig.5.3.2: The glow curve measured at 280 nm is shown in
the upper part, and the relative concentration changes of F
and H centers ii.n the bottom in the figure, respectively.
     A strong glow peak has it.s maximum at 29.5 K and the
peaks with TL intensi.ties of about two orders of magnitude
weaker appear in the temperature region from 35 to 50 K.
     At the temperature where glow peaks occur, F as well as
H centers decay thermally, similarly as NaCl shown in
Fig.S.3.1.
     No thermoluminescent glow were observed below 22 K,
where most charged pairs consisting of F+ and I centers dj.s-

appear.
     Glow curve of an irradiated KI crystal was also measur-
ed, though the changes in F center concentration could not
be obtained, since this salt colors very poorly at 6 K. It
was found that the Tnain glow peak appears at 76 K and peaks
with very weak intensities at Z2, 30, 40, and 55 K, respec
tively.
     The emiss.ion spectra of typical glow peaks of NaCl, KBr,
and KI crystals are shown in Fig.5.3.3. Solid, broken, and
chain lines of the figure represent the spectra of a glow
peak at 16 K in NaCl, of that at 29.S K in KBr, and of the
strongest peak at 76 K in KI, respectively.
     Scanning the wavelength range 200 - 700 nm was done
within 20 sec, so that a full emission spectrum could be ob-
tained while the sample warmed about 1 deg. By simultaneous
monitoring of the glow curve through another window of the
cryostat, the spectra were measured at the maximum of respec-
tive glow peaks where the change in TL intensities within '
scanning time was small ( less than 40io for most serious
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case of KBr ), It was confirmed that another glow peaks in
these salts have essentially the same emission spectrum as
those shown in Fig.5.3.3.
     It is evident that the emission spectrum of a glow
peak is the same as that of intrinsic luminescence in respec-
tive salt, though the relative ratio between u- and T- ernis-
sion intensities is not all the same as that due to x-ray
excitation.
     This result clearly indicates that the thermo-lumines-
cence center of the intrinsic TL is the relaxed exciton
which results in the so-called intrinsic luminescence.
     In order to obtain the rnore quantit.ative correlations
between the emission intensity of a glow peak and' the con-
centration of annihilated F and H centers, detailed measure-
rnents were made on KBr.
     First, the correlation was obtained between the decre-
ments of F and H centers in the stage around 30 K and TL in-
tensities of u and T ernissions of the glow peak at 29.5 K.
The decrements of F and H centers were controlled by changing
the dose of x ray. Results are shown in Fig.S.3.4.
     The linear relation between the decrements of F and H
centers is evident, which confirms that the annihilation of
the F center around 30 K is due to the recombination with
the H center.2) The emission intensity of u emission in-

creases rapidly and then becomes constant for higher decre-
ments of the H center. On the other hand, the intensity of
- ernission continues to increase for higher decrements
where the intensity of u emission is saturated. The differ-
ent behaviour between u and T emission indicates that forma-
tion of each state of exciton has its origin in different
reaction in the case of TL.
     If one assume thatthe increasein emission intensity of
T luminescence involves one saturation component similar as
that of o luminescence, and that the ratio of saturated values
of u and T luminescences is the same as that of x-ray excited
emission spectrum, then the increase of T-emission intensity
as a function of the decrement of the H center can be re-
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solved intotwo components; one is the saturating component
( broken line in Fig.5.3.4 ), and the other is a linear one
( chain line ) as shown in the figure.
     This suggests that cr component of the emission has
supplementary origin through which the forrnation yield of
( VKe )rr increases propotionately to the decrement of the
H center at the annealing stage.
     In order to make the presence of two origins for the
T-emission component of the glow peak clear, measurements were
made on the changes in glow curves due to optical illurnina-
tion after x-ray irradiation.
     Figure 5.3,5 shows the o-emission intensity of the glow
peak as functions of the decrement of the H center at the
annealing stage of about 30 K. Data points of closed
circles are similar ones as results shown in Fig.5.3.4. 0n
the other hand, for points of open circles, the decrement
was controlled by changing the time of F-light illumination'
after x-irradiation wit.h a fixed dose.
     It is clear that the u-emission intensity, or the
saturating component, is very sensitive to the F light.
The result that the intensity of a-emission component is
not uniquely determined for a fixed value of the decrement of
the H center suggests that the origin of this component is
not the thermal decay of the H center.
     Fig.5.3.6 shows the glow peaks of the T component
of the as-irradiated crystal with low x-ray dose and of the
sample illuminated F light after x-ray irradiation of con-
siderable high dose. The former sample involves mainly the
saturating component of the T emission, whereas the latter
hardly possesses such a component because of the strongsen-
sitivity of the saturating compo' n'

ent to the F light illumina-
tion shown in Fig.5.3.5.
     It is evident that glow peaks in such samples have
distinctly different shapes and peak positions. The glow
peak in the optically illuminated sample, which has considerable
resistivity to the F light, peaks at 30.5 K.
     It was confirmed that the intensity of optically resis-
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tive component of the glow peak ( broken curves in Fig.5.3.6 )
is in proportion to the decrement of the H center as well
as the F center.
     Thus it can be concluded that the different two types
of reactions of defects are responsible for the T emission
of TL, whereas only one, saturating component, is for the
o emission in KBr. .
     Figure 5.3.7 shows the emission spectrum of the glow
                                        +peak due to thermal decay of the HAI(Na ) center in KBr:Na
( O.09 molOio ). The origin of the glow peak at 102 K in
such a.sample, P(102), has been discussed in preceding chap-
ter, and has been identified to be the recombination between
a freed H center from a Na+ ion and an F center, or the

neutral Frenkel pair.
     The spectrum consists of a single band which is essen-
tially the same as u-emission band in KBr. No emission bands
having higher energy were not observed in this glow peak.
The intensity of this T-emission corrtponent was confirmed to
increase proportionately to the decrement of the HAI and F
centers .

g3 Discussions

     The results obtained in the preceding section indicate
that two different types of reactions are responsible for
the relaxed exciton formation in thermoluminescence. One
has a saturating nature, which results in the formation of
both ( VKe ) and ( VKe ) , and the other which can be
relevant only to ( VKe )rr results in the linear increase of
the formation with increasing the decrement of the H center.
First, origins of these two types of reactions are discussed.

     ( 3•1 ) Origin of the saturating component

     The low-temperature glow peaks in KBr have been studied
by cape and Jacobs,2) and by Fuchs and Taylor.3) on the
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basis of the fact that the H center decays thermally at the
temperature region where the glow peak ( whose peak position
is at about 30 K) appear, Cape and Jacobs have assigned
the origin of the glow peak to the thermal decomposition of
the H center. Fucks and Taylor have also deduced the same
conclusion.
     The decay of the H center in the first annealing stage
at about 30 K in all literatures has been assigned to be due
to the recombination of correlated pair of the F and H cen-
ters.2) It has also been demonstrated that the decay of the

H center at the annealing stage obeys the firft order rate
equation.2)

     From present results of annealing curves of F and H
centers shown in Fig.5.3.2, it was confirmed that the first
stage is descri.bed by the first order kinetics, though the
values of activation energy are not the same as that obtain-
ed by Saidoh and Itoh.2)

     Fig.5.3.8 shows the least-square fit of a first-order
reaction equation to the first stage of isochronal anneal-
ingcurves of F and H centers. The solid curve is obtained
from the calculation with values of 2.s x lo5sec-1 and

O.042 eV for frequency factor and foractivation energy,
respectively. Good agreernent between experimental data
and the calculated curve is evident.
     If the glow peak at 29.5 K orriginates from the decay
of the H center, the TL intensity, I(T), of the glow peak
and the concentration of the H center, n[H], should satis-
fy following relation;S)

          I( T ) ct -dn[ H ]/dT
                 = n[ H](s/B)exp( -ElkT ) (S•3•1)

where E, s, and B are activation energy, the frequency
factor, and the heating rate, respectively.
     The equation involves that the shape of the glow peak
is essential!y the same as the first derivative of the
annealing curve of the H center in terms of temperature, and
that the maximum TL intensity is in proportion to the decre-
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ment of the H center at t.he annealing stage, since the
maximum intensity is proportional to the integration of I(T)
over the corresponding temperature region.
     From results shown in Fig.5.3.4, it is evident that the
maximum TL intensity of o emission as well as " emission of
the glow peak at 29.5 K, is not in proportion to the decre-
                     *ment of the H center.
     Furthermore, one can confirm that the first derivative
of the annealing curve of the H center does not describe the
shape of the giow peak; The temperature which j.s expected
to give the maximum TL intensity from the first derivative
of the annealing curve is 30.7 K, whereas the glow peak of
u component is situated at 29.5 K.
     Thus these results rules out the possibility that the
glow peak at 29.5 K in KBr is only due to the thermal decay
of the H center. Another mechanism of glow peak having
satuTating property should be taken into account.
     Fuchs and Tayior4) as wen as cape and Jacobs3) have

shown that the current burst due to conduction electrons
occurs at the same temperaure region where luminescent glow
                 'appears.
     Since the luminescence center of the.glow peak is the
relaxed exciton, of ( VKe ), most probable reactions respon-
s.ible for the glow peak at 29.5 K is considered to be the
                                  '

*) Fuchs and Taylor3) have shown that the emission intensi-

    ty of the 27 K glow peak, which is considered to be the
same as the present glow peak at 29.5 K, increases linearly
with increasing y;ray dose. However, the concenrations of
the F and H centers in their study is about two orders of
magnitude smaller than those of the present study. For such
low concentrations of defects, the emission intensity of
the glow peak appears to increase linearly with increasing
irradiation dose, as seen in Fig.5.3.4.
     However, it is clear that the TL intensity of the glow
peak does saturate for the higher concenration of defects.
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trapping of such conduction electrons by the VK center
created by x-ray irradiation at 6 K.
     It may not be unreasonable to think that the formation
          center in pure crystals has saturating property,of the V        K
since -the concentration of electron trapping centers such
as impurities, which is essential for the VK-center forma-
tion, may be limited in such specimens. Therefore, this
may be a possibility explaining the saturation of TL inten-
sity of the glow peak.
     Another possibility may also be available, which concerns
the saturation of thermally stimulated conductivity. Fuchs
and Taylor have shown that the conductivity which takes
place at the temperature where the TL peak appears shows
signs of saturation for relatively low dose of y-ray.
Therefore, the limitation of the number of conduction elect-
rons could be a reason of saturation of TL intensity.
     The mechanism ofexcitation of conduction electron during
therrnal annealing of irradiated crystals is far from being
well understood. Various reactions could be considered for
the origin of the conductivity.3'6)

     Cape and Jacobs have concluded that the recombination
energy between F and H centers ionizes the F-center electron,
leaving the VK center at or near the site of original F cen-
ter. However, their conclusion involves that the number of
created electron hole pair should be in proportion to that
of annihilated F - H pairs. Therefore, their explanation
is contradict to the experimental result obtained by Fuchs
and Taylor, and probably also to the results obtained here.
     Hayes and Hodby6) have proposed that the conduction

electron is created by the recombination between I centers
and F centers during annealing. However, current burst
takes place at the temperature where H centers recOmbine
with F centers in KBr crystal.3,4)

     Though the details of the electron-excitation mechanism
are not clear, it may be sure that the recombination energy
between a Frenkel pair plays an important role in this
process.
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     ( 3•2 ) Origi: of the linearly increasing n
             component of the glow peak
                   '
     As shown in previous section, rr luminescence of the
'glow peak involves linearly increasing component' with increas-
ing the decrernent of the H center and also the F center at
the annealing stage at about 30 K. It has also been shown
that this component is more resistive to the F-light illumi-
nation, than the saturating component.
     The linear correlation between the maximum intens.ity
and the decrernent of the H center as well as of the I: center
suggests that the component originates from the recombination
between neutral Frenkel pairs, since one consequence of
eq.(5.3.1) is satisfied. Then another consequence is
checked here.
     Since the luminescence efficiency of theTemission from
( VKe )rr decreases above 25 K,7) the shape of glow peak must

be modified in terms of the efficiency, for the accurate
representation of the concentration of ( VKe )r at each tem-
perature.
     Thus'modified shape of the glow peak of the linearly in-
creasing T component ( the chain line in Fig.5.3.6 ) is compar-
ed with the first derivative of the annealing curve of the
F or H center in Fig.5.3.9. The solid curve in the figure
represent the calculated first derivative of the rate
equation decsribing the annealing curve of F and H centers,
determined in Fig.5.3.8, using the same values of parameters.
One can see good agreement between both quantities.

     Thus linearly increasing T component of the glow peak
satisfies the expected relations from eq.(5.3.1).

     Above results lead us to conclude that the component is
due tothe recombination between the H center and the F cen-
ter in KBr.

     The experimental result that the glow peak at about 30 K
does not include such a linearly increasing component of o

 luminescence indicates that the recombination between neutral
Frenkel pairs can not result in the formation of ( VKe )o.

     The conclusion that the pair of F and H center produces
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only ( VKe )iT is confir}ned by another experimental result;
the emission spectrum of the glow peak due to the recombina-
tion between an F center and an H center, the latter of which
is freed from the HAI center at 102 K, consists of only
the T-emission band, as shown in Fig.5.3.7.
     These results and discussions may indicate that the
state of a pair of F and H centers is energetically higher
than ( VKe )T and lower than ( VKe )u•
     It should be stressed here that the quantum efficiency
of creation of ( VKe )T through the recombination between
F and H centers is considerably smaller than unity.
     As mentioned before, it is generally believed that only
a small number of VK centers are produced by the irradiation
of pure KBr and KCI at low temperature near liquid helium
temperature. Kanzig and woodruff8) have measured by EpR

the ratio of the VK-center concentration to the H-center
concentration in pure KCI crystals after x-irradiation at
4.2 K, and found to be O.46. Srinivasan and cornpton9) have

obtained the similar value from their optical absorption
measurements. There have been no clear data of the ratio
for KBr cryst.als, and the VK band was not clearly observab!e
in the present optical absorption measurements. However,
it may not be unreasonable to estimate that the ratio in KBr
is the order of lo-1-- lo-Z.

     As shown in Fig.5.3.4, the 7-emission in. tensity due to
the F - H recombination becomes equal to the intensity of
saturating component at the highest decrement of the H center
( about 2.o x io17 cm-3 ). it may be estimated that the quantun

efficiency of the formation of ( VKe )T through the F - H re-
combination is about two orders of magnitude smaller than
that through the recombination between VK centers and elect-
rons which is considered to be responsible for the saturating
component.
     It was also found that the quantum efficiency is about
the same order for the case of thermal decay of the HAI cen-
ter, which takes place at 102 K. Therefore, it ap' pears that
the formation of ( VKe )T from the recombined state of F and
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H centers is not connected with thermally activated mecha-
msm.

     ( 3'3 ) Mechanism of defect annihilation in KBr

                               '     Above results and discussions may indicate followings;
     1) The state of the pair of F and H centers in KBr is
energetically higher than ( VKe )T, but lower than ( VKe )o•
     2) The quantum efficiency of the formation Of ( VKe )T
through the recombination between F and H.centers is consider-
ably small.
     One of the important conclusion which we can deduce from
these important findings concerns theformation energy, EF, of
an F-H pair. This quantity is very significant in defect
formation mechanism in alkali halides; ( VKe )F is a state
whose level is energetically higher than, at least, the for-
mation energy, and the energy imparted into interstitial
halogen for replacement sequence is essentially the differ-
ence between the total energy ( VKe )F possesses and EF•
     Below, we discuss the correlation between an exciton
and the state of a pair consisting F and H centerd in defect
                         'annihilation process.
     Fig.5.3.10 shows the schematical energy diagram for
defect annihilation process. The ordinate of the figure re-
present approximately the energy, E, of the electron - hole
pair state, involving the form of F-H pair. The coordiante, Q,
is associated with the internuclear distance of Br2 in
( VKe ) state, and coordinate, Z, represents approximatery
:ll&i2gal:2".;{.,t2:.liE"::Iogf.:eg Br2 as it transiates para-

     Since the Br2 in the H center has a smaller internucler
distance than that in ( VKe ) system, the intersection of •
( E - Z ) plane with ( E - Q ) plane should ' take palce
at the larger value of Q than that which gives the minimum
points of the states of radiative STE's.
     The formation energy of the F - H pair in KBr, which
was produced from the higher excite state of an exciton,
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( VKe )1#, c;ould be roughly est.imated t.o be S.5 eV, based on
the following consiaerations:
     1) From the results obtained in this study, it may be
evident that anF - H pair state possesses the fonnation
energy higher than the energy level of ( VKe )rr and lower
than ;,gat,ftg,E.XK2.3u,gi.,li:;IS :gCIMg:.e.Oi'2Xg{ ,h. .,,i..i

creation of ( VKe )o needs the energy higher than the thresh-
old energy of 7.28 eV. The transition energy of the o emis-
sion is 4.42 ev.12) Assuming roughly that energy spent by

non-radiative relaxation are equal for both the initial and
final states, the energy corresponding to the minimum point
of ( VKe )o is thus obtained to be about. 6 eV. Under a .
similar assumption, the correspQnding energy for ( VKe )v is
about 4.S eV,,
   ' Thus the formation energy of a F - H pair of 5.5 eV may
not be unplausible.
     Kabler has pointed out, us:ing a Born - Harber cycle with
appopriate theoretical energies, that the energy to form
an F-H pair is probably 2-3 eV greater than that to form
an isolated I - F" pair.I O) schultze and Hardy13) have
calculated the formation energy o.f I - F" pair. According to

their result, the energ>r for KBr is 4.173 eV. The author
     Thus the estimated. formation energy of an F - H pair
is roughly consistent. with the Kabler's estimation.
                                     +     The formation energy of an I-F pair of about 4.0 eV
is lower than the minimum-point energy of ( VKe )" discussed
above, which is consistent with the experimental result that
the recombination between a charged Frenkel paiT can not
contribute to TL emission in KBr.
     In order to explain the small quantum efficiency of the
formation of ( VKe )T through the recombined state of
F and H centers, it should be nescessary to put a potential
barrier between two states. The barrier is considered to be
high enough for the thermal activation not to be active in
the range between 10 K and 110 K, as mentioned above. Thus
only a small fraction of F-H pairs could fOrM ( VKe )T,
             '

                          - 278 -
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possibly owing to tunnettng.
     The origin of such a potential barrier i.s not very
clear. One possibility is the repulsive potential between
Br2 and nearest neighboring cations.
     In the color-center formation, such a potential exists,
which results in the drastical reduction of the F center for-
mation yield at low temperature below 4.2 K.15) However, in

such a case, the potential is very low and the vaiue of
a feW meV.
     Itoh and saidoh16) have pointed out that the repulsive

potential depends significantly on the electronic configura-
tion of X2 : The potential for the X2 having a Åíu configura-
tion is larger by factors of 5 than that for the X2 with
a IIg( or Ru ) configuration.
     It j.s elear that in the anni.hilation process of the H
center, the configuration of Br20  is evi.dently Åíu. Therefore,
it might be possible that the repulsive potentÅ}al is consider-
ably high in the case of defect annihilation.
     By such a potential, the most part of the formation ener-
gy may be released,without forming ( VKe )T,non-radiatively.
Thus the stored energy ( energy release in the form of heat )
measurement is considered to be of importance for the more
quantitative understanding of the defect annihilation process.
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[ 6•1 ]

INTRODUCTION

      Pres,ent problems in radiation-hardening study are clari-

      fied. ,. Fi.rst, characteristic features of radiation

      hardening phenornenon are discussed, in order to make

      clear the correlations with other areas of research on

      mechanical property of alkali halides. Next, important
       concepts of $olution hardening are sumnialized. Then

       crucial questions in radiation-hardening study are pro-

      posed. Finally, an overall plane of the contents in this
       chapter is sketched.

gl Radiation Hardening as a Property in the radiation-
     Induced Excited State of Alkali Halides'.

     Effects of radiation-induced defects on bulk properties
of crystals have been an active and important field in the
research of radiation daniages in alkali halides. The main
interest of such studies concerns the interaction of radia-
tion-induced defects with other species the host crystal in-
vo1ves.
     Several works in this line of researches have been per-
                                              1)formed so far, e.g. on thermal conductivity,                                                  volume expan-
tion,2H4) mechanicai properties,5-7) and so on. Radiation

hardening has been a typical and interesting problem of such
fields of radiation-damage study, where the fundamental prob-
lem lies in the interaction between radiation induced defects

and the dislocations inacrystal. .
     In the following part of this section, we briefly dis-
cuss the characteristic features of radiation hardening, in
order to make clear the correlations with other areas of
research in mechanical properties of alkali halides.
     There are several methods to determine the hardness,
which is a typical inechanical properties of materials, e.g.
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a tensile test, a compression test, an indentation test,
and so on. Compression tests are usually applied for alkali
halides, because of their fragility and easier analysis of
the test. Here we restrict the hardness to the elastic
limit, or the flow stress, which is the stress at the
transfering point from the elastic deformation to the plas-
tic one in the stress-strain curve.
     Most of the present understanding of the me'chanism of
deformation of alkali halides is based on the extensive and
definitive studies of Gilman and Johnston.8-9) They have

shown that the elastic limit is mainly deternined by the
resistance for the moving dislocations. '
     Principal resistances forthe dislocation movement in
solids are considered to originate from Peierls stress, the
interaction with impurity and other point defects, the inter-
action with other dislocations, etc. In the covalent
crystals, Peierls stress strongly contribute to its hardness,
whereas its contribution is small and the.interaction with
other imperfections becomes dominant in f.c.c. crystals.
The b.c.c. crystals and ionic crystals are considered to be
situated in the middle of them.10)

     Radiation hardening, that is, the hardening phenomenon of
crystals induced by radiation has been accounted as a plob-
lem which concerns the interaction between radiation-induced
defects and dislocations, the former of which, in most cases,
can be treated as point defects in solids. Thus, in this
sense, we should pay our attention to the similarlity between
radiation hardening and solution hardening. In fact, most
work on radiation hardening has based on the concepts which
have been developed in the research of solution hardening.
Then, we summalize the important features of solution--harden-
ing concepts concerned.

g2 Solid Slution Hardening

Solid solution hardening is the hardening effects due

+
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to the al'.ornic size defects dfi.spersed .in the crystal, where
a substfi.t.utiona'1 solute or a impulit.y atom, an atomic vacan-
cy, interstitS.al atoms, and thejr complexes are considered
to be the defects.
     When the defects are uniformly distributed throughout
the crystal with the concentrat.ion of C, the stress necessary
for a dislocat.ion mQve at O K, •[o, can be deduced as follows:
Assume that Fmax represents the maximum force exerted by the
defect on a dislocation attempting to move pass it, and let
L be the spacing between defects on a given slip plane. The
force per unit length of dislocation is then Fmax/L, and the
increase in stress nescessary to move the di.slocation is thus

          To ' Fmax/bL (6•ltl)
Ns'here b is the Burgers vector.]1)

     Uniform defect distribution gives the correlation of
L ct c-112. Then the cruedal pr,oblem concerns the estimation

ofF .    max
     It is natural first to describe the atomic size defect-
dislocation interaction in terms of the elastic interaction.
Fleisher12) evaluated the value of F with the similar
                                   maxway to cochhardt et al.13) did. He has dealt with the inter-

action of the stress field of the dislocation with the strain
field of the point imperfections, and pointed out that the
effect upon flow stress is much greater for defect with
tetragonal strain field than for those with isotropic ones.
Fleisher has calculated the flow stress at O K in the harden-
ed crystals by tetragonal defects to deduce following
descriptions;
                      '                 G Ae cl/2
          To = 3.3 ; for screw dislocation (6.1.2)
                 G A. cl/2
          To = -:i=l-c-:r-:r"b ; for edge dislocation (6.1.3)

where G is the shear modulas, Ae =Iel - e21is a measure of
tetragonality of the strain in terms of the elastic strain
el and E2 of the defect in two perpendicular directions.
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     Fleisher's model on solid solution hardening shown
                                               14)above can explain some experimental results,                                                   and seems
to be useful, even now, for the elementary understanding of
solid solution hardening.
     But, many studies for solid solution hardening
done after Fleisher have brought forward several criticisms
on his theoreticai treatments.i5-i8) instead of decussing

these critisisms, we here point out following further
problems, which involve close correlation with radiation
hardening in alkali halides, one should take account of in
the analysis of dislocation - point defect interaction:
     1) Fleisher assumed that the flow stress is mainly
dominated by the resistance force against a screw dislocation.
The force against an edge dislocation should be, however,
employed, frorn following reasons; a) the resistance force
against the latter dislocation is usually larger than that
for the former, and b) the flow stress is dominated by the
resistance force against the dislocation with lower speed.
     2) pratt et ai.i9) and chang and Graham20) have suggest-

ed that the dislocation-strain field causes the reorienta-
tion of some types of defects such as divalent cation-vacancy
pair. The effects due to such motions of defects should be
taken into account in the evaluation of the stress rnagnitude

of hardening phenomena. -     3) sibley21) has recently suggestedthat the electro-

static interaction between dislocatipns and charged defects
can not be neglected, and may play a significant role, under
certain conditions. We should, therefore, pay our attention
also to such a type of interaction in the hardening phenomena
especially in ionic crystals.

 3 Present Problems in Radiatiom-Hardening Study

     Principal inquries concerning radiation hardening have
been following two: 1) what kinds of defect introduced by
irradiation mainly contribute to hardening ? and 2) How
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such cl (-.} fects inte r. act with moving dis locat j. ons ?

     For li.)"ie clarif'i (iatj-on oÅ}' 'these problems, it should,

therefore, be frui.t.ful to study tLhe hardening rnechanism in
detail in a syst.em containing the defects whose configura-
tions are simple, and properties are well known, since a
detailed analysis should be easier for such a system.
     Now it is evident that the radiolysis products are
Frenkel pairs, as described in Chap.[1.2]. Several works
performed beforei4'i8) have suggested that compiementary

de f. ects to anion vac ancies , or the inters t. it i. als , pl ay an

important role in the radiation hardening; nevertheless,
no clear works have been done on the role of interstitials
in radiation hardening, This j.s supposed to be mainly due to
the fact that radiation induced simple interstitials, the
H and the J. center, can exisli only at a low t,emperature, which
then leads us to the more difficulty in performing mechanical
test because of the fact that. t.he sample becomes toobrittle
in such low temperatures. This srltuation may result in
another disadvantage in experiments: Since these primary
interstitials are stable on].y at low temperature, for example
the I center below 20 K and the H cent;er below 40 K in KBr,
respectively,21,22) measurements on temperature dependent

mechanical property should be restlicted to the very narrow
temperature regions, which may make the full analysis of
temperature dependent. behaviour difficult,
     At present, it has been clearly shown that theseprimary
interstitials are stabilized by alkali impurities such as
Na" and Li+ in KBr and KCI crystals, which are thermally sta-
ble above so K?3-2S)This gives a strong possiblity of analyz-

ing the radiation hardening by simp!e interstitial type
defects with nearly primary forms.
     Thus we study here the mechanism of low temperature
radiation hardening to solve the crucial questions, making
use of the stabilization of interstitials by alkali impuri'ty
in KBr crystals.
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g4 Outline of the contents

     First, we solve in Chap[6.2] the first question; what
kinds of defects mainly contribute to hardening at low tern-
perature. y-irradiation at liquid nitrogen temperature is
performed throughout the present study, for the uniform
coloration which is essential in the quantitative analysis
of the interaction between dislocation and radiation-induced
defects.
     Detailed analysis is made on the correlation between ther-
mal recovery of induced flow stress,AT, and thermally induced
defect reactions at thestages. The results, together with
the ones of optical bleaching effects on the recovery of AT
and color centers, reveal that the IA center is mainly res-
ponsible for the radiation hardening. Then, calculations
are carried out on the interaction energy between the disloca-
tion and primary interstitials in terms of the linear elas-
ticity theory. Results again indicate that the interstitial-
ion center is more effective than the atom as the hardening
agent. A few discussions on the obtained results are made.
                                           t     In Chap.[6.3],we attempt to solve the second question;
                                                  .How the defect interacts with dislocations? There thermally
activated mechanism is applied to the interaction of disloca-
tions with the IA center in KBr:Li systern. Wide range of
temperature dependences as well as annealing patterns are
measured on the induced flow stress and the activation volume.
Description of these results interms of thermal activation
'mechanism is good.
     Through such an analysis, we finally determine values
of several important parameters in the hardening mechanisrn.
     Thus the mechanism of low temperature radiation harden-
ing is clearly solved in this work.
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[ 6•2 l

HALOGEN
CRYSTALS

INIiERST'{TIALS AS THE HARDENING AGENT IN KBr
 AT LQW TEMPERA.TURF,

Mechanism of low--temperature radiation hardening in KBr

crystals has been studied from the view-point that what

defects induced by irradiation aTe mainly responsible

f. or hardening. Detajled analysis is carrj.ed out on the

thermal recovery stages of induced flow stress, AT,

accompanied by thermally i.nduced reactions of color cen--

ters. Four and three annealing stages can be distinguished

j.n KBr:Na and KBr:Li, respectively, The IA and/or HA

centers contribute considerably to the radiation-induced

flow st.ress increment in both systems. Optical bleaching

effects on the recovery of AT and color centers reveal

that the IA center j.s mainly responsib]e for the harden-

iing at the stage concerned. The result of calculation on

the interaction energy between the dislocation and primary
in.terstitials also shows that t,he int.erstitial halogen

ion is more effective than the atom as the hardening agent.

Some discussions are made on t.he conclusion obtained here.

gl Introductory Remarks

     As a general principle to the radiation hardening study,
it is very important to clarify two big problems by taking fol-
lowing steps: 1) What defects induced by irradiation contribute
to the hardening ? 2) How such defects interact with moving
dislocations ? For t•he clarification of these problems, it
should therefore be fruitful to study the hardening mechanism
in detail in a system containing the defects whose lattice
configurations are as simple as possible, since a detailed
analysis should be easier for such a system.
      In this chapter, the first problem in mechanism of low-
temperature radiation hardening is solved, based on the ex-
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perirnental results and the calculation in terms of the linear
elasticity theory.
     First, detailed analysis is made on the thermal recovery
of radiation-induced flow stress and on the annealing behav-
iour of produced color centers. Optical bleaching effects
on the mechanical property and on the color centers will give
the clear identification that the interstitial halogen ion
is the main hardening agent at the low teniperature. This
conclusion is confirmed by the results of calculations on the
interaction energy between dislocations and primary intersti-
tials. Thus the first problern of radiation hardening research
will be solved clearly in this chapter.

g2 Experimental Results

     Figure 6.2.1. shows the changes of induced flow stress
in KBr crystals accoinpanied by y-ray dose. It is seen that
the change is rapid below 1.0 X 107 r, and is slow above

the dose. The hardening rate in the doped samples with alkali
impurities is observed to be higher than that in pure crystal
in the region corresponding to early stage of coloration.
     Formation of various types of color centers has the
similar tendency on dose, so that it is difficult to analyze
the contribution of a given center to the increase in ATin
this result.
     One of the easy methods to make clear the contributions
of various defects to the radiation-induced hardening, is to
analyze the correlation between the thermal recovery of
and themal decay of these defects. Then isochronal pulse
annealing experiments were carried out as to the recovery of
AT as well as color centers.
     Thermal-recovery curve of AT in KBr:Na is shown in
Fig.6.6.2, together with annealing curves of typical color
centers. Recovery of AT in this system can be divided into
following four stages.
     Stage I( 77 K - 150 K ): About 279o of AT recover in
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this stage. Most of the Vl band decrease, owing to the
therrnal decay of the HAI and HA2 centers, which has been
discussed in Chaps.[4•3] and [5'2]. Simultaneously, the
IA band decays almost completely. On the other hand, the V4
and V(306) bands grow corresponding to the annealing stages
of the Vl band. About 500io of initial F center concentration
decrease in this stage.
     Stage II( ISO - 215 K ): About 90-o of AT recover in this
temperature region. In the absorption spectrum, main changes
are the decreases of the V(410) band and V(306) band, the
former of which is a component of the Vl band. The F-band
h e i g h t d e c r e a s es b y 1 3 0-. .

     Stage III( 215 - 280 K ): Induced flow stress has about
300!o of recovery here. Corresponding change in optical absorp-
tion spectrum is the decay of the V4 band. The decrement of
the F band is 25-Oo jn this stage.
     Stage IV( 280 - 400 K ): The rest of AT( about 300-o )
completely recover and the value of flow stree returns to that
before irradiation. Decreases of broad absorption bands are
observed in uv region of the absorption spectrum. The F band
height decreases by about 130-o i'n tis temperature region.
     Similar results for KBr:Li system are shown in Fig.6.2.3.
It is possible to divide annealing behaviours of AT and color
centers into following three stages.
     Stage I( 77 - 180 K ): Induced flow stress rernains almost
unchanged, though two small sub-stages are observable around
9S K and 160 K. The fractional recovery of AT is about 90-o,
which is small compared with those in later stages. Change
in optical absorption due to color centers can be also dis-
regarded.
     Stage II( 180 - 260 K ): About 310io of the fraction of AT
recover in this stage. Corresponding changes of color centers
are thermal decays of the HA(Li") bands and the IA(Li') band.

On the other hand, the V(306) band grows considerably owing
to the conversion of the HA(Li") centers. The H-band height

decreases by about 460-o i'n this stage.
     Stage III( 260 - 410 K ): The rest of AT recovers com-
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pletely in this temperature region, and the value of flow
stress becomes essentially the same as that before irradia-
tion. In this stage, various V-type bands, situated in uv
region, for example the V(306) band and the band peaking at
266 nrn, decay with similar patterns, accompanied by the de-
crease of the F-band hight.
     In most annealing stages distinguished above, more than
two types of interstitial centers decay thermally. This
situation is especially the case for the last stages in both
samp1es'.

     Our main interest here concerns the nature of the center
consisting of the single halogen interstitial atom and ion
as the hardening agent. Then focus our attention on the
annealing stages due to thermal decay of such centers.
     An interstitial atom and ion can exist, respectively,
as HA and IA centers in the present samples. These
two types of centers decay thermally almost the same tempera-
ture region, i.e. in Stage I for KBr:Na and in Stage II for
KBr:Li, respectively, where considerable amount of recovery
in AT takes place. Therefore, it is clear that these single
interstitial-type centers act as the effective obstacle for

the dislocation movement. -
     It can be seen that for both samples the decay of the
HA center precedes that of the IA center and the recovery of
AT. This result suggests that the IA center is rnainly res-
ponsible for the recovery of AT in respective stages. In
order to make clearer the contribution of the two types of
interstitial centers to flow stress increment, we examined
the recovery of AT in samples which contains IA centers and
little HA centers. Such specimens were prepared by means of
optical bleaching after y-irradiation.
     Figures 6.2.4 and 5 show the changes'in optical absorp-
tion spectra due to illumination of visible light ( X>390 nm
to the irradiated KBr:Na and KBr:Li, respectively. In KBr:Na
the HA centers were almost completely bleached out, whereas
       center was hardly affected by such a treatment. Onthe I
              , the IA(Li ) center grows, corresponding tothe other hand

)

'
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be the best one to separately analyze the responsibility of
the HA or the IA center for the flow-stress increment.
     Figure 6.2.6 shows the thermal-recovery curves of AT in
the samples• which were illuminated with light before therrnal
treatment. Results of as-irradiated samples are also shown
for comparison.
     One can see that recovered amount of AT in KBr:Na does
not change by the optical bleaching. On the other hand, it
increases in KBr:Li, probably due to the increase in concent-
ration of the IA(Li') center by the optical conversion.

     The result shown in Fig.6.2.6 strongly indicates that
the main hardening agent in the stage is not the HA center
but the IA center.

g3 Discussions

     Results obtained in the preceding section indicate that
the color center consisting of a single halogen interstitial
significantly contributes tothe radiation-induced flow
stress increment at low temperature. Furthermore, experirnen-
tal results of optical bleaching effect clearly show that the
interstitial ion-type center, the IA center, is the main
hardening agent in the present case.
     In this section, we will first represent the results of
calculations for the elastic interaction between dislocations
and halogen interstitials. Then based on the results, together
with the present experirnental results, the nature of the inter-
stitials as the hardening agent is discussed.

     ( 3•1 ) Calculation of elastic interaction force
             between dislocations and primary halogen
             interstitials in KBr

     The technique used for obtaining the interaction energy
and the force between a defect and a dislocation is based
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on the work of cochardt et al.2)who have used essentiany

Eshelby's method for the transformation strain problern for a
misfitting sphere.3)

     We consider the tetragonal defect induced in the so!id
within a small sperical volume, V, to undergo a following
pure straln;
                   el o-o
           eij= o e2 o ' (6.2.1)
                   o o e3
written for a coordinate system aligned with the principal
distortion axis of the defect.
     Then, following Eshelby, the total interaction energy
between the defect and a dislocation ig given by

           Ei.t =' UijeijV (6.2.2)
                                                   '
where the repeated subscripts imply surnmations and u                                                        is the                                                     ij
(ij) component of the dislocation stress field in a coordi-
nate system aligned with the principal axes of the tetragonal
defect. When a dislocation glides on the slip place, the
interaction force on the diSlocation is given by
               aEint

           F= ax (6•2•3)
where x stands for the distance between a dislocation and a
defect.
     Strain tensors of the primary interstitials, the H center
and the I center can be obtained, by the transforrnation, from
the double force tensors of them5'4) The double force tensor

for the H center in KBr obtained by Bachmann and Peisl has
been given by eq.(4.4.1) in Chap.[4'4]. The tensor for the
I center has been obtained from diffuse x-ray scattering by
Lohstoter et al. 5) They obtained following two possible

values of the tensor;

                  1.05 O O
                                         -12          PI= O 11.05 O XIO erg (6.2.4)
                  O O 26.11
and
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                                       '                 20.9{ O O
          PI" "' O 20.9E O Xlo-l2erg (6.2.s)
                   oo                             6.09
                                     '
in the crystal coordinates,
     Here it should be pointed out that the H center has the
[llO] symmetry, and 'the I center [100] symmetry, respectively.
There are six possib,e orient.ations of the defect for the
moving dislocation in the former case, whereas three possible
ones in the .latte'r.
     When we assume t.hat a di.slocat'ion glide on a plane aparte(1
from the defect by one atomie p]ane, t.he force-distance rela-
tions for above possible cases are given by Lfollowing equa-
tions( I)etails of the c;all.culat.,ion are gjven in Appendix in
this chapter ):
     l) For the I center wjth P]- ancl a screw djslocation;

  F =O   si

  F.2 = Fo ( -l•443 ) '--:(`el-:-Å}g22.'1)2 (6.2.6)

                           g2 +1
  F.3 = Fg ( l'443 ) ig2 .I >2

     2) For t.he I center xN;ith PT and an edge dislocation;

           4..17s(q3+g)
  Fel " FO a-.v) (g2+1)3

  F.2 = Fo i'443g4+5'4i2iv3;igSe2i23+5'476g+i'443 (6.2.7)

           -i.443g4+s.476g3+s.6ssg2+s.476e-i.443
  F      = Fo   e3                             23                      (1-v>(g                              +l)
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3) For the I center with PI* and a screw dislocation;

Ft = O sz

Fg2 = F. ( 1. 484 )
- g2 +1

Ft = F        o s3
( -1. 484 )

( g2 +1)

- g2 +1

2

  +l)

(6.2.8)

(g

4) For the I center       *with P      I and an edge dislocation;

F:1 == Fo 6.I76(g 3 +g)

Fg2 = F.

(i-•v) (g

-1.484g

2

4

+1)

+7.

3

s2og3+s. go4g2+7.520q-1. 484

E* =F       o e3
1.484g

     (1-v)(g

4+7.s2og3-s.

23 +1)

go4g2+7. 520g+1. 484

(6.2.9)

(z-v)(g 23 +.1)

5) For

    k F•F       s2 sl

the H

=o
center and an screw dislocation;

Fs3 = Fo
- o.43sg2+o. 7sog+o . 435

Fs4 = Fo O.435g

  2(g

2
 .o

   2+1)

.7sog -o. 435

Fss = Fo

      {g

- O.435g

2

2

+l)

-o.

2

7sog+o . 435

(6.2. 10)

F =F       o s6
O.435g

  2(g

2
 +o

   2+1}

.7sog•-o. 435
 2(g +1) 2
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                             (1-•v)(q +l)

  F s)gg4+ .i.ssgs3•- 4.gi3e2+i.ssgg+o.sig
               O (L" v) (E; 2+ ].>3

               s61g3+3.4s2g
  F a...v>,(q2.1)3 . (6•2•11)
            4.so3g3+o.ossg
  F                     2 '3              cl•-v) (g                      +1)

                'In equatj+ons, Fo is defined as;

                 GV          Fo =;2 •rrb (6•2,]2)
where G and b are .gr'hear modu]us and t.he 'Burgers vect'or, res•
pectivel.y, and e stands rfor x/b. v is `izhe }'oisson ratio.
     Calculated force - distance curves using above obtajnecl
equations are shown in Figs.6.2.7 to 11.
     One can see i.n these figures that the maximum force
exerted by theIcenter on adislocation, Fmax, is always larger
than that by the H center, irrespective of the different
values of the double force t.ensor for screw and edoe disloca-                                                 b
tions. This result strong!y indicates thatt;'ne I center is
more than three or four times effective as the hardening agent
than the H center, since Fmax is correlated with flow stress

in the form of eq.(4.1.1), •
     ( 3•2 ) Nature of the halogen interstitials as the
             hardening agent

     Caluculations performed in the preceding paragraph indi-
cate that the interaction force of dislocation for the I cen-
center is stronger by factors of 3 or 4 than for the H center
in KBr. This result agrees qualitatively with the present
experimental result that the IA center is the main hardening

  6)

el

e.3
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t.hese

For
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Fo
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agent in KBr crystals containing alkali impurity.
     The IA center is, of course, is not "pure" interstitial
ion, but associated with a nearest neighboring cation inputity.
The strain caused by such an IA center is not exactly the
same as that of intrinsic halogen ion center. For qualita-
tive discussion, however, the difference due to association
with alkali impurities is not supposed to be essential.
     Thus we can safely conclude that the interstitial ha!ogen
ions play the most important role in the change of mechanical
property of irradiated alkali halides at low temperature.
     It should be pointed out here that there rnay be follow-
ing additional circumstances that make the contribution of the
interstitial ions enhance and that of the atoms lower to the
obstruction of dislocation movement.
     1) It has been shown 6) that the HA center in KCI ex-

hibits the rotational motion, i.e. disorientation, above 16.8K
though there is no loss in the number of the center due to
the motion. Such a property of the HA center may allow it to
orientate in the direction with least interaction energy bet-
ween the center and a dislocation, when the latter approaches
the former. Present measurement made at 77 K, therefore, might
involve such an effect of the HA center. The more accurate
experimental determination of the effectiveness of the H center
as a hardening agent should be done at the temperature below
the disorientation temperature.
     2) Since the dislocation should be charged in alkali
halides, not only elastic but also electrostatic interaction
may be important in the interaction of dislocations with other
defects in this materia17) The I and F" center constitute a

charged Frenkel pair, whereas the H and F centers a neutral
pair. Therefore, it may be expected that the interaction of
the interstitial ion with a dislocation is more effective than
that of the interstitial atom, when the electrostatic interac-
tion is active and is repulsive. The fact that the intersti-
tial ion is the main hardening agent in alkali halides might
come from also in this electrostatic interaction. However,
such a feature of the interaction of dislocation in alkali
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Appendix

     Here the formulas descrilring t.he force - distance
t. ion be tw een the screw d r't. s l, oca t. ion and the de f' ect w j. t.h

syrnmetry are deduced. `l'he equat' .ions forother cas(ts can
obtained with same proceclure.
     The stress component.s of the screw dis]ocatj.on are
expresse (l in terms of dj s. loca ti on c. oordjnates by 8)

  u =u ==a =u =u =O   xx yy zz xy yx

rela-
poo]
 be

  U.. = U.. =' S? - 2Y 2 (A- •1)
                            x +y

                     Gb x  U = cJ =- • ---wn.-                             22   yz zy 2v                            x +y

where G is the shear modulas, b the Burgers vector, and x-axis
stands for the moving direction of a dislocation. These com-
ponents are converted in crystal coordinateÅí as follows:

  u= Gb x   XX 2T 22                    x +y

             Gb x
                    x +y

  azz = o
     For possible three orientations of the defect for the
moving dislocations, the interaction energy between them are
expressed by following set of equations, from eq.(6.2.2);
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          Gb x  Esl = 2 T' 2 2 ( el - e2 )V
                x +y

          Gb Å~  Es2 =2T 2 2 (e2-e3)V (A.3)                x +y

          Gb x                           ( e3 - el )V  Es3 =          2T 2 2                x +y

where ei ( i=1,2,3 ) is the strain component of the defect
described by eq.(6.2.1). The interaction force as a function
of distance between them can be obtained from the derivative
of these interaction energy with respect to the distance on
the slip plane as shown by eq.(6.2.3). Assumption that a
dislocation glides on a plane aparted from the defect by one
stomic plane means y = b. Then the interaction force is
expressed by the following set of equations;

      - aEsl .- G v(ei-E2) - g2+ 1
  Fsl - ex - 2T b ( g2+ 1)2

  Fs2 = .2e{}i}zEx == G2VIE2sE3) =S-+ 1 2 (A.4)
                           ( g+ 1)
      '
      -- aEs3 - G v(E3-Ei) -• g2+ 1
  Fs3 - ax '- 2T b ( g2+ 1)2

where = xlb. '
     On the other hand, the double force tensor for the I cen-
l.ilE'stfOrEifiXtane:]igr?.i 04f) eq'(6'2•4), can be transformed in foiiow.

                  O.508 O O
          eij= .o o.sos o (A•s)
                    O O I.951
Substututing the strain components into eq.(A'4), we obtain
the equation describing the force-distance relation between
the I center and the screw dislocation.
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[ 6•3 ]

THERMAL ACTIVATION MECHANISM OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
THE DISLOCATION AND HALOGEN INTERSTITIALS IN KBr CRYSTALS

                z
       The interaction'between dislocations and interstitial

       halogens in KBr crystals has been studied from the view-

       point of therrnal activation mechanisrn based on the

       therrnodynarnical consideration for dislocation movements.

       The activation volume as well as flow stress during

       irradiation and thermal annealing has been obtained ex-

       perimentally. Temperature dependence of these quantities
       has also been examined at 'wide range from 4.2 K to 200 K

       for irradiated KBr:Li. Analysis of the behaviours of them
       has been carried out in terms of therrnal activation

       mechanism of dislocation dynamics. Description of the
       interaction as a thermally activated process is good for

       such a system. Total activation enthalpy and Fmax for the
       interaction between dislocations and the IA(Li) center are

       evaluated through these thermodynamical analysis.

gl Introductory Remarks

                        '      In the preceding chapter, it has been clearly shown that
the halogen interstitial ions are the dominant hardening
                                                          'agents in irradiated KBr crystals at low temperature. Here,
we .will solve the second crucial question in radiation hard-
ening; How the defect interacts with dislocations ?
     As an approach to this problem, we attempt to apply
the thermal activation mechanism into the interaction between
dislocations and the IA center in KBr:Li. We then summalize
the concept of dislocation dynamics as a thermally activated
process in the following part of this section.
     When a dislocation moves through a crystal lattice at
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]ow t. emperature, a 'f: orce ;i s exe 'r t. ed on i t. by ob s' t. ac ]. es

present. in t.he .lattiico, The features care schematically
gket-ched in l;lg.6.3.Ir

     Then, the resjstive iforce against t.he moving dislocalzion
can be separated into t.wo components as iEollows;

                F'X' + }:g          'ro=-'-"l;-5--+ =T'k"Tg (6•3•1)
where L ,is the average length of-" dislocation availabl.e to
each obstacle, b the Burgers vect.or, 'r* and i' g are thermal
and athermal components of the stress due to. obstacle, res-•
          1) •pectirve1y.

     At any finite t.emperature, atomic fluctuations can
assj,st. the appljed stress in movi'ng a dislocation past obsta-
cle. Thus, t.he stress t.o overcome a short.--range obstacle
depends sensitively on t.emperature, whereas that to surmount
a fixe(1 long-range one does onl>J t:hi-ougb the t".emperature
dependence of 't.he shea'r modulus.
     When a linear segment of. di.slocatjon of length L moves
reversively and isothermally from its equi.librju}Tt position
to the saddle point of an obstacle, t.he minimum Gibbs free
energy, AG, whixh has to be supplj.ed, is given by2,3)

          AG=Ag-T*LbAR (6.3.2)
where Ag represents the change in free energy associated
with the localized atomic displacement durirsg activation
events and is equivalent to a Helmholtz free energy, and AR
is the so-called activation distance.
     Then the rate of deformatj.on Y is usually expressed as

          Y= V.exp(-AG/kT) (6.3.3)
a) Activation volume
     Activation volume is obtained by differentiating eq.(6.3.2)
with respect to the effective stress;

                  BAG                   a.-w+r)T" Lb AR (6.3. 4)          V* = -(

Utilizing eq.(6.3.3), activation volume can be rewritten as
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                   ]ln Y          V'k = kT( sn:-n--'''-)T ., (6.3•S)

b) Act.ivation enthalpy ,
     Differentiating eq.(6.3.3) wj-th respect to temperature,

and putting as '
         (bgTG ).=e- ,cxs, - (6.3.6)

          AH=AG+TAS, (6.3,7)
activation enthalpy, AH, Å}s i"epresent.ed as

          AH = kT2( ---a}il,-li---- ).. (6.3,8)

This is easj.ly mod.iitiled as

          Z.H-(----g-,I,-- )s,Vft T, (6.5,9)

Therefore, both activati.on volume and activat.ion enthalpy can
be de,termined experimentLally from differentj.al const.ant

straln-rate t.est.

g2 Experimental Result.s

     C 2•1 ) Changes of activat.ion volume and induced
             flow stress during irradiat.ion ancl thermal
             annealing
                                    '
     Figure 6.3.2 shows the y-ray dose dependence of the
activation volume and induced flow stress in KBr:Na and
KBr:Li at 77 K. A similar tendency is observed j.n the change
of the activation volume as well as flow stress for both
system. In the lower dose region less than 1.o x lo7r, which

corresponds to the early stage of coloration, an abrupt drop
of the activation volume is evident, which is accompaned
with a rapid increase in AT. On the other hand, the higher
dose region, the activation volume remains almost unchanged,
and induced flow stress i.ncreases gradually.
     It appears, from the result in Fig.6.3.2, that irradia-
tion induced change in activation volume mainly originates
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inaj.n]y frorn the radjat.ion-jnduced defect.s at the early stage
colorat'i.on, o-r the t.Tapped interstiitials by alkali impurity,
s'jmi.larl.y as h)duced flow stress.
     h'gure 6.3.3 show the change of the activation volurne in
the thermal recovery process of A'f in KBr:Na. The volume
increases at. the recovery stages I, II, and III, defined in
the preceding chapter, It has been shown that these stages
                                +are due to t.he decay of the IA(Na ), V(306), and V4 centers,
respectively.
                                      '     Anti-correlatlon bet.we.en A'r and V'X` in these stages i.s
c]ear. In contrast wj.th such a c.orrelat.ion, the activation
volume is maintained almost. const.ant. irrespective of the dec-
crease of AT, in stage IV where var.ious l<inds of higher
aggregate interstitials annihilate,
     From such result.s, one can distii.guish two different
types of recovery stages of AT; one accompanies the change in
V*, and the ot.her does not.
     Such a distincti. on j.s more t'ypica]. .in KBr:l,i system, as
seen in Fig.6,3.4 wThere the change of V'X' is shown in the ther•
mal recovery process of AT. Both AT and V* scarcely shange
in stage I of KBr:Li. In stiage U, where IA(Li+) centers are

mainly responsible for the recovery of AT, the act.ivatior}
volume, together with the decrease of AT, increases to recocer
the va-lue of un-irradiated sampl.es. In stage III, however,
the activat.ion volume does not change in spiite of the larger
recovery of AT.
    'On the basis of above experimental resu!ts, it is reason-
able to suppose that there exist some d.ifferencies in the
interaction of dislocations with responsible defects for
above-defined two different types of recovery stages pf AT.
Thus, let us hereafter distinguish following two types of
samples; one involves the IA center ( Sample A ), and the other
does not have the IA center, though*it does other higher
aggregate interstitials( Sample B ). Furthermore, we rest-

*) These samples in KBr:Li were prepared by warming irradiat-
    ed ones up to 180 K and to 260 K, respectively. Un-ir-
radiated samples is hereafter abbreviated as Sample C.
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ri ct our atten ti on to t.he KBr : 1, i' .f >r stem , since this typ j. ca ].

Iy shot"s t'vxro differor')t. types of harclen:ing phenomena.

     ( 2-2 ) Temperatu're dependence of f. Iow stress
              and activation volume .
     Figure 6.3.5 shows the temperature dependence of flow
stress in Samples A, B, and C o;f' KBr:Li. The differences
in flow stTess of Samples A and B from Sample C are shown
by solid and broken curves in the inset'of the figure,
respectj-ve1y.
     The t.emperature dependence of flow stress in Sample B
resernbles that in Sample C, and the difference in flow stress
between them is almost constant against: tempe.rature, as
shown in the inset, On the other hand, flow stress of Sample
A exhibits a different. pattern ol' temperature dependence
from those of Samples B and C: a remarkable increase in flow
stress is evident writh clecreas.ing. tempe'rature, t'hough exact.

data could not be obtained fo)" Sample A near by 4,2 K because
of the sample brittleness.
     Figure 6.3.6 indicates the relation between the activa-
tion volume and the deformation te.mperat.ure. Jt is clear
that the activation volume of all three types of samples
increases with increasing temperature. It should be pointed
out that considerable increase is seen, especia]ly foT the
samples where the IA centers are absent( Samples B and C ).
This behaviour is clearly distinguishable from that of Sample
A.

     Thus we can see the different temperature dependences
of flow stress and activation volue in Sample A from those
in Samples B ans C.

g3 Discussions

( 3•1 ) Radiation hardening mechanism as a thermally
        activated process

First, we examine the validity of the application of
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t.heirmal activa'tion mechaniisin to the present radiation harden--
ing mechanjsm. };ior t.his purpose, we foc.us our att.ention to
the tempe'raturÅë dependence o'f Gibbs free energy, AG.
     As a consequence of t.hermodynamical description for
dislocation dynamics, AG should be proportional to the tem-
perature, when measurements are made for the system with the
same structure. From eq,(6.3,3), AG is rewritten as;

                       .          AG = kT ln C--l.lla) = orkT, (6.3.10)

     'il'he value of or can be eva]uat.ed from the usual defini-•
tion of •vo;4')

          "o r- bpvL (6.3.11)
where p is the dislocation density, L the average length of
the dislocation segment and v is the attempt frequency, which
can be evalnated as vl)(b/L), with l)ebye frequencys vDt
     Using generally acceptable va].ues;
          p " lo7 cm'2
                       13 --1         vD " 2f3 X 10 sec
and the present rat.e of def:ormat.fion; v --' 1,4 x ]o'4 sechl,

the value of or in this case is

          ct = 22.

     Now we will analyze the Gibbs free energy in the present
experiment to compare the above theoretical consequence.
     The activatjon enthalpy, AH, c.an be calculated using
eq.(6.3.9) from the results of temperature dependence of
frow stress and activat.ion volume shown in Figs.6.3.5 and 6.
Thus calculated values of AH are plotted against temperature
in Fig.6.3.7. The characterized differences among three types
of samples are hardly observable at low temperatures, whereas
at higher temperature region above 60 K, AH of Samples B and
C appears to show a super-linear dependence on temperature in

contrast with Sample A. '
     Except hightemperature region, a overall dependence of AH
on temperature is linear, which involves lenear relation
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between AG and T, since AH = AG + TttsS.
     S'i.nce the c:ontribution of the ent.ropy term to AH is
considered to be small at low tempercatiire3)we can estimate

                                                'the value of (x .iTj t.he present experiments from the results
'i n Fi g.6. 3. 7.

     Estirnated value i.s '28 which is very close to the theo-
retical value of 22, This r.esult is supposed to prove the
validity of our att.empt of tapp]ying the t.hermal actilvation
mechanism to the present experjment.

     ( 3'2 ) l[llii'tiA.Cfelf}:.8.r, e2.g" l,}.orjgi-n of thermai compo-

     As shown in Fig.6,3,5, fi.owi stress of Sample A exhibi.t.s
a remarkable increase at low temperature. On t.he other
hand, Sample B shows the simi]ar temperat.ure dependence of
flow st.ress to t;hat of un-irradj.ated samples. The resemb-
lance of the dependence jn latter two means that the same
defects are acting as ghe barrier exertjng a short range
force, or thermal component of flow st.ress in these samples.
This fact clearly iindicates that t.he defects .induced by
racliati.on which exists in Samp.le B, probably hj.gher aggregates
of interstitials, act.s on dislocations as a long-range
obstacles. On the other hand, additional thermal component
in Sample A where the IA center is the main hardening agent,
may originate from the IA center.
     Thus, the IA center interacts with dislocations in short
range, whereas higher aggregate .interstitials in long range,
respectively.

     ( 3•3 ) Total activation enthalpy for the inter-
             action between the I                                  center and disloations                                A

     An important parameter for the identification of activa-
tion mechanism is the total activation enthalpy, Ho, which
is given by

          AHo = AH " .roT VdT ' T( ASo - AS ) (6.3.12)

where the second term represents the mechanical energy requir-
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ed t.o overcome the bari,er of obstiacle, ASo the activatjon
entropy at zero eiUfecti.ve stress and AS that at fj.nite
                          1)temperat.ure, respec.tively, "                             IVhen AS varies only slowly wj.th
                                                             'stress ( temperature ), eq.(6.3.12 ) is, in approximate form,
expresses as follws;

          AH. = AH + f.T Vd'r. (6.3.13)
If the same obst;acle is concerned throughout the temperature
range where interaction tal<es place, AHo must be independent
on tei;tperature. Thus, evaluation of AHo provides valuable
informat.ions about. t.he di.slocation - (lefects interaction where
thermally act:ivated process is act.jTve.
     Here we obtain the value of AHo for the case of the IA
center.
     To eva]uate this value, acco'rdi.ng to'eq,(6.3,j.3), .it
is nescessary to draw an activat.ion volume vs. fiow stresf
cu rve . The obta i. ]'i ed )/ el a t. :'i on f]r om 1i he re sul ts shown jn
                             ,
Fjgs.6.3.5 and 6, ls shown in }?ig.6,3.8,
     The mechanical energy, oT the second t.erm in eq,(6.3.13),
can be evaluated by graphica] integration of the curve in
Fig.6.3.8. at each tempe'rature, By using the act.ivation
enthalpy vs. 'temperature curve j.n Fi' g.6.3.7, together with
the result of graphical integratjon, values of AHo for Samples
A and C are obtained to be O.66 and O.3 eV, respectively.
These values aresupposed to determine the heights of the
potential barrier before moving dislocations interact with
the obstac1es.

     ( 3•4 ) The maximum interaction force of the
             IA center with dislocatJions

     Finally, we discuss here the maximum force in the inter-
action between dislocations and the IA center.
     Above results and discussions have confirmed that the
thermal activation mechanism is also available for this case.
This means that the most important quantity in the interact.ion
of dislocations wi'th defects, Fmax, can not be obtained
from the flow stress measurement at the temperature where
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thermally activated process is active. Thus it should be
nescessary to determine the value of Fmax based on the low
temperature data of flow stress. Let us, then focus our
attention on the results of low-temperature flow stress shown
in Fig.6.3.5.
     For Sample A where the rnain thermal component of flow
g;'2?g {Ern,;l;i2f::m,X2e,lg.C:2;ggg 22e,C2? ?b.gki2,gh;.gg:X2,,.

extrapolation of the data points.
     It is apparent that the thermally activated process is
active at 77 K for the hardening events due to the IA center,
since the activation volume is mainly determined by the center
in Sample A at 77 K. Therefore, the value of flow stress
at 77 K in Sample A may involve a fraction of thermal com-
ponent. We adopt, as the athermal component, tihe value of
flow stress in Sample B at 77 K; that is about o.7 kglrnm2.

disioTcha::•6nsToisinagg:ti2Y:ritEltmiiil2.between the iA center and

     From eq.(6•1•1), Fmax iS

          Fmax = To bL' (6•3•14)
The concentration of the IA center in Sample A can be obtained
from the optical absorption measurement. Evaluated value of
the concentration, using Smakula's equation, is about
2.4 x lo17cm'3. From this result, we can determine the value

of L in eq.(6.3.14).
     Inserting thus obtained values of To, L and b into the
above equation, we obtain
                            -5          Fmax = 1•2 X 10 dyne = O.3 Fo .

     The total activation enthalpy 'for'.the interaction of •the
IA center with dislocations has been obtaiAed to be O.66 eV.
:•klg.xg:•g.' :•g:::2g g;t:.;h: xgige.fi{ ::g•E,gl.ge.g:;.:v.glgge

with a/2 in KBr, where a is the lattice constant. This
consequence is consistent with our assignment that the IA
center acts ss an obstacle which results in the temperature-
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sens i.t 'i ve resi stive forc e. for the dis] oca t. -i on movemen t. , i .e,

't.herma] component of the 'fl.ow st.re.ss.

     Bere wc cQmpare the value of I'max with the result. of
theoretical calculation performed in Chap.[6,2]. In I•:igs.- '
6.2.8 and 9, the maximum interaction force between the I cen-
t.er and edge dislocations is about 3Fo, though it varfies from
2Fo to 4Fo, depending on the orientat.ion between them. This
value is about one order of magnj.tude larger than that; of
       center wj.th dislocat.ions.the l     A
     Qualitatively, the sma]ler value oif 1imax for the IA cen-
                                    +ter is quite reasonable, since the Li iion in the IA center
is supposed to relax consj.derabl)r the strain field due to
the interstitial ions. Taking j.nto this situation, we may
say that the IA center - dislocatjon interaction cou]d be
attribute(l maiR].y to the e]as.tic interact..ion between t'hem.
     Deci.sive work on the radjation hardening due to intrin-
sic I centers wjll answ,er t.he cluegtion; e.lectrost.al'.ic
interaction is important or not, iin the interaction between
dislocation and I)oint. defects M) alkali hal.ides.
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3)

4)
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     [ 7•1 ] Summary

     Ionizing radiation damages in alkali halide crystals
have been studied, mainly by means of internal perturbation
method, in order to make clear the mechanism of'storage and
release of ionizing radiation-induced energy.
     Based on the view-point that radiation damage Corresponds
to the radiation-induced change in energy the crystal possess-
es, overall process concerned has been divided into four
regions; ionization darnage process, transient phenomena,
an "excited state", and defect-annihilation pr6cess.
     The first part of this work concerns the relaxation and
dissociation of an exciton which is the primary process of
defect formation, i.e. the radiation-energy storage. Achieve-
ments of this part of the study can be summalized as Fig.7.1.1.
     The hot exciton relaxes into particular states with the
fixed ratio of relaxation probabilities. The primary origin
of the energy-storage is the formation of ( VKe )F with
probability, d, which depends strong!y on the kind of alkali
halides. This precursor of the Frenkel pair is the higher
excited state of the triplet exciton. In KBr crystal, about
800-o of the triplet exciton relaxes into ( VKe )F at 6 K,
whereas most of that into ( VKe )T in NaCl•
     The ( VKe )F forms another excitonic product, ( VKe )A,
through its selective interaction with alkali impurities,
when the crystal includes the latter• This selective reaction
involves a: adiaxatic motion of ( VKe )F, which is characte-
rized by u of V.
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     Thus formed ( VKe )A has sim.ilar electi-onic structui"e
and p'ropertjes as those of ( VKe )w, though the perturba-
tiono'f nearby inipurit.y ior} makes 'the sta'te de-excj.te more
radiatively. Then, the formation of ( VKe )A in some alkal-i .
halides results in the suppression o.f defect formation rate.
     Another channel of the formation of ( VKe )A can take
place in other c'rysta1( such as NaCl ), which originates
froTn the hopping motion of ( VKe )er•
     Next part of the present work concerns the motion and
reactions of primary halogen i.nterstitials created from the

(vKe )F• '                                           o     Two different rnodes of motion of the X•                                             have been clear-
                                          1•                                 oly resolved. Dynarnic mot.ion of Xj. a.lopg a partj.cule <110>
direction 'results in t.he formatjon of the ( HA )d center
through the att.ractjve interaction with a Na+ ion, but is
reflected back through the repulsive interaction with a Rb'

ion to reduce the colorabi]ity in this secondary process of
defect formation iin KBr.
                                               '     On the other handi, 1ihermally induced migrat.ion of the
                                              +H center forms the ( HA )t center and t.he HA(Rb ) center in
the interaction with a Na' and a Rb+• ion, respectively.

     The dependence of the interactj.on of the interstitial
halogen atom with other imperfections on the mode of motion
of the former originates from the anisotropic elastic inter-
action of the H center.
     Then, defect annihilation process has been studied. Most
important establishment in this part of the study can be
represented by Fig,4.3.10. Primary product of radiolysis,
the pair of F and H centers, possesses the formation energy
of about 5.5 eV in KBr, and can recombine into ( VKe )T during
their annihilation process.
     Another mechanism to convert the stored energy into the
electronic-excitation energy creates ( VKe )o as well as
( VKe )T during thermal annealing of irradiated KBr, NaCl,
and KI crystals. Thus the intrinsic thermoluminescence is
the same as intrinsic luminescence, in the sense that the
luminescence center is the relaxed exciton for each phenomenon.
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     I)inall>J, as one of ti)c research on the propertj.es of an
rad/LatilOn-- fi.nduc}ed' '' excited 'i .gtatie, mechanism of radiation

hardening has been studied, s•ghich Is the typical problem of
radiation damages in the narrow sense.
                                                     '     Interstitial halogen ions are the main hardening agent
at low temperature, and act as the shortz-range obstacle for
the disl,ocation movement. Dynam.ics of the dislocation - the
defect int.eraction can be described in terms of thermal
actj.vation mechanjsm.
     Th'rough thi.s work, significant insii.ght has been given
in the relaxatj.on and dissociation of ar} exciton, and clear
answers have been presented to the proble]ns which had remai•ned
tmsolved in other fields, concerned,

     [ 7'2 I Future Ploblems

     The most important and int;eresting problerns we must
so.lve hereafter in radiation diamages in thi.s material is
supposed to concern the relaxation and dissociation of an
exciton. Additional efforts of the stucly on other categories
of color center physics, which have been stiudj.ed extensively
in this work, might not give us further new and important
findings in physics. Thus, color center physics in alkali
halides should be re-termed t.he exciton physics in this
insulator.
     VaTious excited states of STE have been established so
far. And several important properties of ( VKe )F have
been revealed. In spite of these recent knowledge, the
clear identification of the initial state of color center
formation has n'ot been done yet, Furthermore, detailed mecha-
nism of energy conversion of electronic-excitation energy into
the kinetic energy with momentum is far from being well
understood.
     On the other hand, other interesting problems have
remained unsolved in the relaxation dynamics of the exciton;
mechanism of the absence of the " emission in some alkali
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halides, the origins of the third exciton-like emission anJ
of the edge emission seen especially in Iodides, etc.
     Through the study on these problems, we must clarify
the role of higher electronic-excited states on the ionizing
radiation damages, or radiolysis, in this insulators.
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